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A COMPARISON OF THREE POLITICAL WORKS
 
BY JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU
 

by Jean C. Gelfund° 

PREFACE. 

In his Contrat Social, Jean-Jacques Rousseau presents his poli
tical philosophy for the ideal state.. In the Projet de Constitution 
pour la Corse and the Considerations sur le Gouvernement de 
Pologne, he presents constitutional proposals for practical govern
ments. This paper is an attempt to delineate and to compare the 
central ideas of the three works. It is not an attempt to compare 
Rousseau with his contemporaries in the field ofpolitical philoso
phy. Rather, I try to test the consistency of Rousseau's ideas for 
the two proposed governments against his theory. The compari
son could be much more extensive. I have herein limited myselfto 
a few truly basic considerations. 

ORIGINS OF THE THREE WORKS 
Rousseau's Contrat Social first appeared in June, 1762, less than 

a year after the publication of Emile. Within the month a storm 
of protest raged about him and he was at once banished from Paris 
and shortly from Geneva and Berne. Thus began the tumultuous 
yet productive latter years of his life when, driven from pillar to 
post, Rousseau found safety only with certain loyal friends and 
mental release in his writmg. None the less creative for his un
popularity, in the sixteen years before his death in 1778 he au
thored the Lettres Ecrites de la Montagne (1764), the Projet de 
Constitution pour 10 Corse, the Considerations stir le Gouverne
ment de Pologne, his Confessions, and the Reveries du Promeneur 
solitaire (written 1776-78).1 The Contrat Social along with the 
constitutions for Corsica and Poland, which were finished·in 1765 
and 1172 respectively, present his political point of view. Taken 
together, they express its rudiments while tracing its gradual evo
lution over a ten-year span. Taken individually, each work re-: 
presents a specific intent with relation to Rousseau's life and to 
the European political situation. Each is clearly defined accord
ing to the time, place, and circumstances in which it was written. 

"Jean Gelfund, '66, of Detroit is a graduate student in French at the University 
of Michigan. 

l'The Confessions and the Reveries were both published in 1782. 
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The Contrat Social, first of all, is fully titled Du Contrat Social; 
ou, Principes du Droit Politique. It is, in essence, tlle statement of 
Rousseau's political philosophy wherein he explores the funda
mental liberties and natural rights of man once he has passed from 
the state of nature to that of organized society. He proposes con
stitutional means for maintaining these liberties in any nation 
whatsoever. They involve the form of government and its legis
lation, but more fundamentally they depend upon an initial agree
ment among the members of the contracting society; thence the 
term Social Cqntract (Contrat Social). 

According to Rousseau, the relatively short Contrat Social, 124 
pages in the edition which I studied, was only a fragment of a 
larger political treatise. It came from Institutions Politiques which 
he began ten years earlier and abandoned when its scope exceeded 
his forces. Apparently he burned the remainder of Institutions 
Politiques in 1762 - if indeed he ever wrote it at all. 

Internal and external influences alike inspired him to write the 
Contrat Social. Earlier he had remarked the defects of the Consti
tution ofVenice and had pondered them for several years. With 
the help of Montesquieu's ideas, he came to the conclusion that a 
government would only be what the nature of its people might 
make it; this ",,'as the underlying prinCiple of the treatise. Profes
sor Charles E. Vaughan felt tllat Rousseau's ideas were further en
riched and reinforced by his speculative genius applied to anis
torical study of Morals."2 Plato, Locke, Grotius, Pufendorf, 
Hobbes, and Barbeyrac were his teachers. 

The Genevan's intentions in writing the Contrat Social were 
sincere; he thought he had the key to the amelioration of mankind 
and wanted to arrest and persuade his readers. Had he not always 
been a good man and citizen, law-abiding and respectful? Didhe 
not love the human race and want to gUide it towards its happyful
fillment? Why, then, fear any threats from people who might 
misconstrue his intent?3 

The immediate reaction to the Contrat Social was not surprising. 
How could a document suggest democratic principles so dogma
tically, so brutally? What of the privileged classes? Was every
thing to bow to "the people?" What of the implied criticisms of 
important personages? The powers were offended. But the gen
eral reading public was slower to react; few people actually read 
the Contrat Social, and those who did found it very abstract and 

~Charles E.. Vaughan, ed.ThePolitical Writings of Jean Jacques Rousseau, II 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1915),3. . 

3MateriaI concerning Rousseau's character and intentions comes primarily 
from Frances Winwar, Jean-Jacques Rousseau. . 
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speculative. It was only in the long lUll that the document had its 
full effect upon the ideas and the currents of literature, politics, and 
society. Then its influence was profound. Within the century 
the work marked the appearance of a new sensitivity and spurred 
the romantic movement, the French Revolution, the end of royalty, 
the subordination of individual to community. The Revolution's 
legislative assembly, Robespierre, and Restoration ultras all 
pointed to Rousseau as their modeL During the Revolution, even 
decks of playing cards were reissued with the King of Clubs re
placed by a picture of the author holding in his right hand a copy 
of the COlltrat Soeial.4 

Rousseau had his first opportunity to put his political philosophy 
into practical form when he was invited to write a constitution for 
Corsica in 1764. It was ironic that he should be asked when he 
was acting the part of incendiary to his own land. 

Corsica was at that time a storm center and tempting prize to 
the nation who could conquer her. The Corsicans had driven their 
oppressors, the Genoese, from the island in 1735 and again in 1752. 
After the second uprising, Pasquale Paoli became dictator and 
remained so throughout the period of independence, 1755-68. 
During this time Corsica was a lure to the great powers. France 
had mediated between Corsica and Genoa in their struggles, and 
she sent representatives to the island again in 1764, ostensibly for 
the same purpose. Alarmed, Paoli dispatched a distinguished 
Corsican soldier in French service, Buttafuoco, to Versailles to 
demand that the island's independence be recognized. On that 
trip Buttafuoco also requested a plan of government for the young 
nation from Rousseau.5 

Renewed public fury resulting from the publication of the 
Lettres Eerites de la Montagne in 1764 delayed work on theProfet 
de Constitution pour la Corse. But RoUsseau finally threw himself 
into it, attempting to forget his personal sorrows, while taking 
refuge on the !Ie de Saint-Pierre in the canton of Bern in autumn, 
1765. Buttafuoco had given him a free hand as law-giver for 
Corsica, andit would seem that Rousseau might have imposed his 
own ideals and predelictions on the people, according to his per
sonal tastes. True to the concepts of the Contrat Social, however, 
he sought to determine as accurately as possible the Corsican na
tional character and to draw up a code well suited to the nation. 
He demanded information from Buttafuoco on "the physical, in
dustrial, commercial, and social conditions'prevailing in the island; 

·Winwar, p. 341. 
·Vaughan, II, 292-293. 
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its natural and political history; its fiscal and judicial machinery; 
the bearing of the laity towards the clergy, and of the clergy to
wards the civic ideal."6 

The stress of renewed persecution plus France's annexation of 
Corsica in 1768 made Rousseau lay aside the partially-completed 
project. Scarcely more than a rough copy, it had relatively little 
significance compared with the Contrat Social and the Considera
tions sur le Gouvernement de Pologne. Scholars have found only 
one manuscript of the work, and until Vaughan's 1915 edition, 
Georges Streckeisen-Moultou alone had published an edition in 
1861. The most important contributions of the Corsican constitu
tion have been its 'revelation of Rousseau's methods and its state
ment of his ideas on property which border on state socialism. 

Rousseau gained international renown for his political works. 
In 1770 he was asked to write a new Polish constitution to help 
remedy that nation's political troubles. Poland was a once-power
fulnation then on the decline because of internal strueandforeign 
intervention. Upon the death of King Auguste III in 1763, she 
was torn between two factions, the Potocki and the Czartoryski. 
The latter.won the election in 1764, placing in office Stanislas 
Poniatowski, a former suitor of Catherine of Russia. Thus Russia, 
which had been strengthening its hold on Poland in the preceding 
decade, increased its influence. In addition, Frederick the Great 
of Prussia and Marie-Therese of Austria both had their eye on 
coveted districts of Poland. In 1770 the three powers secretly 
agreed upon a treaty of partition, and they gained their desired 
territories in 1772.. But beforehand the very brashness of foreign 
interference aroused a Polish spirit of resistance. In 1768 the land
owners of a section of Poland rebelled against foreign tyranny and 
formed the Confederation of Bar. At the same time Russia was 
distracted by an impending war with Turkey.. The Confederates 
gathered the support of fellow-countrymen and called a conven-, 
tion at the end of 1769. At the convention they resolved to request 
advice concerning the best form of constitution they could adopt. 
Count Wielhorski, an independent member of the Diets of 1767 
and 1768, was named the agent to solicit aid. He applied to Mably 
and Rousseau, the one an inveterate constitution-monger, the other 
a man of letters.7 

Mably submitted his suggestions by July 1771, while Rousseau 
did not begin his work until September or October of 1771. Rous
seau had been in seclusion during 1769 and the first halfof 1770 

6Vaughan, II, 298. 
7Vaughan, II, 370-372. 
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and had discontinued almost all correspondence with the outside 
world. It was not until the summer of 1771 that Wielhorski either 
first contacted Rousseau or persuaded him to undertake the pro
ject. Rousseau then seemed to have put aside all other tasks and 
worked for six consecutive months until he completed the Consid
erationssur Ie Gouvernement de Pologne et sur sa Reforme Pro
jetee in April 1772. 

In the process of writing, Rousseau expanded his suggestions 
from an essay to a fifteen-chapter book. The work was at first for
bidden publication and remained a secret between its author and 
Wielhorski in order not to provoke the malice of Poland's enemies. 
While Mably, in his suggestions, had been content to deal mainly 
with the political mechanisms and combinations that look good on 
paper but seldom work in society, Rousseau disregarded the details 
in favor of expressing the spirit of his political philosophy. His 
guiding principle and the moral of this, his last political work, was 
that Poland must trust only in herself for the preservation of a 
strong civic life. All her institutions must seek to inspire, to nour
ish, and to purify a distinct Polish national character and spirit 
that would serve the nation's strength and prosperity. 

BASIC TERMINOLOGY 
There are several important terms at the heart of Rousseau's 

political philosophy which he uses repeatedly in the Contrat Social, 
the Projet, and the Considerations. These terms are associated 
with his own particular political concepts and should be clarified 
from the outset. 

First, the term, the Social Contract (Contrat Social), is so signifi
cant that it titles Rousseau's expression of political philosophy. 
This title underlines all the ramifications of any political state; 
more important, it names the essential first condition for the forma
tion of every political state. In each particular case, the social 
contract is the act of association which forms the only basis for a 
legitimate society. It is an agreement made among aU the people 
within a certain geographic area who have passed from the state 
of nature to tlle state of society. Such people prefer to organize
or reorganize - their society on the national level rather than to 
organize individuals on the family level. The social contract is 
the first step of organization; it precedes and differs from the insti
tution of government. Rousseau says that the people collectively 
are led to make the social contract because of two conflicting de
sires which pose a problem to each individual. On the one hand, a 
person desires to secure corporate support; he will surrender his 
freedom to the group to gain this support. On the other hand, he 
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desires to save as much personal freedom as possible. The social 
contractreconciles these tv,,-o desires and solves the problem. 

The social contract per se is a solemn oath taken simultaneously 
by all the persons of the nation in question. In essence, by taking 
the oath, 

chacun de nous met en commun sa personne et toute sa puis
sance sous la supreme direction de la volonte generale; et nous 
recevons en corps chaque membre comme partie indivisible 
du tout.s 

Rousesau proposes a specific pact for the Corsicans, which they 
are to make under oath, hand on the Bible: 

Au nom de Dieu tout puissant et sur les saints Evangiles par 
un serment sacre et irrevocable je m'unis de corps, de biens, 
de volonte et de toute rna puissance it la nation corse pour lui 
appartenir en toute propriete, moi et tout ce qui depend de 
moi. Je jure de vivre et mourir pour elle, d'observer toutes ses 
lois et d'obeir ases chefs et magistrats legitimes en tout ce qui 
sera conforme aux lois. Ainsi Dieu me soit en aide en cette 
vie et fasse mesericorde amon arne. Vive a jamais la liberte, 
la justice et la Republique des Corses. Amen.9 

All holding up the right hand, they are to respond, "Amen." 

The social contract does not merely assemble a people; it unites 
them. The product of this act of association is "un corps moral et 
collectif." In this context Rousseau equates "un corps moral" with 
"un etre moral" or "un etre de raison."lo The agreement reconciles 
each person's dual desire for corporate strength and personal free
dom; it endows the individual with the power of the group, yet 
leaves him his liberty. Through the social contract the liberty 
which man knew in the state of nature becomes liberty in an or
ganized society, in a political state. This new liberty must be dif
ferent from the old in various aspects. The individual must give 
up some of his freedom to the group; he must make sacrifices in 
order to defend and protect each associate's person and goods. 
Yet each person's every sacrifice is balanced by an equal sacrifice 
by all other citizens. All benefit mutually. Every loss has a com
pensatory gain. E,ach individual's score is even, so to speak, while 
he enjoys the increased strength that comes from union. By means 
of the social contract each one joins the whole and still remains 
obedient to himself, free as before. 

SDu Contrat Social, in Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Oeuvres Completes, III (Dijon, 
France, 1964), editors Bernard Gagnebin and Marcel Raymond, 361 (Bk. I, 
Ch. vi) - hereafter cited as Contrat Social. 

9Proiet de Constitution pour la Corse, in Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Oeul/res 
Completes, III 943 - hereafter cited as Proiet. 
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In any political state established according to Rousseau's terms, 
initiated with the social contract, there is an important predomi
nant power. It is the General Will (volonte generale). The 
general will is the state's power coupled with its intention. It is 
the force which determines the choices and the actions of the state. 
It is the power which makes the laws. The general will is vitally 
concerned with the best interest of the nation as a whole. 

La volonte generale peut seule diriger les forces de I'Etat 
selon la fin de son institution, qui est Ie bien commun.ll 

The general will of the state is derived from the particular wills 
of its constituent members. Each individual has a particular will 
concerned with a set of personal aims and his own best interests. 
This will controls matters which are usually of no concern to the 
state: when to get up in the morning; what color suit to wear; what 
kind of meat to eat,12 Granted, under certain conditions these 
could be items of national concern; but generally they are not. 
In addition to these personal aims, each individual also has a set 
of national aims concerned with the best interests of his state: what 
to do about foreign trade; how much wheat to raise; which men to 
call for military service. Taken together at any particular mo
ment, the national aims determined by all individuals are bound 
to conflict. But each individual must allow his set of aims to be 
modified. The conflicts and differences of opinion must give way 
to a common interest, the best interest of the state. This common 
interest gives rise to the general will. In other words, at any par
ticular moment a community must allow all its aims to fuse and act 
upon one another until the more or less contradictory ones are neu
tralized. Each man must "surrender" to the general will and have 
his own will in part or wholly neutralized. Then the common 
element which is left and which the group believes to be its domi
nant aim is the general will of the moment,13 The general will of 
the moment arises from the fusion of all particular wills. Of course, 
a particular will and the general will' can be in accord; the particu
lar will is then the general will of the moment. But the accord is 
usually short-lived. 

II est hnpossibJe ... que cet accord soit durable et constant; 
car la volonte particuliere tend par sa nature aux preferences, 
et la volonte generale it l'egalite.14 

lOContrat Social, 361 (Bk. I, Ch. vi).
 
llContrat Social, 368 (Bk. II, Ch. i).
 
12Ernest Hunter Wright, The Meaning of Rousseau (London, 1929), p. 75.
 
13Ibid., pp. 75-6.
 
14Contrat Social, 368 (Bk. II, Ch. i. ).
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The general will must be distinguished from the "will of all." 
The general will is not the composite of the wills of all individuals. 
It is not the sum of all personal interests, but it is their product. It 
is not an aggregate but a blend. The general will cannot be com
pared to a patchwork quilt of many different materials, but rather, 
to a solidcolor covering. The general will is not similar to a chem
ical mixture whose components retain their individuality, but 
rather, to a chemical compound whose components are fused to 
form a unique whole. 

The general will is by its nature impersonal. It shapes the state, 
and every political body in which the general will predominates 
is a republic (republique).15 In the ideal state the general will is 
free from the temptation of individual interests. Rousseau also 
maintains that the general will is indestructible. He says that it 
may be subordinated to other more particular wills. But each in
dividual, directed by love of himself, thinks of his private interests 
when he thinks of the common interest. The common interest 
(which gives rise to the general will) is the individual's interest, 
and the general will is also his will. Thus the general will is never 
destroyed. Rousseau maintains, too, that the general will is in a 
sense infallible. The public always wants and wills its own good, 
but it cannot always see it. The people can deceive themselves 
and choose evil in disguise. They are not corrupted, but simply 
mistaken; their judgment errs, but not the general will. 

The general will finds its expression in law. Sovereign power is 
vested in the general will; this power, directed by the general will, 
has one proper function: the creation of laws. Sovereignty (sou
verainete) is the exercise of the general will; and since the general 
will derives from the common interest among the particular wills 
of all the people, sovereignty· resides with the people. They are 
in reality the lawmakers. "The people" in a collective sense is 
sovereign. 

An expresison of the general will, a law, is in effect an agreement 
of the sovereign body with its members. A law is legitimate 

parce qu'elle a pour base Ie contrat social, equitable, parce 
qu'elle est commune atous, utile, parce qu'elle ne peut avoir 
d'autre objet que Ie bien general,et solide, parce qu'elle a pour 
garant la force publique et Ie pouvoir supreme.16 

15Ibid., 380 (Bk. II, Ch. vi). 
16Contrat Social, 375 (Bk. II, Ch. iv). 
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A law cannot be tyrannical, nor can it burden one subject more 
than another. 

Although sovereignty rests with the people, it is limited to legis
lative functions. According to Rousseau, the people per se cannot 
enforce their laws. If they do, they are subject to individual in
terests and subsequent corruption. The state must have an exe
cutive branch to carry out the dictates of the general will. At the 
simplest level, this branch, the administration, is an order which 
carries on the state's function by consent of the people. It is the 
Government (gouvernement), 

Rousseau first presents his concept of government in the Contrat 
Social by means of an analogy drawn between a human act and an 
act of the state. A human act has two distinct aspects: the moral, 
related to the will to act, conceived in the mind; and the physical, 
related to the power to effect an act, accomplished by human force. 
The fonner corresponds to legislation, the expression of the will of 
the people. The latter must correspond to execution of the law,17 

One distinguishes will and force in a human act. The will 
obliges the whole mind and body of the individual; force compels 
the various parts of that body into action. Likewise, one must 
distinguish sovereignty and public management in the state. 
Sovereignty is legislative; it can only oblige the body of the nation, 
by will. Public management is executive; it can only oblige the 
particulars of the national body, by force. The government is the 
agent which reconciles the will with force. 

Rousseau gives two different definitions of government within 
Chapter one of Book Three of the Contrat Social. First, he says the 
government is 

un corps intennediaire etabli entre les sujets et Ie Souverain 
pour leur mutuelle correspondence, charge de l'execution des 
lois et du maintien de la liberte, tant civile que pOlitique. 

According to this definition, the government is a "corps intennedi
aire" or "corps collectif." It is not distinct from the Prince (prince) 
because the whole body bears the name of prince. The men who 
compose the body may be magistrates, governors, kings, princes, 
or whatever the people choose. The individual members are the 
agents of the sovereign, commissioned by the sovereign with cer
tain powers. But they remain subject to the laws; if they usurp the 
sovereignty, the social contract is broken. 

According to Rousseau's second definition, the government is 
notabody. 

J'appelle done gouvernement ou supreme administration 

l1Contrat Social, 395-396 (Bk. III, Ch. i). 
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l'exercice legitime de la puissance executive, et Prince ou 
magistrat l'homme ou Ie corps charge de cette administration. 

Here the government is a function; it is the executive operation, 
the exercise of the power to enforce laws. Following this definition, 
one must distinguish the government from the prince. The prince 
isthe body or organ charged with the executive function. vVe can 
set up a mathematical proportion to clarify this relationship.ls 

(the magistrate) Prince Sovereign (the people) 

(executive function) Government Sovereignty (legislative function) 

There is the same difference between the prince and the govern
ment as between the sovereign and sovereignty. In each "frac
tion" the "numerator" is the tangible agent of the abstract function 
in the "denominator." As in the first definition, the prince may be 
an organ of one or many individuals. The public interest deter
mines the number of administrators and thus the form of govern
ment. Rousseau seems to prefer his second definition in the rest 
of the Contrat Social, in the Projet, and in the Considerations. 
There are times, however, when he fails to distinguish government 
as purely functionaL 

The terms which Rousseau defines and uses, particularly in the 
Contrat Social- social contract, general will, sovereignty, govern
ment, prince - are the foundation stones of his political philoso
phy. They are individual concepts; yet they are interrelated and 
depend upon one another for definition. The composite of these 
terms supports the superstructure of Rousseau's system and its 
practical applications in the Profet and the Considerations. 

THE FORMS OF GOVERNMENT 

In making a comparison betweoo the Contrat Social, the Frofet 
de Constitution pour la Corse, and the Considerations sur Ie 
Gouvernement de Pologne, one wonders whether Rousseau is con
sistent throughout. Do the tenets of his philosophy carry through 
in practical application? Does he specify for Corsica and for Po
land the form of government and the means for maintaining it that 
he considers best in the Contrat Social? . 

The first point of comparison between theory and practice con
cerns the form of government. What is the ideal? "Vill it work 
in Corsica? in Poland? 

In the Contrat Social Rousseau calls every legitimate govem
ment a republic. A republic can be a democracy, an aristo,:racy, 
or a monarchy, as long as the general will guides the government 

18Inspired by the Contrat Social, 395-400 (Bk. III, Ch. i). 
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by means of the laws. Population is the general criterion for de
ciding which form best fits which nation. Democracy is for small 
states, aristocracy for moderate-sized ones, and monarchy for the 
large. This is exactly what Montesquieu had said in l'Esprit des 
Lois. 

Actually there is a wider range of choice among the forms of 
government. Rousseau subdivides aristocracy into three types: 
natural (as it existed in simple societies), elective, and hereditary. 
He divides monarchy into elective and hereditary. And he allows 
for mixed governments. 

Among all the possibilities, Housseau chooses elective aristo
cracy as the best form of govemment. It is aristocracy in its most 

.valid sense - neither limited to the simple family chiefs, as in the 
natural form, nor extended to powerful family members who tend 
to usurp the power, as in the hereditary form. Elective aristocracy 
is the most natural; the sages govern in the best interest of the 
nation. This form is probably comparable to American democracy 
today. By contrast, what Rousseau calls democracy is admini~
tration by all or a majority of the people; the many govern the few. 
It cannot work because it requires an impossibly small state of 
people concerned only with the common interest; by their very 
nature men are not that virtuous. 

Hereditary aristocracy is the worst possible form of government, 
says Rousseau.19 There can be no guarantee of venerable gov
ernors because they are not chosen in the carefully-supervised elec
tions of elective aristocracy. The administration either tends to 
close in on itself and become royalty, or the members tend to usurp 
separately the power which is intended to be used only in the 
group. 

One discovers in reading the chapter on monarchy that Rousseau 
contradicts his earlier statement and calls hereditary monarchy 
the worst possible form of government.20 In this form, the roles 
of monarch and subjects are developed to their most speCialized 
degree. The two extremes are far removed from equality and 
lack the necessary liaison. The hereditary monarch tends to want 
to be absolute, and, given the opportunity, he becomes a tyrant. 

This apparent contradiction underlies a more important aim. 
I think Rousseau is here chiefly interested in emphaSizing the de
sirable rewards of good government by means of contrast with the 
evils of bad government. Whereas the oppression and selfishness 
in a hereditary government are intolerable, the equality and liberty 

19Contrat Social, 406 (Bk. III, Ch. iv). 
2°Ibid., 408-413 (Bk. III, Ch. vi). . 
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in a good government are compelling. An oppressive government 
is, in fact, illegitimate by definition. But a legitimate government 
considers the voice of everyone in forming the general will and 
making the laws. It also offers everyone benefits as long as they 
obey the laws. These rewards are simply impossible under 
oligarchy or tyranny, the remains of hereditary aristocracy or 
monarchy. 

Having categorized the fornls of government, Rousseau turns 
around and says, 

A proprement parler il n'y a point de gouvernement simple. 
II faut qu'un chef unique ait des magistrats subalternes; il faut 
qu'un gouvernement populaire ait un chef.21 

There are many ways to divide executive power. Rousseau con
cludes that all states have mixed governments. 

In the Projet Rousseau proposes a democracy with modifications. 
The island of Corsica is to be divided into twelve pieves; a pieve is 
an administrative district comparable to a contemporary Swiss 
Canton. 

L'isle de Corse ... se [trouveraJ divisee en douze jurisdictions 
qui ne seront pas extremement disproportionnees.22 

In this way the people can assemble in democratic fashion in their 
respective pieves. The system prevents anyone village or the 
nObility from prevailing over all of Corsica. 

In the Considerations Rousseau proposes a federative' govern
ment. 

Appliquez-vous [les Polonais] a etendre et perfectionner Ie 
systeme des gouvernements federatifs, Ie seul qui reunisse les 
avantages des grands et des petits Etats.23 

He would prefer to cut Poland's total geographic area; but not fore
seeing that pOSSibility, he proposes dividing the area into thirty
three confederate states. Each state is to respond to a Palatinate. 
As for Corsica, Rousseau wants to subdivide the nation and de
centralize the power. But for Poland he cautions that each part 
must also carefully limit its authority and see that nothing breaks 
the bond of common legislation and subordination to the body of 
the republic. A history of political factions warrants the caution. 

It is difficult to imagine how Rousseau can go so far as to arrange 
a system of republics, pick out the best form, and substantiate his 
choice, then abandon all the forms in favor of mixed government. 

21Contrat Social, 413 (Bk. III, Ch. vii).
 
22Pro;et, 910.
 
23Considerations sur Ie Gouvemement de l'ologne, in Jean-Jacques Rousseau:
 

Oeuvres Completes, III, 971 (Ch. V) - hereafter cited as Considerations. 
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When he proposes the governments for Corsica and Poland, he 
seems to give up order for chaos, to trade ready-made suits for 
tailored gannents. Can there be any consistency in this method? 

The common end of all the various forms of government is the 
preservation of the liberty of the nation and the equality of its 
people. Now, if the end is the same, the means to that end may 
vary. The respective conditions in each nation cause them to vary. 
Poland and Corsica are different historically, economically, and 
geographically. The means must suit the particular conditions in 
each land in order to attain the same ends. Rousseau had learned 
his Montesquieu vmy well. 

To say that Poland and Corsica are different is to say that each 
nation has its own national character. Taken at any particular 
moment, the whole of either nation is equal to the composite of its 
historical, economic, and geographic parts taken also at that mo
ment. Since these parts are different, the composite wholes are 
different. The form and degree of each part define the character 
of the whole; they give it its individuality. In view of the individu
ality of Corsica and Poland, Rousseau must look at one nation at a 
time. He must develop a certain sensitivity to its conditions and 
plan its government accordingly. 

In the case of Corsica, he recalls that the people expelled their 
oppressors, the Genoese, in 1752. The Corsicans are independent 
and 

dans l'heureux etat qui rend une bonne institution possible, il 
[Ie peupleJ peut partir du premier point et prendre des me
sures pour ne pas degenher. Plein de vigueur et de sante il 
peut se donner un gouvernement qui Ie maintienne vigoureux 
et sain.24 

The Corsican people more or less meet certain conditions set up in 
the Contrat Social. 

Quel peuple est donc propre it la legislation? Celui qui, se 
trouvant deja lie par quelque union d'origine, d'interet au de 
convention, n'a point encore porte Ie vrai joug des lois; celui 
qui n'a coutumes ni superstitions bien enracinees; 
celui qui ne craint pas d'etre accable par une invasion subite, 
qui, sans entrer dans les querelles de ses voisins, peut resister 
seul achacun d'eux, ou s'aider de run pour repousser l'autre; 
celui dont chaque membre peut etre connu de tous, et oul'on 
n'est point force de charger un homme d'un plus grand fardeau 
qu'un homme ne peut porter; 
celui qui peut se passer des autres peuples et dont tout autre 

~4PTOiet, 902. 
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peuple peut se passer;
 
celuiqui n'est ni riche ni pauvre et peut se suffire alui-meme;
 
celui qui reunit la consistance d'un ancien peuple avec la
 
docilite d'un peuple nouveau.25
 

Rousseau also requires that a nation's population approach the 
maximum number of people the land can nourish. Above all, he 
says, 

aces conditions pour instituer un peuple, il en faut ajouter une 
qui ne peut supleer anulle autre, mais sans laquelle eUes sout 
toute inutiles; c'est qu'on jouisse de l'abondance et de la 
paix.26 

He thinks that the Corsicans are ready for a mocli:6ed democracy. 
In the case of Poland, Rousseau recommends a federative gove 

ernment because of the conditions prevalent in the nation in 1769. 
Poland does not by any means meet all the above conditions. She 
is oppressed by anarchy and does not even meet the basic require
ment, tranquillity. She is tom externally by conflicting political 
factions and is trying to prevent partition by Prussia, Russia, and 
Austria. But Poland does need a new constitution in order to pre
serve what liberty may remain and to stop the nation's decline. 
Rousseau thinks he has the necessary insight into the country's 
situation to be able to draft a government plan. He senses the true 
Polish problem. Like the Corsicans, the Poles love liberty; but 
tmlike the independent, vigorous Corsicans, the Poles 

[s'endorment] dans un repos lethargique; l'orage les a re
veilles. Apres avoir brise les fers qu'on leur destinait, [leurs 
ames] voumaient allier la paix du despotisme aux douceurs 
de la liberte.27 

Assuming that liberty is the desired end, the Poles' lethargy is the 
obstacle in the path. 

Le repos et la libertc me paraissent incompatibles; il faut 
opter.2S 

Or in the Contrat Social, 
Malo periculosam libertatem quam quietum servitium. 
I prefer restless liberty to tranquil servitude.20 

Rousseau would awaken the Polish nation and make the people 
aware of the impending evil- subjugation by its neighbors. He 
would prevent further loss of liberty by instituting a federative 
government. 
25Contrat Social, 390-391 (Bk. II, Ch. x). 
2°Ibid. 
27Considerations,954-955 (Ch. i).
 
28Ibid.,955 (Ch. i).
 
29Contrat Social, 405 (Bk, III, eh. iv), Rousseau quotes the Palatine of Pos


nanic, father of the King of Poland, Duke of Lorraine. 
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In his considerations on forms of government, Rousseau often 
seems inconsistent, both within the pages of the Contrat Social and 
among the three works. Does he think hereditary aristocracy or 
hereditary monarchy the worst form? Is the best, elective aristo
cracy, just an idle dream? Why bother with the classification of 
government forms, indeed, if practical governments are all mixed? 
How does he reconcile the relativity of national character and ap
propriate government with the overall aims of government? Why 
establish conditions for instituting a government and not require 
their fulfillment? 

111ere are greater general consistencies underlying the apparent 
more specific inconsistencies. Rousseau says that no matter which 
government is the worst, the most natural is the best. No matter 
what the systematic forms are, man cannot fit into them because 
it is not his nature to do so. 

Man needs natural systems, so Rousseau proposes rustic societies. 
He calls for societies best adapted to their respective nations. 

II faut assigner achaque peuple un systeme particulier d'in
stitution, qui soit Ie meilleur, no peut-etre en lui-meme, mais 
pour l'Etat auquel il est destine.30 

He says that no matter what form is effected, the government must 
assure the people liberty and equality. And any government 
deSigned to do so is characteristically vigorous. 

SOCIAL CLASSES 

The governments which Rousseau proposes for Corsica and for 
Poland have the same basic aims - liberty and equality - a salient 
characteristic - vigor - and similar decentralized outlines. The 
parallels could logically end there. But according to Rousseau
who sometimes seems less than logical- they carry through to 
some extent in other elements of structure and other general char
acteristics. 

These rustic nations should both tend to become wrapped up in 
themselves. Rousseau counsels the Poles, 

si vous aimiez ... former une nation libre, paisible et sage qui 
n'a ni peur ni besoin de personne, qui se suffit a elle-meme et 
qui est heureuse; alors il faut ... maintenir, retablir chez vous 
des moeurs Simples, des gouts sains, un esprit martial sans 
ambition; former des ames courageuses et desinteressees.31 

And he says to the Corsicans, 

30Contrat Social, 392 (Bk. II, Ch. xii). 
31Considcrations, 1003-4 (Ch. xi). 
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la nation ne sera point illustre mais elle sera heureuse. On ne 
parlera pas d'elle; elle aura peu de consideration au dehors; 
mais elle aura l'abondance, la paix et la liberte dans son sein.32 

Both Poland and Corsica should be infused with their own respec
tive national characters, absorbed in maintaining their own govern
ments, happy with Simple living, isolated from world affairs. 

A nation's general characteristics extend to her citizens. Each 
man is, in general, content with his own comer of land and ab
sorbed in his own small circle of life. He is happy with the simple 
pleasures of his way of life and, moreover, with his way of life as 
part of the state's plan to serve its own best interest. He is first 
and foremost a citizen of his country. 

II ne doit point y avoir d'autre etat permanent ... que celui 
de citoyen et celui-Ia seul doit comprendre tous les autres.33 

Rousseau divides the Corsican citizenry into three classes: as
pirants, Patriots, and citizens. The aspirants are men under twenty 
years of age; the Patriots are twenty and older, married, each with 
his own parcel of land independent of his wife's dowry. The citi
zens are initially the country's fathers who institute the social 
contract; later their number includes every Patriot who is married 
or a widower and who has two living children, his own home, and 
a parcel of land sufficient for his subsistence. 

The classes will not be complete when the government is insti
tuted, but they will evolve as the nation ages and successive gener
ations ascend. Each Corsican may, in the course of his life, ascend 
from the class of aspirants to the class of Patriots and from the 
class of Patriots to the class of citizens or the first class. Although 
Rousseau never says so in so many words, one assumes that govern
ment officials are selected from the first class. 

In Poland the division into social classes is more complex. Rous
seau also distinguishes three general social classes: the Equestrian 
order, the Senate, and the King. These are the traditional classes, 
and theoretically the state's power lies in their unity. But Rous
seau sees that in practice Polish power is wielded by a small per
cent of the nation's population. He substitutes what he thinks is 
the actual class division. 

l'aimerais mieux dire que la nation polonaise est composee de 
trois ordres; les nobles, qui sont tout, les bourgeois, qui ne 
sont rien, et les paysans, qui sont mains que rien.34 

32Pro;et,947. 
33Pro;et,946. 
S4COllSideratwm,972 (Ch. vi). 
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These powerful rich are the nobles, the gentry; they are called the 
szlachta. 

Rousseau decries the traditional arrangement. It is unnatural 
that all the power, both legislative and executive, reside in the 
szlachta, particularly because the peasants comprise four-fifths of 
Poland's population. 

La loi de la nature, cette loi sainte ... ne permet pas gu'on 
resserre ainsi l'autorite legislative.35 

In the name of liberty, the sovereignty must be extended to and 
distributed among all the people. Rousseau takes up the case of 
the peasants. 

Certainly, 
affranchir les peuples de Pologne est une grande et belle 
operation.Bfl 

But it is also 
hardie, perilliuse, et .. .il ne faut pas [Ie] tenter inconsidere
ment.87 

The first step must be 
de reudre dignes de la liberte et capabIes de la SuppOlter les 
serfs qu'on veut affranchir.38 

The means to this end are worked into the whole structure and 
function of the government. 

At this point we change from the plane of the individual citizens 
to that of the men active in government. Here, also, Rousseau 
proposes three classes. In ascending order they are the Spes 
Patriae (Servants of State), the Cives electi (Citizens of Choice), 
and the Custos legum (Guardians of the Laws). The Spes Patriae 
are fOlmer lawyers, assessors, and minor officials who have served 
at least three years and been approved by their Dietines. They 
serve as Nuncios in their Dietines and in the national Diet. The 
Gives decti me former Spes Patriae who have served as Nuncios 
in the national Diet on three occasions and who have been ap
proved by their local Dietines. Their number includes other 
Nuncios, Deputies, Commissioners, the ministers of education, 
and Deputy Senators. The Custos legem are former Deputy Sena
tors who have served in the Diet for three terms of two, four, or 
six years each. They have been approved by the Diet and, as 
members of the highest class, are Palatines, Castellans, and Sena
tors. The Senators are eligible to be king. 

3oIbid.,973 (Ch. vi).
 
3{1Ibid.,974 (Ch. vi).
 
37Ibid.
 
38Consideratiol1s, 974 (Ch. vi).
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What does Rousseau say about the peasants and the bourgeois 
who are below even the lowest level of government jobs to begin 
with? He forsees a plan to subject them to a gradual advancement. 
Although the details are not included, the principle of the plan is 
to grant social and political promotion to noteworthy peasants, a 
few at a time, until eventually families, then whole villages gain 
their liberty. Likewise, the plan would ennoble certain bourgeois 
towns in reward for their progress and make them eligible to serve 
in the Dietines. 

This class system subjects all members of the government to a 
gradual advancement. Every Pole can rise through the ranks on 
his own merit. The honors and responsibilities of a higher class 
are appealing motives; the competition of peers is a stimulating 
force. The system is relevant to the nature of man, for a Pole can 
ascend to Senator in fifteen to twenty years and still have the 
productive years after age forty to serve in important positions 
that require maturity. The plan practically assures itself vigorous 
citizens and a Vigorous government. 

The details of the class systems in Corsica and Poland are differ
ent; the generalities may also seem different. For example, the 
Corsican system accounts for classes on one level, that of the in
dividual, whereas the Polish system accounts for classes on two 
level, that of the individual and that of the government officials. 
In addition, with regard to the individual, Rousseau assigns the 
Corsican system outright, whereas he rearranges the existing Polish 
system. That is to say that in Corsica he treats what will be, while 
in Poland he treats what is. 

The more basic and impOltant similarity among these differ
ences is that Rousseau does provide a social system in each of two 
instances. He allows for differences among individuals just as he 
allows for differences among nations. As he recognizes different 
national characters resulting from national inequalities, he recog
nizes different individual characters resulting from personal in
equalities. 

Aristote ...avait dit ...que les hommes ne sont point naturel
lement egaux, rnais que les uns naissent pour 1'esclavage et les 
autres pour la domination. Aristote avait raison, mail il 
prenait l'eifet pour la cause.31l 

Aristote was saying that men are born into certain different situa
tions and are therefore unequal. Rousseau is saying that they are 
in these situations because they are born unequal. 

Rousseau tries to accommodate the differences by providing 

39Contrat Social, 353 (Bk. I, Ch. ii). 
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categories for the various types of people. They can develop their 
particular abilities in the appropriate categories. Yet in each 
nation Rousseau keeps the categories open. He does not create 
caste systems; but rather, he creates open class systems wherein 
the mobile individual keep their nations vigorous. 

THE OPERATION OF GOVERNMENT 

A traditional examination of a government and its operation 
begins with the question, "Is the government democratic or au
thoritarian?" It proceeds with classification under a main govern
mental heading - Parliamentary (Parlementary), direct, dictator
ial, or anarchic. Then the examiner looks at the government's 
three main divisions -legislative, executive, and judicial. In each 
division he inspects the forms .of political institutions and their 
modes of operation. The examination continues with a look at non
official institutions such as political parties and lobbies. It gen
erally concludes with a consideration of other means of maintain
ing the government, for example, the system of election and repre
sentation, the limitations of political office, the balance of power. 
The entire examination proceeds OIl both the national and local 
levels. 

This structural-functional approach is useful to a degree in ex
amining Rousseau's proposed governments. In answer to the 
initial question, one may say that the ideal government described 
in the Contrat Social as well as the practical ones in the Projet and 
the Considerations are democratic. Then all three may be classi
fied as Parliamentary. Here, however, the application of tradi
tional criteria breaks down. Rousseau's governments are not sub
ject to categorical inspection of legislative, executive, and judicial 
institutions and operations. By very definition, the legislative 
branch is outside the realm of government; it is in the hands of 
the sovereign. Government, according to Rousseau, is primarily 
executive, although it may extend to judicial operations. 

In a broader sense, then, an examination of Rousseau's opera
tional governments must be an examination of his total operational 
states, of both their sovereign and their governmental bodies and 
functions. By this approach the inquiry will cover the official and 
non-official political institutions and means for maintaining the 
constitution. Now Rousseau does not provide plans for all the 
categories, palticularly in the Contrat Social. Political parties and 
pressure groups, for example, are not mentioned, probably because 
Rousseau never considered having them. The author concentrates 
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on the more important issues: representation, legislation, execution 
of the laws, judication. 

The first two issues, representation and legislation, are closely 
related and may be more easily understood as two aspects of the 
same general matter, sovereignty. By definition, sovereignty is the 
legislative function; it rests with the people. In practice, how does 
a sovereign people express the general will and maintain the legis
lative function? Can the citizens select representatives to formu
late the laws? If so, what are the groups of representatives and 
how do they function? 

To avoid abuse and to remain sovereign, the people must as
semble from time to time and express the general will. Their as
semblies will act as brakes on the executive power. The Contrat 
Social and the Considerations require that these assemblies meet 
according to a fixed schedule. In the Contrat Social Rousseau 
suggests how the people may gather. He presents models of 
ancient states and outlines the general operation of nations small 
enough to need only one legislative assembly. In such states, all 
the people have a direct vote on proposed laws, and a plurality of 
voices determines the law. The more serious the affairs, the 
closer the opinions must approach unanimity. These are valid 
suggestions for the operation of any local sovereign assembly, but 
they are nonetheless limited to ancient states. Rousseau does not 
say in the Contrat Social how large, modem states should assemble 
- only that the larger the state and the more powerful the govem
ment, the more frequent should be the assemblies. 

In the Projet and the Considerations, Rousseau completes his 
line of thought and gives the details of legislative assemblies. Each 
of these states must have several local assemblies. In the Projet 
Rousseau proposes that the Corsicans gather in their respective 
pieves. Thus there will be twelve assemblies. They will be con
voked at will by administrators in each pieve, the Guardians of the 
Laws. The Poles are to asemble locally, in legislative bodies called 
Dietines. Poland will not have thirty-three Dietines corresponding 
to a Palatinate extant in 1770. This confusion over the number of 
Polish jurisdictions is, I think, a question of economic and political 
domain. Apparently the thirty-three states are for tax purposes 
and the sixty-four Palatinates for legislative and executive ends. 

In Corsica and Poland, where there are several legislative as
semblies, the general will is divided, and no one assembly can 
make national laws. It seems that Rousseau should prOVide for 
some national legislative assembly in which all the local general 
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wills are represented. Now in principle Rousseau is opposed to 
legislative representation. 

La Souverainete ne peut etre representee ...; elle consiste es
sentiellement dans la volonte generale, et la volonte generale 
ne se represente point.40 

And in practice he upholds the principle in Corsica. 
On ne saurait assembler tout Ie peuple d'un pays comme celui 
d'une cite etquand l'autorite supreme est confiee ades deputes 
Ie gouvernement change et devient Aristocratique.41 

There is no Corsican national legislative assembly. 
Le peuple n'assemble que par parties.42 

In contrast, Rousseau says that a national legislative assembly 
is necessary in Poland. The people must select representatives 
from their local assemblies. In each Dietine the people elect 
several Nuncios from among men bearing the title "Spes Patriae." 
The Nuncios go to the national assembly, the Chamber of Nuncios, 
which is the legislative branch of the national Diet. Despite the 
need for thePolish representatives, and perhaps, in fact, because 
of it, Rousseau thinks they are easily corrupted. Therefore he in
cludes two safeguards. 

[Un] moyen est d'assujettir les representants a suivre exacte
ment leurs instructions et a rendre un compte severe a leurs 
constituants de leur conduite ala Diete.43 

This is to say that a Nuncio is first responsible to his constituency. 
A plurality of voices in his Dietine determines the stand he should 
take in each matter before the Diet. He carries the opinion to the 
nation. A Dietine naturally wants a reliable and wise Nuncio 
who will present its opinions forcefully. The local body cannot 
protest an unfavorable law once it is decreed by the Diet. It can, 
however, impeach a Nuncio who agrees to an unfavorable law. 
Therefore the degree to which a Nuncio expresses the will of his 
constituency determines his success, length of term in office, and 
chance for promotion to a higher rank. 

Another safeguard is 
la frequence des Dietes, qui changeant souvent des represent
ants, rend leur seduction plus couteuse et plus difficile.44 

Diets are generally limited to six weeks' duration. If necessary, 
they can extend themselves, and special sessions can be called. 

{OContrat SOCial, 429 (Bk. III, Ch. xv).
 
41 Froiet, 907.
 
'i2Ibid.
 
43Considhatoins,979 (Ch. vii).
 
HConsiderations, 979 (Ch. vii).
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Good order demands that extra meetings be rare and short. So as 
to facilitate vigorous and just legislative procedure, there will be 
no vain discussions nor Blibusters in the Diet. 

If legislative power is the heart of the state, executive power is 
the brain. It gives motion to all the parts. The state's executive 
power and its administrators constitute the government and the 
prince in the Rousseauistic sense. \Vhat principles does Rousseau 
establish for the exercise of executive power? What institutions 
and administrators does he ordain? How do they function? 

Executive power is force applied to the law. The government 
is the minister of the people. Whereas 

Ie Peuple ne peut etre represente ...dans la puissance Legis
lative, ... i1 peut et odit l'etre dans la puissance executive.45 

When a sovereign people institute a government, they invest the 
power for others to do what they themselves would do. They 
select certain citizens to be magistrates and to regulate the interior 
and exterior policies of the nation. Representation is necessary. 

Pour que l'administration soit forte, bonne et marche a son 
but, toute la punissance executive doit etre dans les memes 
mains.46 

But it is also potentially dangerous because the magish'ates may 
abuse their power. Therefore, 

11ne suffit pas que ces mains changent; il faut qu'elles n'agis
sent ...que sous les yeux du Legislateur, et que ce soit lui 
qui les guide.47 

In a sense, then, the governing body and the body governed are 
one. 

In general, says Rousseau, every mixed government has Q chief 

and several subalternate magistrates. The number of magistrates 
varies inversely with the population. And the division of execu
tive power varies according to conditions in the state. 

One implies from several allusions in the Pmiet that the Senate is 
the central Corsican executive body. It comprises an unspecmed 
number of Brst-class citizens, the Guardians of the Laws. Aside 
from the class criterion, merit alone determines the choice of Sena
tors. Rousseau reminds the Corsicans that they are, above all, 
citizens. 

II ne doit point y avoir d'autre etat permanent dans l'Isle que 

45Contrat Social, 4.30 (Bk. III, Ch. xv). 
46C0ns1l1erations, 978 (Ch. vii). 
-1Tlbid. 
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celui de citoyen et celui-li seul doit comprendre tous les 
autres. 4B 

Under this condition, any government position is a duty. The 
legislative assemblies in the pieves select their Senators and send 
them to the national assembly. In tum the Senators administer 
affairs in their respective pieves. They call and direct local as
semblies as necessary. The only other specific executive function 
Rousseau mentions is tax collection. It is not clear whether the 
Senators aid in this work or whether the powerful national tax 
board is composed of other rever¢d citizens. 

. The Considerations present a more detailed plan for an executive 
body. This body is also called ithe Senate. A branch of the na
tional Diet, it comprises 153 mien with various titles: seventeen 
ecclesiastical Senators (first class); thirVj-four Palatines, three 
castelJan, and one staroste (second class); thirty-four castellans of 
first rank (third class); fifty castellans of second rank (fourth 
class); and fourteen ministers of state (fifth class). Rousseau wants 
to change thirty-four fourth-class castellans to Deputy Senators 
and make them members of the Chamber of Nuncios. This mea
sure would reduce total Senate membership to 119, subordinate 
executive power to legislative power to a greater degree, and alle
viate Rousseau's fears of administrative abuse. He points out that 
without the change the number of Senators practically equals the 
number of Nuncios. In truth, :however, there are almost three 
times as many Nuncios as Senators; it seems that Rousseau exag
gerates the danger.49 ' 

The Senate is a distinct body in the Polish republic. Rousseau 
wants it as well constituted as possible so as to be an intermediate 
power between the Chamber of Nuncios and the chief executive. 
It must have enough consistency to regulate the administration, 
yet enough dependence to be submitted to the laws. Senators 
vote as legislators in joint meetings with the Nuncios. But, in the 
long run, Senate duties are principally executive. For example, 
each Palatine administers a Palatinate and directs the local Dietine. 
He perfects the administration ir his area but carefully marks its 
authority and sees that nothing breaks the bond of common legisla
tion and subordination to the republic. 

Senatorship is more restricted in Poland than in Corsica. Polish 
candidates must ascend through the legislative ranks - Nuncios 
to Deputy Senators to Senators. The Diet fills any Senate vacancy 

48Pratet, 946.
 
49Editors Gagnebin and Raymond, Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Oeuvres Com
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with a worthy Deputy Senator chosen from a large field. Those 
eighty-nine Senators of the first three classes have life terms. The 
remainder are elected every two years. 

The Projet and the Considerations both call for a chief executive. 
Again, the Projet provides few details. It does not specify the 
chief executive's realm of duties, his means of election, not even his 
exact title. At one point he is mentioned as the Doge, at another 
as the Podesta. The one specific duty cited is control over the tax 
board. 

The Polish chief executive is the King. He is the first citizen and 
magistrate of the country, the supreme administrator of the laws. 
The state maintains him in the greatest splendor possible, an ex
pense justified by his wisdom and benevolence. The throne is a 
life-long position. It is elective. The state safeguards the power 
of its highest office by stipulating that a son may not be elected to 
succeed his father. 

The inconvenience and danger of political tumult between 
reigns which Rousseau foresees in the Contrat Social are overcome 
by the Polish system of selecting the king. All phases of selection 
aim to reduce the lapse of time between potentates. When a king 
dies, the people carry on just as if he were alive. The Diet meets, 
usually within the day, lists the names of Palantines, and draws 
three purely at random. All Palatines, and only these Senators, 
are eligible for the throne. It is assumed that they have the neces
sary good qualities because they have ascended through the ranks 
on merit. The three Palatines having been selected, the Diet mem
bers review their quali£cations and choose the most worthy as king. 
The selection is by plurality vote, and the king is installed the same 
day. At the same time, the Cives elecH conduct an evaluation of 
the past king and his work. After open hearings, the judging body 
honors or dishonors the memory of the ruler and grants or refuses 
his body a royal tomb, according to its appraisal of his merits. 

The Polish king has little immediate and direct power to act by 
himself. He cannot, for example, effect laws with federal troops. 
But he does have 

beaucoup d'autorite, de surveillance et d'inspection pour con
tenir chacun dans son devoir et pour diriger Ie Gouvemement 
ason veritable but.50 

His duties include 
la presidence de la Diete, du Senat et de tous les corps, un 
severe examen de la conduite de tous les gens en place, un 
grand soin de maintenir la justice et l'integrite ... , de con

50Consideratioll8, 993 (Ch. viii). 
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server l'ordre et la tranquillite dans I'Etat, de lui donner une 
bonne assiette au-dehors, Ie commandement des armees en 
temps de guerre, les etablissements utiles en temps de paix.51 

The Polish king's power also extends to the judicial branch of 
government. Rousseau says that the ruler is born of the people 
for the purpose of judging the people and he must do so personally 
or appoint substitute judges. 

Once the legislative and administrative institutions of the state 
are ordained, one asks where they will carryon their functions. 
Will there be a national capital? Rousseau seems to say no. 

Vne capitale est une gouffre OU la nation presque entiere va 
perdre ses moeurs, ses lois, son courage et sa liberte.52 

It is better 
de faire sieger Ie Gouvernement alternativement dans 
chaque ville, et d'y rassembler aussi tour-a-tour les Etats du 
pays.53 

In the Consulerations Rousseau supports this measure. Strangely 
enough, however, in the Projet he provides for a fixed seat of gov
ernment in the town of Corte. The author explains the apparent 
contradiction between principle and practice: 

il faut que Ie siege du Gouvernement supreme soit moins une 
capitale qu\m chef-lieu.54 

It seems too fine a distinction for a nation as small as Corsica. 
Rousseau's treatment of operational states repeatedly makes 

example of the ancient republics. It also always retains the separ
ation of legislation and government. Within the limits of this 
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5lIbid. 
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53Contrat Social, 427 (Bk. III, Ch. xiii). 
54Projet,912. 
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separation, however, the scope of institutions and functions broad
ens as one progresses from the Contrat Social to the Projet to the 
Considerations. While the Contrat Social is highly theoretical, the 
Polish constitution includes details for almost all the areas of 
traditional gouvernment. 

In graphic summary, the Corsican and Polish states have these 
general forms respectively. 

The two practical governments work in conjunction with the 
class systems in their respective nations. It seems to me that
 
Rousseau attaches more significance to position in Poland than in
 
Corsica, and that in Poland alone he esteems government office
 
more than the state of citizenship. There the class system seems
 

. molded to the executive structure, providing exclusive categories
 
which are inconsistent with blanket liberty and equality. 

CONCLUSION 

Having compared a few Significant aspects of the Contrat Social, 
the Projet de Constitution pour la Corse, and the Considerations 
sur le Gouvernement de Pologne, one may ask just how great is the 
overall correspondence of ideas. Without doubt, there are both 
broad similarities and outstanding differences among the works. 

On the one hand, the general aims of Rousseau's ideal and prac
tical states are the same. He seeks libelty and equality for the 
people under that government best adapted to the particular state. 
Likewise, several means to the ends are similar in the Projet and 
the Considerations. The author proposes two rustic systems, each 
a modified democracy, each with an open class system, a limited 
executive branch, and an economic system based on agricultural 
prosperity. The words which bes~ convey an impression of the 
well-ordained Rousseauistic state are simple, relative to its condi
tions, natural, wholesome, vigorous, self-sufficient. 

On the other hand, there are marked inconsistencies among the 
three works. Some derive from differences in topic, form, and tone 
The Contrat Social is philosophy padded with examples from an
tiquity. It deals almost exclUSively with ideas. By contrast, the 
Projet is a series of practical measures designed for a specific case. 
Unfortunately, it is highly disorganized. The Considerations, too, 
deals with a specific case. They are a blend of philosophy and ac
tion. I think the Considerations best illustrates Rousseau's pro
gression from principle to practice. As for tone, whereas the 
Contrat Social is abstractly radical, the Considerations is progres
sive. 
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Other differences among the three works derive from Rousseau's 
principle of relative government. These differences are more 
specific. They include, for example, considerations on the range 
of crops, means of collecting taxes, and the executive structure. 

It seems to me that Rousseau never quite overcomes the conflict 
between principle and practice in anyone of these political works. 
His high ideals and desire for simplicity have to cede to practical 
measures relevant only to Corsica or to Poland. He has to sacrifice 
man, the natural creature, to man, the engaged citizen. 

Finally, I think that Rousseau tries to put the cart before the 
horse. He would design governments, impose them on nations, 
and shape the people according to the forms. 

Les plus sages .. .forment Ie gouvernement pour la nation. 
II y a pourtant beaucoup mieux it faire, c'est de former la na
tion pour Ie gouvernement.55 

Rather than give the people the kind of government they deserve, 
Rousseau would assign the kind of government which would make 
the people as virtuous, enlightened, wise, and good as possible. 
This is an idealized but backward and impossible approach. It 
may well be the central reason why neither Corsica nor Poland 
adopted Rousseau's constitutions. 

S5Projet, 901. 
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THE SENATE OF THE HUNDRED DAYS 

By David E. Kyvig'" 

PREFACE 

The Constitution of the United States of America vests all legis
lative power in a Congress "which shall consist of a Senate and 
House of Representatives" (Article I, Section 1). The smaller and 
more elite of these two bodies is the Senate wherein each state is 
represented by two members. The Senate-is granted power to try 
impeachments, to advise and consent to treaties and appointments 
made by the President of the United States, and, most important, to 
create laws for the United States. 

This paper attempts to examine the Senate as it legislated during 
a critical period in American history. When, in March, 1933, after 
many months of economic depression, a new President took office 
and, in his first weeks, seemed to force the previously lethargic 
Congress to pass a great deal of revolutionary legislation, many 
observers felt that the President was totally dominating the Con
gress and was compelling it to pass whatever legislation he desired. 
The House and the Senate reportedly abandoned their Constitu
tional prerogatives and "rubber-stamped" the President's pro
posals. This paper will show that during the one hundred days of 
the Special Session of 1933, the United States Senate did not fore
sake its responsibilities, that it did not act as a "rubber-stamp," but 
rather that it exerted a very significant influence on the creation of 
what has become known as the New Deal of President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt. 

The paper has centered on domestic legislation since this was the 
overriding concern of the government at the time. No attempt has 
been made to assess the subsequent success or failure of legislation 
passed during the Special Session nor to examine efforts resulting 
in legislation passed in the later session. In order to present as ac
curately as pOSSible an analysis of the members of the Senate and 
their legislative activities, all available resources have been used. 
I have relied heavily on the official record of voting and debate 
during the session as reported in the Congressional Record, on 
Senatorial and Presidential correspondence, on individual mem
oirs, and on the newspaper and magazine accounts of the day. Also 
interviews were conducted and the accounts of other writers on 
the period were consulted. The bulk of information on some Sena
tors and the paucity of material on others has unavoidably affected 

°David Kyvig, '66, of Muskegon, Michigan is doing graduate work in history 
at Northwestern University. 
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the study, but I have tried constantly to present a balanced view 
of the men and events. In the twentieth century with so many 
political dealings being conducted via telephone and thus not 
being recorded, it is impossible for the historian to present a com
plete picture of such a complex event as the Special Session of 1933. 
However, I have attempted~ through use of the available sources, 
to provide as fair and accurate an appraisal as possible of the Sen
ate of the Hundred Days. . . 

I would like to acknowledge the assistance of those who helped 
to make possible this study, expressing in this small way my great 
appreciation. lowe much to the directors and staffs of the various 
libraries in which I worked, especially to Dudley Ball and Lloyd A. 
Dunlap of the Library of Congress, Harold Eads of the University 
of Virginia Library, and Elizabeth B. Drewry, director of the 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library in Hyde Park, New York. . I also 
appreciate the assistance ofJames A. Farley and Rexford Guy Tug
well, who, by granting me interviews, greatly enriched my study. 
Finally, my greatest appreciation belongs to the man who was my 
principal advisor on this project, Dr. Ivor D. Spencer of the Kala
mazoo College Department of History. Dr. Spencer's suggestions 
and criticisms aided me Significantly in the research and writing 
of·this paper. It is to these people and others that belongs any 
merit which this work might have; for the errors of fact or judgment 
I am solely responsible. 

THE SENATE OF THE HUNDRED DAYS 

On the morning ~f March 4, 1933, the House of Representatives 
of the United States met to conclude the second session of the 
seventy-second Congress. White-haired Speaker of the House 
John Nance Gamer declared the House to be adjourned and then, 
accompanied by the Speaker-elect, the minority leader, 400 mem
bers of the seventy-second House, and 150 members-elect of the 
next House, walked through the Capitol building to the Senate 
chamber. As the Representatives took seats with the Senators, 
Gamer went to the dais, was sworn in as Vice President of the 
United States, and received the gavel from retiring Vice President 
Charles Curtis. Within a matter of minutes Garner had presided 
over both houses of the United States Congress. Only one other 
man, Schuyler Colfax, Vice President under Ulysses S. Grant, had 
ever presided over both houses; no man had ever done so in a 
single day.! In such a manner did John Nance Gamer assume the 
role of presiding officer of the United States Senate as it began its 

lBascom N. Timmons, Garner ~f Texas, (New York, Harpers, 1948), p. 173. 
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seventy-third session, one of the most important sessions in the long 
history of the Senate. As the new Vice President led the Senate 
outside to the east side ofthe Capitol for the inauguration of Presi
dent Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the United States was facing one 
of the greatest crises of its national life, a crisis with which the pre
ceeding President and Congress had been unable to cope, a crisis 
with which the new government had to cope or face chaos, a crisis 
of overwhelming economic depression. 

"Dark Hour of our National Life"2 
In the autumn of 1929, the New York Stock Exchange had ex

perienced a sharp drop in prices. At first this was viewed as a 
temporary decline, but after a short while the entire overextended 
credit structure began to collapse, investment ceased, industrial 
production dclined, and the country's economy ground to a halt. 
Signs of difficulty had, in fact, appeared even before the collapse 
of the stock market. The nation's farmers had suffered ever since 
the days of 1919 when the return ofpeace to Europe had eliminated 
a great market. Now farmers faced still greater problems as com
modity prices fell even lower due to the glut of agricultural pro
ducts and the decline of purchasing power. 

The administration of PresidentHerbert Hoover had struggled 
with the economic misery. However, Hoover's claims that it was 
only necessary to restore confidence to reactivate the economy had 
gone unheeded. By March, 1933, events had reached a critical 
stage. Conditions throughout the country were becoming intol
erable. 

In Washington, D. C., government statistics showed that farm 
wages in the United States were lower than they had been in 
thirty-four years. In South Carolina the average wage per day 
was 40¢ and board.3 In LeMars, Iowa, eight hundred farmers 
gathered before the court house to witness the public sale of a farm 
for non-payment of taxes. Their leaders carried a rope. When the 
agent for an insurance company bid $30,000 for the farm, $3,000 
less than the face value of the mortgage held by the company 
against the farm, cries of "Lynch him! Tar and feather him! Ride 
him out of town on a rail!" were heard. The agent quickly raised 
his bid in order to mollify the angry crowd and protect himself.4 In 
Sidney, Nebraska, farm leaders organized a group of 200,000 
debtors for a march to the state Capitol at Lincoln. They demanded 

2Franklin D. Roosevelt, "Inaugural Address," Congressional Record, volume 
77, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1933), p. 5. 

3"Back to the Farm," Time, XXI (January 30,1933), p. 14. 
4"No Sale," Time, XXI (January 16, 1933). p. 14. 
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financial relief and threatened to tear down the Capitol unless they 
got it.5 

In New York City, a mob of people, allegedly Communists, 
pushed through police lines into East 65th Street. They stood be
fore the brownstone house of President-elect Roosevelt crying, 
"When do we eat? We want actionl"6 

In Seattle, Washington, nve thousand hungry people converged 
on the City-County Building. For months they had been living on 
food obtained from the county commissaries. Now the state legis
lature had decreed that these people should get their food from 
neighborhood grocery stores with requisitions issued by the State 
Relief Commission. To desperate men, women, and children this 
meant a reduction of forty per cent in their food supply.7 

In Lansing, Michigan, on February 14, Governor William A. 
Comstock proclaimed an eight-day state bank holiday to prevent 
the collapse of Detroit's largest bank.8 Bank holidays had been 
declared before, but now tremors ran throughout the nation's bank
ing system. Depositors feared for their savings and hurried to 
make withdrawals. The Michigan bank holiday was not lifted; 
more and more govemors followed Governor Comstock's lead and 
closed their states' banks. Finally on March 3, the country's two 
greatest financial centers were closed as bank holidays were pro
claimed by both Governor Herbert Lehman of New York and 
Govemor Henry Homer of Illinois. The nation's financial re
sources were completely paralyzed.o 

March 4, 1933, was a cold, gray day in Washington, D. C. As 
Congress assembled in the Senate chamber and the public gathered 
to the east of the Capitol, all could reflect on the national emergen
cy. An unparalleled economic crisis confronted the United States. 
The outgoing Congress had been unable to cope with the nation's 
problems. Indeed, in a session held after the November elections, 
a session referred to as "the lame duck session" because of the 
participation of many legislators who had failed to win re-election, 
almost nothing of consequence had beenaccomplished.10 Eco

5"Debtor Relief," Time, XXI (January 23, 1933), p. 11. 
6"Remote Control," Time, XXI (January 16, 1933), p. 11. 
7"Squatter and Marchers," Time, XXI (February 27,1933), p. 10. 
8"Governor Comstock's Valentine," Newsweek, 1 (February 25, 1933), p. 22. 
9"Moratorium Brings Depression to a Head," Newsweek, 1 (March 11, 1933), 
pp.3-6. 

lOIronically, the one substantial accomplishment of the lame duck Congress 
had been the passage of a Constitutional amendment eliminating further 
such sessions by advancing the date of future inaugurations from March 
to January, 
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nomic legislation failed due to indecision and petty political bicker
ing. President Herbert Hoover, preparing to leave office, could 
only say, "We are at the end of our rope."l1 In this crisis the nation 
was placing its faith entirely upon a new and unproven leader, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who had been swept into the Presidency the 
previous November by a landslide vote in an election which was at 
least as much a rejection of Hoover as it was an endorsement of 
Roosevelt. Indeed, Roosevelt's program was extremely vague and 
consisted mainly of a promise of a "new deal" for the American 
citizen. 

The whole nation waited expectantly for Franklin Roosevelt to 
take the oath of office as the thirty-second President of the United 
States. They were electrified as Roosevelt immediately set a new 
and vigorous tone in his inaugural address. He asserted his faith 
in the nation, he pledged a speedy attack on its problems, and he 
declared that he was ready to assume war-time powers to combat 
the crisis. He admitted the possibility of upsetting the traditional 
balance of legislative and executive powers, but affirmed his faith 
in the future of democracy,12 

Roosevelt's inaugural address stirred the hopes of the country, 
but it also gave cause for apprehension. 'Vould Roosevelt be a 
democratic leader or would he sweep the Congress aside? Would 
Congress rise to the occasion and work with the new President 
within the American constitutional stmcture to relieve the deprcs.. 
sian or would the United States, as Italy and Germany had already 
done, succumb to dictatorship? The answer would be forthcom
ing shortly, for as one of his first official acts, Roosevelt, on March 5, 
called a special session of Congress to deal with the grave problems 
facing the United States. 

"An Extraordinary Occasion Requires 
the Congress of the United States to Convene"lil 

The United States Senate, as sworn in bv Vice President Gamer 
on March 4, 1933, was composed of ninety~five men and one wom
an, representing three political parties, and holding a wide variety 
of political beliefs. Seventy per cent of the Senators had been 
lawyers, while the rest came from business, journalism, farming, 
and other fields. Four-fifths were college trained. One-quarter of 
the members had earlier served in the United States House of Rep

"Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Crisis of the Old Order, 1919-1933, (Cam
bridge: Riverside, 1957), p. 1. 

12Roosevelt, "Inaugural Address," p. 5. 
13Franklin D. Roosevelt, "A Proclamation (calling the Congress into special 
. session)," CongressiOnal Record, volrune 77, p. 41. 
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resentatives, many for a considerable length of time. Theaverage 
age of a: Senator of the seventy-third Congress was more than 
fifty-eight years, and a full eighty-five per cent were over fifty years 
of age.a But aside from these general similarities, the members 
of the seventy-third Senate differed considerably. . . 

It is the constitutional duty of the Vice President of the United 
States to preside over the Senate. Although the Vice President 
has no vote' except in case of an even division, he can exert a mea
sure of influence from the chair and so should be considered as 
among the membership of the upper house. John Nance Garner 
had not wanted to be Vice President but had seen it as his duty to 
his party. He complained, 

The Vice Presidency is a fifth-wheel job. Nobody ever 
gives it a thought save in a tragic contingency. It is the spare 
tire on the national automobile. . .. The Vice President, being 
neither an executive of the government nor a legislator, is a 
figure of slight importance with a Title of Great Impressive
ness. I5 

Although longing for the House and his foresaken Speakership, 
Garner would take an active part in the work of the Senate, some
thing which many Vice Presidents have neglected to do. Demo
cratic leaders welcomed Garner's assistance16 and would credit 
him with aiding the passage of many bills,17 Garner's office in the 
Senate Office Building would be used as a meeting place for ad
ministration supporters. The office was furnished with uncomfort
able straight chairs; these chairs were often occupied by errant 
Senators who were being persuaded to vote with the administra
tion.. In this way Garner's office earned the nickname of "The Dog
house."18 The Vice President would not always agree with admin
istration proposals, but he placed party ahead of his own beliefs.19 

Garner would earn a reputation as "an alert and efficient presiding 
officer for the Senate where ... he overlooked very few tricks in 
speeding the New Deal legislation to the final votes."20 

Not only did a Democrat preside over the seventy-third Senate, 

15John Nance Garner, "This Job of Mine," American Mercury, 118 (July, 
1934), p. 23. 

16Timmons, Garner of Texas, p. 180. 
17Thomas T. Connally, My Name is Tom Connally, (New York: TIlOmas Y. 

Crowell, 1954), p. 165. . 
14George H. Haynes, The Senate of the United States: Its History and Practice, 

volume II, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1938), p. 1044.' . 
18Timmons, Garner of Texas, pp. 181-182. 
19Connally, My Name is Tom Connally, p. 165. 
2°John Franklin Carter, The New Dealers, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 

1934), pp. 279-280. 
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but Democrats made up nearly two-thirds of the membership. 
Every one of the nineteen Senators who served for the first time in 
the seventy-third Congress was a Democrat. In all there were 
fifty-nine Democrats, as compared to only thirty-six Republicans 
and one lone Farmer-Laborite. This large Democratic majority 
was led by a number of experienced legislators: Joseph T. Robin
son of Arkansas, Key Pittman of Nevada, Carter Glass of Virginia, 
Pat Harrison of Mississippi, and James F. Byrnes of South Carolina. 

Joe Robinson had been the Democratic minority leader since 
1923 and became majority leader when his party recaptured control 
of the Senate in 1933. Although not originally committed to Roose
velt, he would become one of the President's staunchest supporters. 
Robinson was somewhat more conservative than most of the 
policy-makers of the New Deal, but he would work tirelessly in 
supporting every piece of the administration program. In the 
seventy-third session, Robinson's influence among the Democrats 
was reflected in the selection of his choice, John B. Kendrick of 
Wyoming, as assistant floor leader.21 The administration was in
deed fortunate to have the loyal support of Joe Robinson, for other 
influential Democrats were not always as helpful. 

Key Pittman, who like Robinson had been in the Senate for 
twenty years; would be elected by the Democrats to be President 
Pro Tempore of the Senate, a position which was more a mark of 
respect and seniority than of real power. But Pittman would also 
gain the chairmanship of the powerful Foreign Relations Commit
tee in 1933. Although considered "one of the ablest Democrats in 
the Senate,"22 Pittman was relatively inactive, for he was primarily 
concerned with the problems of Nevada and the state's leading in
dustry - silver.23 Pittman, who drank to excess, would tend to 
waste the power which he had built up as a member of the 
Roosevelt campaign team, as during the Special Session he would 
take no part in legislative activity unless it centered around silver .24 

As a delegate to the London Economic Conference of 1933, Pitt
man would display his political skill in negotiating an agreement on 
silver to which all eight of the world's leading silver-producing na
tions subscribed; it would be the only real agreement of the con

21Nevin Emil Neal, "A Biography of Joseph T. Robinson," (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Oklahoma, 1958), p. 386. 

~2"Committees: Democrats Pick up Senate Reins," Newsweek, 1 (March 18, 
1933), p. II. 

23Fred L. Is~ael, Nevada's Key Pittman, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1963), pp. 2-4. 

24Ibid., p. 100. 
25Ibid., pp. 90-92. 
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ference.25 But beyond voting for New Deal measures, Pittman 
would do little to further the Roosevelt domestic program. 

Perhaps more influential, and certainly more active, than Pittman 
was Senator Carter Glass, author of the Federal Reserve Banking 
Act and one-time Secretary of the Treasury under Woodrow Wil
son. The Senate finance expert, Glass had refused Roosevelt's 
invitation to become Secretary of the Treasury and had retained 
his position of influence within the Senate, a position which he 
would use in obtaining passage of two important banking reform 
bills during the Special Session. Glass had undoubtedly the sharp
est tongue in the Senate and he often used it in defense of his 
philosophy of laissez faire economics. Glass was a Jeffersonian 
conservative who opposed government intervention in private af
fairs.26 He would cause the new administration considerable con
sternation by his opposition to some of its leading measures; he 
would call the National Recovery Administration and the Agricul
tural Adjustment Administration "communistic."27 His views were 
looked on with "tolerant indulgence" by some of the younger 
Senators who felt that Glass was a representative of an earlier 
day,28 and this did nothing to mollify Glass's renowned temper. 
He was short of stature, and when it was said that he had missed 
the White House because of his diminutive size, Glass retorted, 
"Well, that's just too bad for Alexander the Great, Caesar, and 
Napoleon."29 

Less sharp-tongued than Glass and much more in sympathy with 
the administration were two other Democratic leaders, Pat Harri
son and James F. Byrnes. A Roosevelt supporter at the 1932 
Democratic National Convention in Chicago who had helped to 
arrange F.D.R.'s nomination,30 Harrison would chair the Senate 
Finance Committee and would gUide some of the administration's 
most important proposals to passage. Byrnes, who had served only 
two years in the Senate, knew many of the Senators from earlier 
service in the House. An early Roosevelt supporter, he was 
among a group of five Congressional leaders invited to visit Hyde 
Park before the inauguration. Byrnes was clearly a Roosevelt 
favorite, and the story spread that "the fair-haired boy of the new 

26James E. Palmer, Carter Glass, Unreconstructed Rebel, (Roanoke: Institute 
of American Biography, 1938), p. 256. 

27Ray Tucker, "Ball of Fury," Collier's, 93 (February 10, 1933), p. 14. 
28Raymond Clapper, "Senate Leaders and Orators," Review of Reviews, 89 

(February, 1934), p. 30. 
29Tucker, "Ball of Fury," p. 39. 
30James A. Farley, Behind the Ballots, (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1938), 

pp.144-145. 
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administration"31 was Roosevelt's choice to replace Robinson as 
majority leader. The rumor was unfounded,3~ but animosity to
ward the South Carolina Senator was stirred.sa However, Byrnes' 
subsequent role as an administration spokesman gained him a 
place among Democratic leaders. 

These five leaders were supported by the chairmen of the various 
Senate Committees. These men, many of them from the South, 
had reached their positions by means of the seniority system. This 
system recognized length of service rather than ability as the pre
requisite for leadership. This system allowed Duncan U. Fletcher 
of Florida to demand and obtain the chairmanship of the Banking 
and Currency Committee rather than having it go to the pre
eminently well qualified Carter Glass. Senator Fletcher, a twenty
four year Senate veteran, who, allegedly, had "done little during 
his career to identify himself with anything in particular,"34 forced 
Glass to take the Appropriations Committee chair, the Virginian's 
second choice. Seniority also gave control of the Agriculture 
Committee to Ellison D. Smith of South Carolina, a Senator who 
would have little sympathy with the administration's farm bill; 
and it gave the chairmanship of the Rules Committee to Royal S. 
Copeland of New York, a particularly undistinguished man of 
whom it was said, "There is no Senator who empties the Senate 
as regularly or as rapidly when he speaks."35 

The seniority system did, however, provide leaders of experience 
and sometimes of considerable ability. Senator Robert Wagner, 
Copeland's colleague from New York, did a great deal of work 
in creating programs of unemployment relief and industrial 
reform. aG Clarence Dill of Washington, Chairman of the Inter-. 
state Commerce Committee; David 1. Walsh, chairman of the Edu
cation and Labor Committee; and Henry F. Ashhurst, chairman of 
the JudiCiary Committee, also made significant contributions. 
These men were joined by more than a dozen other committee 
chairmen whose quiet and reliable support was a source of Demo
cratic strength. 

. There were a number of other experienced Senators in the 

3lClinton \V. Gilbert, "Painless Statesman," Collier's 91 (March 25, 1933), 
p.23. 

~2Jamcs F. Byrnes, All in One Lifetime, (New York: Harpers, 1958), pp. 68-69 
33GiIbert, "Painless Statesman," p. 23. . 
3<"Committees: Democrats Pick up Senate Reins," p. 11. 
"t'Oswald Garrison Villard, "Let us Abate Senator Copeland," Nation, 138 

(April 18, 1933), p. 433. 
36Johll C. O'Brien, "Robert F. Wagner: Pilot of the New Deal," in The Ameri

can Politican, eel. John T. Salter, (Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina 
Press, 1938), pp.llO-1l2. 
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Democratic majority. Thomas P. Gore, the blind .Senator from 
Oklahoma, had won re-election in 1930 after an absence of ten 
years.=n His colleague from the Senate of the 'Wilson era, James 
Hamilton Lewis of Illinois, had also re-entered the Senate in 1930 
after a long absence; Lewis was easily the most colorful figure in 
the Senate, with his elegant clothing and pink beard.as Tom Con
nallyof Texas and Elmer Thomas of Oklahoma had served four 
and six years respectively; in the seventy-third Congress they 
would champion the cause of currency inflation. Alben Barkley of 
Kentucky.was a staunch Roosevelt supporter, as was John H. Bank
head.of Alabama. The lone woman in the Senate, .Mrs. Hattie 
Caraway of Arkansas, had been appointed to finish the term of her. 
deceased husband. Mrs. Caraway had subsequently run for elec
tion in 1932, saying, "I vote as I believe Dad would have voted. 
That's been good enough for Arkansas.":J9 Her campaign had 
seemed doomed to failure until Huey Long, seeing "one poor little 
widow against six big-bellied bullies," made a tour of the state, 
speaking in her behalf; Mrs. Caraway then polled a larger vote 
than her six opponents combined.40 According to Burton 'Wheeler, 
Long's support of Mrs. Caraway was pure chivalry without any 
agreement for later political support. "She never was for Huey 
Long or his program, but he kept his promise not to expect her 
vote."41 

The Democratic majority was greatly bolstered by the arrival of 
the' many new Senators who had been swept into office in the 
November landslide. Two of the new men, Senators Byrd and 
McAdoo, were expected to enjoy influence beyond that of the 
ordinary freshman Senator. Harry F. Byrd, ex-Governor of Vir~ 

ginia, was appointed to the Senate to fill the vacancy caused by 
Senator Claude Swanson's acceptance of the Secretaryship of the 
Navy; .his appointment had been arranged in part by Carter 
Glass,42 with whom Byrd established a rather close political tie.43 

William Gibbs McAdoo, another Wilsonian Treasury Secretary and 
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an unsuccessful candidate for the Presidency in 1924, had been 
elected from California. McAdoo would quickly establish a repu~ 
tation as the Senate's leading social lion,44 but more noteworthy 
was his seemingly close relationship with Roosevelt.45 Two other 
new Senators shared an advantage over their colleagues. Robert 
R. Reynolds of North Carolina and Bennett Champ Clark of 
Missouri (son of former Speaker of the House Champ Clark) had 
served for a few days at thc close of the lame duck session; their 
predecessors had resigned in order to give Reynolds and Clark a 
seniority advantage over the other freshman lcgislators.46 Some of 
the new men bore impressive and unusual records. Elbert Thomas 
of Utah had been a professor of oriental studies at his state uni
versity and had never before sought public officeY Fred H. 
Brown had been a professional baseball player and later a surpris
ingly effective Governor of New Hampshire. 48 Homer T. Bone had 
polled more votes in Washington than had Roosevelt and was 
called a "Bolshevik" by his conservative opponents.49 Of the dozen 
other freshman Senators relatively little was known, but their sup
port was eagerly anticipated by Democratic leaders. 

Within a few weeks these freshmen would be joined by two 
other new Senators. Following the sudden death of Senator 
Thomas Walsh of Montana on March 2, Governor John n. Erickson 
resigned and allowed his gubernatorial successor to appoint him 
to the Senate. A Montana judge called this appointment an illegal 
and immoral bargain; but his protests were ignored after Senator 
Wheeler explained that the judge wanted to run for the Senate 
seat himself.

50 
The other late arrival, William H. Thompson of 

Nebraska, replaced Senator Hobert Howell who died on March 11, 
1933. Nebraska Governor Charles W. Bryan had wanted to follow 
Erickson's example, but doctors of the ailing governor advised that
 
to take the Senate position might impair Bryan's health. After de

laying several weeks, Bryan, who retained hopes of running for.
 
the. seat the follOWing year, appointed the seventy-nine-year-old
 
Thompson, assuming that he would not be a candidate for another.
 
term in 1934.51 
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These nineteen new Senators were expected to vote to support 
the administration as a matter of course. But there was one Demo
crat about whom no such predictions could be made. He was the 
senior Senator from Louisiana, the self-styled "King6sh," Huey 
Pierce Long. Huey Long had been born into a poor Louisiana 
family, but, by appealing to other economically disadvantaged 
people, had been elected governor of his state. lIis gubernatorial 
tactics had been demagogic, even dictatorial; he had allegedly 
bought off the group of people who had attempted to have him 
impeached.52 Long's historical ideal was Frederick the Great. 

I get all my ideas on political strategy from him. When he 

told his marshals to take Vienna, they told him it would violate 

a treaty he had Signed. "You take Vienna," he roared, "and 

the professors at Heidelberg will find me justification."53 

Despite this un-democratic attitude, Long succeeded because 
he had a program for the poor people. It was called "Share-the
Wealth," and it was a plan to spread the wealth of the country 
among the disadvantaged classes, Long proposed a series of taxes 
to accomplish this redistribution. A capital tax of 1% on all proper
ty over $1,000,000, 2% on all over $2,000,000, and so on up to 
100% on all over $100,000,000 would limit personal fortunes to 
about $50,000,000. An inheritance tax would confiscate everything 
over $5,000,000 inherited by anyone person. An income tax would 
be scaled to prevent an individual from making more than 
$1,000,000 per year.54 "Share-the~Wealth" was to make Huey 
Long a figure of national importance. 

In 1930 Louisiana voters elected Long to the Senate. lIe de
cided to remain in the state, finish his term as governor, and install 
a hand-picked successor before going to Washington. But when· 
Long did go to the Senate in January, 1932, he had qUickly made 
up for lost time. It has always been the custom in the Senate for a 
state's senior Senator to introduce a new colleague to the Senate. 
But Huey Long was feuding with Louisiana's senior Senator, and 
the "Kingnsh" had never worried about tradition anyway. On his 
arrival at the Capitol, Long walked directly into the Senate cham
ber, lit up a cigar against Senate rules, slapped the venerable Sena
tor Borah on the back, and began to introduce himself.55 
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Before lorig the "Kingfish" had developed an impressive circle 
of enemies. "Joe Robinson and Harrison hated Huey like [sic] 
no one \vashated in the Senate in my time," wrote Burton Wheeler 
years later.56 After Robinson had refused to support the first 
"Share-the-Wealth" bill, Longread a list of the Democratic floor 
leader's law clients into the Congressional Record57 and threatened 
to go to Arkansas to defeat Robinson in a repeat of the Caraway 
campaign.58 Pat Harrison and Long once exchanged epithets on 
the Senate floor for six hours, andfinaIIy agreed to have the whole 
transcript of their debate stricken from the Record.59 Long could 
be sharp-tongued, but he usually lost verbalbattleswith Glass or 
Garner, two of his other antagonists. Except for a few of the pro~ 

gressive Senators, particularly Norris and vVheeler, who supported 
Long's proposals somewhat,60 Long was a lonely man in the Senate, 
chamber. 

However, by the start ofthe seventy-third Congress Huey Long 
seemed to be succeeding with his obstructionist tactics and an-· 
tagonistic methods. He was not interested in developing influence 
within the Senate, but only used the Senate as a platform from 
which to preach "Share-the-wealth" to the whole country. His 
views were beginning to win votes. Long had secured the elec
tion to the Senate of John Overton in Louisiana and Hattie Cara
way in Arkansas; freshman Senators Russell and Reynolds seemed 
favorably disposed toward him; as did veteran Elmer Thomas~61 

The "Kingfish" had_even had some influence on the presidential 
election, helping to stir support for Roosevelt throughout the South. 

In March, 1933, Huey Long was a man to be reckoned with, as 
the depression wore on throughout the country and as desperate 
people searched for any form ofrelief, even such a radical program 
as "Share-the-Wealth." In the Senate cloakroom Senators did not 
laugh when Huey said, 

Men, it will not be long until there will be a mob assembled 
hereto hang Senators from the rafters of the Senate. I have to 
determine whether I will stay and be hung with you, or go 
out and lead the mob.62 
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To the Senators it seemed that Huey Long might well be the 
apostle of a new order. Franklin Roosevelt was quite serious 
when he said, "It has its funny side but actually Huey is one of the 
two most dangerous men in the United States today."63 

The Democratic majority was a curious mixture of veterans and 
uninitiated freshmen, of party loyalists and independent agents. 
If it maintained its initial cohesion, the Democratic majority could 
force the passage of almost any legislation which it desired; if party 
unity were to disappear, the Democrats could accomplish little or 
nothing. The incoming administration expected a great deal from 
the Democratic majority in the Senate. Events would soon show 
whether those expectations were to be justified. 

There was in the seventy-third Senate a group of men who, al
though they were registered members of a political party, would 
pledge fealty to no party. They were independent, they were pro
gressive, they were often called "sons of the wild jackass." These 
Senators believed in reform and championed the cause of the little 
man. They warned about the abuses of big business. Although 
they often disagreed among themselves, .the independents aU 
looked for guidance to the same man, George W. Norris, the senior 
Senator from Nebraska. 

George Norris, short, stocky, and white-haired, had earned a 
reputation for courage and tenacity during his twenty years in the 
Senate. He had voted against American entry into World War I, 
he had fought for ten years to have adopted the Constitutional 
amendment abolishing lame duck sessions, and in March, 1933, he 
was still fighting against private electric power interests. Although 
he ran for the Senate as a Republican, Norris was completely inde
pendent of party; he had led his fellow progressives in support of 
Roosevelt in 1932,. Roosevelt recognized Norris's stature and said 
of him, 

... we in every part of the nation give full recognition to his 
integrity, to his unselfishness, to his courage, and to his con
sistancy. He stands forth - whether we agree with him on all 
the little details or not - he stands forth as the very perfect 
gentle knight of American progressive ideals.64 

Norris considered Robert M. LaFollette, Jr., ·of Wisconsin to be 
his successor in the progressive leadership. LaFollette's father, 
whom Robert, Jr. had served as an aide during years in the Senate 
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and during the 1924 Presidential campaign, had been one of the 
great leaders of the progressive movement. Robert, Jr., inherited 
his father's Senate seat in 1925 when the older man died, and 
quickly established a reputation for quiet, competent, behind-the
scenes leadership in advancing progressive causes.65 Still a young 
man in 1933, Robert LaFollette, Jr. had earned his place beside 
Norris as a leader of the Senate independents. 

At least three Democrats were oriented toward the progressive 
faith. Edward Costigan of Colorado shared LaFollette's concerns 
in regard to unemployment relief, and the two worked together in 
this area. Burton \Vlleeler of Montana had been the Progressive 
candidate for Vice President on the ticket with LaFollette's father 
in 1924 and still held to hisliberal ideals. Hugo Black of Alabama 
had joined with the progressives when he entered the Senate in 
1926; from them he had learned about taxation, the power industry, 
and the liberal tradition.66 

The one totally independent Senator in the seventy-third Con
gress was Henrik Shipstead of Minnesota, sole representative of 
the Farmer-Labor Party. Shipstead, a dentist and a long-time 
progressive, had been in the Senate for ten years and had main
tained his independence throughout. 

It was the disenchanted elements of the Republican Party froIll 
whence came a majority of the "sons of the wild jackass." Peter 
Norbeck of South Dakota and Gerald P. Nye of North Dakota were 
the only two Republican Senators in the entire Mid-west to win 
re-election in 1932; they had done so by running independently of 
Hoover.67 Lynn Frazier of North Dakota and James Couzens of 
Michigan were two other mid-western Republican independents; 
Couzens, a former close business associate of Henry Ford, would 
be the only Republican whom Roosevelt could get to attend the 
London Economic Conference. Hiram Johnson of California and 
Bronson Cutting of New Mexico were both outspoken progressives 
who had declined Roosevelt's offer of the Secretaryship of the In
terior.58 Finally, there was William E. Borah of Idaho, veteran of 

I 
I.	 twenty-six years in the Senate and a respected independent; Borah 

was to take only a limited part in the activities of the seventy-third 
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Senate due to inqeasing ill health,69 but on occasion he was able 
to make his presence felt. 

Thus the progressives included men from all parties, but mainly 
men from the mid-west and western United States. They were 
men who differed somewhat in their particular philosophies, but 
who shared liberal prinCiples. During the lame duck session, 
Norris had called a meeting to organize this group on a more per
manent basis. The gathering was attended by LaFollette, Cutting, 
Wheeler, Costigan, Nye,Frazier, and Shipstead. Without disa
vowing their nominal party affiliations, they agreed to work to
gether for liberal legislation and to cooperate with any administra
tion wanting to put through a progressive program.70 By this 
agreement the "sons of the wild jackass" announced their intention 
of taking an active part in the seventy-third Senate. 

The Republican Party in the United States was in frail health 
in 1933, having been thoroughly repudiated at the polls the pre
ceeding November. In the Senate, Republican representation had 
~}lrunk drastically ~nd the survivors were in a state of shock. Sena
~or Connally observed that the remaining Republicans were "on 
the whole a bitter grollp."71 An attempt was made to expel from 
the Republican caucus those Senators who had campaigned for 
Roosevelt: Norris, LaFollette, Johnson,and Cutting;72 but it failed 
as a number of Republicans realized that the party needed every 
bitof support it could muster, erratic though that support might be. 

The Senate Republicans, some of whom were inclined to support 
Roosevelt and some of whom would bitterly oppose the Democra
tic President, chose as their leader a man who would attempt to 
conciliate the diverse points of view within the party, Charles L. 
McNary of Oregon. Quite a liberal Republican himself, McNary 
\vould hold the party together through the advocacy of moderation 
and by the force of his personality.73 McNary's leadership was 
augumented by that of two other influential Republicans. 

Washington newsmen rating the Senators chose David A. Reed 
of Pennsylvania as the ablest Republican and Arthur Vandenberg 
of Michigan as the most ambitious man in the chamber;74 both 
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were regarded as party leaders. Reed was the chief spokesman of 
the conservative eastern Republicans. Proud, reactionary, and 
outspoken, Reed would be a persistent critic of Democratic 
policy.75 Although not as much of a critic as Reed, Vandenberg 
would also enjoy a powerful position among Republicans; this was 
due in part to his membership on the important Finance and 
Foreign Relations Committees.76 

A few Republicans, notably Arthur Capper of Kansas and Fred
erick Steiwer of Oregon, would join these progressives who gener
ally supported Roosevelt during the early part of his administra
tion. But most members of the Grand Old Party would remain in 
the opposition. Lester Dickinson of Iowa, chairman of the Re
publican Senatorial Campaign Committee, was perhaps Roose
velt's most severe critic.77 He was generally supported by nearly 
a score of conservative Republican Senators, most cif whom came 
from the north-eastern part of the country. 

Only a shadow of the party of Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover 
remained in the Senate of 1933. Internally riven between conser
vatives and progressives, the Republican Party was hardly in a 
position to provide constructive opposition to the Democratic ma
jority in the Senate. It remained to be seen whether the Grand 
Old Party could Rnd new unity, whether it could provide worth
while alternatives to Democratic policy, and whether it could 
regain a measure of its former greatness. 

Of such was the seventy-third Senate. It had leaders and fol
lowers; liberals and conservatives; Republicans, Democrats, and 
one Farmer-Laborite. But basically, it had two members fronl 
each state in the federal union, all charged equally with the task 
of legislating for the United States of America. Even Roosevelt 
admitted, "If we have the right kind of people the party label does 
not mean so very much."78 The members of the seventy-third 
Senate, in the face of a national crisis, bore a heavy responsibility; 
they knew that the people of the United States would not tolerate 
a repeat of the ineffective lame duck session. The manner in which 
they discharged their constitutional duty could very well determine 
the future course of the American system of government. 

"Spirit of Teamwork"79 
The- Special Session of the seventy-third Congress, which had 
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been called by Roosevelt on the day after his inauguration, met 
at noon on March 9, 1933. The Senators were in a grim mood and 
most were content to follow the suggestions of the new President.80 

Ever since the inauguration, Secretary of the Treasury William 
Woodin had been working night and day with Carter Glass and 
other financial experts to prepare legislation to meet the banking 
crisis. Roosevelt had directed that the existing banking structure 
be retained in order to gain the confidence of the business com
munity. Woodin then worked out a system for the issuance of 
new currency backed by the assets of the banks. He also proposed 
to forbid the hoarding of gold and to re-open member banks of 
the Federal Reserve System after examination and licensing.s1 

These proposals were drafted into a bill by Senator Glass who felt 
that some of them might be unconstitutional but that they were 
warranted by the emergency.S2 Except to a few Senators who ad
vocated the nationalization of banking, the Emergency Banking 
Bill had seemed to be a sensible solution to the financial crisis, and 
so, in an atmosphere of extreme urgency, it was adopted on the 
evening of March 9~ The bill was sent to the White House and 
signed by the President that night. Immediately the Treasury De
partment began the process of examining and re-opening banks 
throughout the country. It was expected that the public, deprived 
of cash for several days, would withdraw funds from the bank, but 
as the banks began to re-open, deposits far exceeded withdrawals in 
every instance. The Emergency Banking Act had restored confi
dence in the banking system and put an end to the financial crisis.s3 

Furthermore, it had restored confidence in the ability of Congress 
to act responsibly in the face of an emergency. 

Following passage of the Emergency Banking Bill, Roosevelt, 
in a message to Congress, pOinted to repeated deficits in the federal 
budget and proposed an Economy Bill which would radically re
duce government expenditures.54 Most Senators felt that it was 
a sound proposal, but a number balked at the proposed reduction 
of disabled veterans'compensation and threatened to block the 
bill's passage. At this point Roosevelt showed great political ex
pertise by introducing a bill permitting the sale of 3.2 beer, a bill 
for which there was wide-spread support. A constitutional amend
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~ent repealing Prohibition had already been submitted to the 
states, but Roosevelt knew that many Senators desired to speed the 
escape from Volsteadism. He also knew that, in order to consider 
the beer bill, the Economy Bill had first to be disposed of.85 Roose
velt's strategy proved to be correct, for within two days the Eco~ 

nomyBill was approved and passage of the beer bill soon followed. 
Beer drinkers rejoiced, and the city of Milwaukee declared the first 
day on which beer could be sold to be a legal holiday!86 Thus by 
adept tactics, Roosevelt had averted the first Congressional rebuke 
of his policies and had increased public enthusiasm for the new 
administration. 

Following this firstfl.urry of activity, the Senate considered and 
approved three bills to relieve unemployment. The first was an 
administration proposal to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps 
to provide jobs"for young unemployed men, while at the same time 
doing valuable conservation work. The second was the Federal 
Emergency Relief Administration Bill, granting funds to the states 
for the relief of destitution, which had been drafted by Senators 
LaFollette, Costigan, and Wagner with Roosevelt's approval. The 
Senate had taken the legislative initiative for the first time in pass
ing the third unemployment relief bill, a proposal by Senator Hugo 
Black to alleviate unemployment and increase. purchaSing power 
by redUCing the maximum number of working hours in any in
dustry involved in interstate commerce to six hours per day and 
thirty hours per week for each employee. Black argued that such 
a limitation on working hours would provide an additional 
6,000,000 people with jobs87 and that individual wages would not 
be reduced in proportion to the reduction of hours.88 Passage of 
the Black thirty-hour work week bill on April 6 by a vote of 53-30 
came as a surprise to Roosevelt, who only days before had aban
doned for the session any thought of industrial reform legislation.89 

At first the President gave his qualified support to the Black bill and 
made efforts to amend the bill to make it more flexible and better 
suited to the requirements of spcialized industries.Do But eventu
ally Roosevelt decided to supplant the thirty-hour bill with a more 
comprehensive plan for industrial· recovery and submitted the 
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National Industrial Recovery Administration Bill to Congress. This 
bill provided for the creation of a National Industrial Recovery 
Administration and the establishment and enforcement of .codes 
of fair competition within an industry, such codes to establish 
maximum working hours, set minimum wages, and regulate other 
industrial conditions. - Industries operating under the codes would 
be subject to close federal supervision, but would not be subject 
to anti-trust legislation. Also included in the bill was a provision 
recognizing, for the first time, the right of workers to bargain col
lectively. Finally, the. bill provided a $400,000,000 program of 
public works in an attempt to stimulate re-employement and in- _ 
dustrial production.Dl Despite considerable objection to the 
N.I.R.A. bill's tendency to condone monopolistic practices, it was 
approved near the end of the Special Session. Later, in a letter 
to Black, Roosevelt gave credit to the thirty-hour work week bill 
for giving impetus to the creation of the National Industrial Re
covery Administration, one of the most momentous acts of the 
New Deal,92 

On the afternoon of March 16, 1933, President Roosevelt sent to 
Capitol Hill a radical new proposal for agricultural relief, a bill to 
provide government regulation of farm production. In order to 
raise commodity prices, Roosevelt suggested that farmers be paid 
to reduce the supply of some products. Funds for payment of the 
farmers would come, not from the federal treasury, but from a 
processing tax to be levied on any commodity subjeeted to con
trol.93 The whole plan seemed to be a radical departure from tra
ditional American economic philosophy, which prompted one 
Senator to say, "We can't find out about it until Professor Tugwell 
translates it from the Russian.... "94 When debate on this con
troversial Agricultural Adjustment Administration Bill began in 
mid-April, the Senate again seized the legislative initiative. A 
number of Senators wished to provide iIhmediate relief foi' the na~ 

tion's farmers by inflating the currency. On April 17 the near 
passage of an amendment for the remonitization of silver at a ratio 
of 16 to 1 with gold made it apparent that the Senate would soon 
pass some type of inflationary legislation. Shortlythereaftei 
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· Roosevelt conceded to the proponents of inflation and agreed to 
accept an amendment drafted by Senator Elmer Thomas which 
permitted currency expansion, coinage of silver, and regulation of 
the gold content and the value of the dollar, but which gave con
trol of the means and rate of inflation to the Chief Executive.95 

Presidential acceptance of the Thomas amendment was quickly 
followed by passage of the farm bill. Both production regulation 
and inflation were significant departures from previous govern
mental policies, and both the President and the Senate bore the 
responsibility for instituting the new policies. 

Next the Senate gave approval to a bill drafted by George Norris 
which would establish a Tennessee Valley Authority. Norris had 
for years advocated the public operation of the dam and nitrate 
plants at Muscle Shoals, Tennessee, as a means of rehabilitating 
the economically depressed Tennessee River basin. Roosevelt 
gave Norris both encouragement and advice, and in addition pre
vailed upon the House of Representatives to accept the Norris 
bilJ.96 The passage of the T.V.A. Bill embarked the government 
on yet another program of management of the economy, a program 
for which Senator Norris was the chief architect. 

During May and June the Senate passed with little resistance a 
number of administration proposals for the rehabilitation of the 
economy. Among them were the Securities Bill to require public
ity of securities issues, the railroad bill to provide for the coordina
tion of railroad service, and the Home Owner's Loan Corporation 
Bill to provide emergency mortgage relief. In addition, the Senate 
approved the Gold Clause Hesolution abrogating the payment of 
public or private debts in gold. These measures all won approval, 
not because of administration pressure but because of Senate 
agreement with their purposes and methods. . 

In the closing weeks of the Special Session, two bills authored 
by Senators gained Congressional approval. The first of these, a 
bill by Senator Wagner to establish a National EmploymentSe'rv~ 

ice to assist the unemployed in finding jobs, was a small but con
structive step toward recovery from the depression. The other, 
the Glass banking bill to separate commercial from investment 
banking, was an attempt to prevent a recurrence of the unwise 
speculation of the 1920's. The Wagner bill passed eaSily, but the 
Glass bill won approval only after much discussion. Many Sena
tors insisted upon the insuring of bank depOSits by the government, 
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and Carter Glass, following consultations with Roosevelt, had in
cluded in his bill a provision providing such insurance beginning 
in 1934.97 This concession failed to satisfy advocates of immediate 
deposit insurance, and only after a Presidential veto was threatened 
were demands for immediate deposit insurance dropped and the 
Glass bill approved.9s Thus federal deposit insurance, an innova
tion for which the Roosevelt administration would receive much 
acclaim, was not an administration proposal at all, but rather the 
proposal of a group of Senators. 

During the Special Session, the Senate by no means approved 
every administration proposal. A request that the President be 
given power to halt the shipment of arms to agressor nations was 
approved by the House of Representatives, but was objected to 
by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The committee, led 
by Senators Pittman, Vandenberg, and Johnson, insisted that any 
such embargo be placed on all belligerentsyo Secretary of State 
Hull protested against this limitation,100 and Roosevelt decided to 
abando~ the entire proposaJ.1°l 

The Senate also frustrated other administration requests. Roose
velt asked for authorization to appoint a non-resident as governor 
of the territory of Hawaii,102 but was forced to withdraw the re
quest when Senate opposition promised to delay adjournment. lOs 

A bill to prevent the use of fraudulent advertising in the sale of 
food and drugs was dropped after Senator Copeland rendered it 
ineffective through amendment,1°4 A proposed treaty with Can
ada for joint development of the St. Lawrence Seaway was dropped 
when a filibuster was threatened.l05 And finally the desire to have 
the Congress adjourn in early June forced Roosevelt to abandon 
a proposal for the reduction of tariffs.lOG 

Attempts to adjourn the Special Session were delayed by the 

91The New York Times, April 25, 1933, p. 7. 
9BThe New York Times, June 12, 1933, p. 1, and June 13, 1933, p. 1. 
99Cordell Hull, The Memoirs of Cordell Hull, volume 1, (New York: Mac

millian, 1948), pp. 229-230; Israel, Nevada's Key Pittman, pp. 132-134. 
looCordell Hull to Roosevelt, May 27, 1933, File 34, Hull MSS, Library of 

Congress. 
lOlHull, The Memoirs of Cordell Hull, volume 1, p. 230. 
l02Congressional Record, volume 77, p. 3899. 
l03Arthur Hachten, "Congress Adjourns," The New York American, June 16 

1933, (File 93, Cutting MSS, Library of Congress). • 
l04Ernest S. Bates, The Story of Congress, 1789-1935, (New York: Harpers, 

1936), p. 425. 
l05Franklin D. Roosevelt, "Press Conferences," volume 1, (unpublished trans

script, Roosevelt MSS ), p. 300. 
l06Roosevelt wire to Hull, June 11, 1933, File 34, Hull MSS; The New York 

Times, June 8,1933, pp. 1,4. 
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persistent demands of certain Senators that additional compensa
tion be given to disabled veterans. Amendments were twice added 
to an appropriations bill by Senators Steiwer and Cutting in an 
attempt to curtail the pension reductions of the Economy Bill. 
Roosevelt insisted upon his economies, but the Senators continued 
to resist. Only after the administration had compromised and 
intense pressure had been brought to bear on rebellious Democrats 
was the question settled and the business of the Special Session 
completed.107 At 1:12 a.m. on the morning of June 16, 1933, ex
actly one hundred days after it had originally convened, the Spe
cial Session of the seventy-third Senate adjourned sine die. lOB 

The events of the Special Session wrought certain changes with
in the Senate. Both the Democratic and the Republican Parties 
experienced internal realignments. The Democrats, who in March 
had instituted a rule binding all members of their caucus to the 
decision of the majority,109 soon had to discard the rule after Ma
jority Leader Joe Robinson was unable to induce nearly a dozen 
Democrats to support the Economy Bill. Before the end of the 
session, conservative Democrats Glass, Gore, and Bulkley had 
come to oppose much of the administration's program. Concur
rently, liberals such as Costigan, Bone, and Wheeler forsook their 
party to join in advocating increased compensation for disabled 
veterans. Huey Long continued to espouse his radical programs 
for redistribution of wealth, but by June the spectre of the "King
fish" as the leader of a new national political movement had waned. 
Not only had he steadily lost influence within the Senate, but the 
New Deal legislative program seemed to satisfy many recent 
"Share-the-Wealth" adherents, and Long was being overshadowed 
by the tremendously popular Roosevelt. These deviations from 
party orthodoxy were not sufficient to prevent passage of most 
administration proposals, but they served to indicate that members 
of the Democratic majority were deciding issues on their merits and 
not merely follOWing party dictates. 

Ironically, the partial disintegration of Democratic unity was 
obscured by the marked increase of agreement among Senate Re
publicans. During the initial stages of the session a great number 
of Republicans had accepted the innovations of the Democratie 
President. All but a few Republicans had voted for the Emergency 
Banking Bill and the Economy Bill. These were, after all, fairly 
conservative proposals, and the Republicans had no alternatives to 

l07"Congress Goes Home," Newsweek, 1 (June 24,1933), p. 7. 
l08Congressional Record, volume 77, p. 6143. sine die; for an indefinite period 

i.e., until required to meet by the President or by the Constitution. • 
l09The Washington Post, March 7, 1933, p.l. 
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offer... Later, when balloting on the Federal Emergency Relief Ad
ministration Bill, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration Bill, 
and the T.V.A. Bill, the party had been almost evenly divided. But 
by the session's end, independent Republicans, the so-called "sons 
of the wild jackass," had joined with conservative Republicans to 
oppose administration policies. There was 100% solidarity among 
Republicans in supporting the Steiwer-Cutting amendment to in
crease veteran's compensation and in opposing the final appropria
tions bill which discarded that particular amendment. Admittedly 
the Republican unity of mid-June was rather tenuous. Liberals 
such as Norris and LaFollette heartily approved of many of the 
New Deal programs; in fact, they had helped to create a number of 
them. Norris especially felt a personal responsibility for the activi
ties of the administration since he had campaigned for Roosevelt 
during the previous year,uo But the roll calls of mid-June did at 
least indicate that the Republican Party, which had been so de
moralized and divided on March 4, had made definite progress to
ward reaching accord. They proclaimed the fact that there was 
again a functioning opposition party, willing and able to provide 
constructive alternatives to Democratic policies. 

The very enormity of the crisis which had confronted the United 
States at the time of Roosevelt's inauguration had given the new 
President an initial advantage over the Congress, for a centralized 
organization, such as the executive branch, was far better equipped 
to act quickly in an emergency than was a decentralized and di
vided organization, such as the Congress. One man in the 
White House could make decisions much more rapidly than could 
ninety-six men in the Senate Chamber or 435 in the House of Re
presentatives. Therefore it was to be expected that the President 
would provide a great deal of leadership in the fight for economic 
rehabilitation. 

Coupled with the inherent advantages of his office had been 
Roosevelt's tremendous undergirding of popular support. The 
President had scored a remarkable victory at the polls the preced
ing November, and his popularity had continued through the in
auguration. ll1 Congressmen, faced with a deluge of demands that 
any recommendation from. the new President be accepted, had 
been disinclined to do otherwise.ll2 The continued pressure of 

lloGeorgeNorris to F. W. Greer, February 17, 1933, File 41-7, Norris MSS, 
Library of Congress. 

11lWallace H. White, Jr., to Wingate F. Cram, March 20,1933, File 1, White 
MSS, Library of Congress. 

112Garet Garrett, "TIle Hundred Days," Saturday Evening Post, 206 (August 
12, 1933), p. 63; Mauritz A. Hallgren, "The Roosevelt Legislative Record," 
Nation, 36 (June 28, 1933). p. 722-723. 
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public opmIOn compelled Congress to respect Presidential pro
posals and, thereby, had been a distinct aid to the Chief Executive. 

The great Democatic majority in Congress had been another 
asset for the incoming President. Fifty-nine Democrats sat in the 
Senate, as compared to thirty-six Republicans; this partisan ma
jority insured at least a tolerant reception for administration re
quests and could be reasonably expected to favor most of the Presi
dent's proposals. Nineteen of these fifty-nine Democrats were be
ginning their first term in the Senate; most owed their election or 
appOintment, at least partially, to Roosevelt's victory. Therefore 
these freshmen could, for the most part, be expected to respect the 
President's wishes. 

Roosevelt appreciated these advantages and had proceeded to 
employ them with a political acumen that has seldom been equaled 
by an American President. He had recognized the need to obtain 
and maintain the cooperation of the Congress in order to accom
plish his goals of economic recovery. Therefore, he had taken 
great care to establish close working relations with Congressional 
leaders. As the administration formulated its program, legislative 
leaders had been informed and consulted; they had often been 
asked to help in drafting specific proposals.1l3 In the Senate, 
Roosevelt had chosen to work mainly through the regular Demo
cratic leadership, who might have a lesser degree of sympathy 
with the New Deal than would certain liberals, but who would 
have a greater sense of loyalty to their party and a wider influence 
within the chamber.l14 He had developed the practice of keeping 
in contact with these leaders via frequent informal telephone con
versations.115 This policy of cultivating Congressional support 
was, from the first, an integral part of the Roosevelt technique; 

In dealing with the Congress, however, Roosevelt had not de
pended entirely upon a winning personality and frequent consulta
tions with Congressional leaders. He had always recognized the 
importance of practical political concerns. Democratic Congress
men, who had not been able to secure political appointments for 
their supporters during the previous twelve years, had regarded 
these appointments as a means of insuring their positions. Roose
velt had refrained as much as possible from making the various 
patronage appointments until the Special Session had ended and it 
could be seen which Democrats had faithfully supported the ad

1130liver McKee, Jr., "The President and Congress," Commonweal, 21 
(February 1, 1935), p. 391. . 

114Schlesinger, The Coming of the New Deal,p. 553. 
l1"Emes~ K. Lindley, "A Review of President Roosevelt and Congress," Liter

ary Digest, 117 (June 2,1934), p. 7. . . 
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ministration. l1G Especially at the time of the fight over the Steiwer
Cutting amendment, this had been an effective method of engen
dering Democratic support for the policies of the President. . 

But, in fact, the most powerful incentive for members of the 
Congress to support Roosevelt's proposals had not been Presiden
tial pressure or public opinion, but the appeal of the New Deal 
measures themselves. Senators generally approved of the policies 
that Roosevelt outlined; indeed many of the policies had been ad
vocated for years on the floor of the Senate. Forms of the unem
ployment relief bill and the T.V.A. had already been passed by the 
Senate, so it was hardly surprising that these bills should be ap
proved during the Special Session. The large majorities recorded 
for many of the bills had certainly not been due to Presidential 
coercion; in the main, they were due to sincere Senatorial approval 
of the measures.117 

Finally, President Roosevelt had been a political realist in his 
dealings with the Congress. There had been numerous occasions 
on which neither the features of the measures themselves nor per
suasion had been sufficient to win approvaHor executive requests. 
On these occasions Roosevelt had seldom refused to compromise, 
to modify a position in an attempt to gain a majority of Congres
sional support. l18 During the SpeCial Session this had always been 
effective, as shown in the cases of the deposit insurance, the infla
tion, and the veterans bills. The ability to compromise graciously 
was not the least of Roosevelt's valuable attributes. 

Despite the circumstances of the moment and the consummate· 
political talent of the Democratic President, it would be wrong to 
assume that the Congress had not played a significant role in the 
formation of policy. The mere fact that Roosevelt expended so 
much effort to inform and to influence the Congress attests to this. 
It must be admitted that the House of Representatives did not 
take as active a part in the legislative process as did the Senate. 
The House did eliminate minor provisions from the farm bill, the 
Glassbanking bill, and the veterans' appropriations bill; but, other
wise, it approved of every single Senate-passed measure. The 
House neither originated any notable bills, nor seriously obstructed 
any Presidential or Senatorial proposals. Clearly, the House of 
Representatives did not exercise its legislative prerogative to the 
degree that the Senate did. The legislative record of the Senate 

116William G.McAdoo to J. J. O'Neill, March 31, 1933, File 382 McAdoo 
MSS; McKee, "The President and Congress," p. 392. ' 

117Schlesinger, The Coming of the New Deal, p. 553. 
118McKee, "The President and Congress," p. 391. 
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during the Special Session indicates the tremendous contribution 
of that body to the creation of the New Deal. The Senate did dele
gate a large measure of administrative authority to the executive 
branch during the Special Session; this was necessitated by the 
economic emergency. But the Senate did not in the least relinquish 
its responsibility for the formation of government policy. 

In the closing minutes of the Special Session of 1933, Vice Presi
dent Gamer received the following message from the President of 
the United States: 

My dear Mr. President: 
Before the adjournment of the Special Session, I want to 

convey to you and to the members of the Senate, an expression 
of my thanks for making possible, on the broad average, a more 
sincere and wholehearted cooperation between the Legislative 
and the Executive branches of the United States Government 
than has been witnessed by the American people in many a 
long year. 

This spirit of teamworkhas in most cases transcended party 
lines. It has taken cognizance of a crisis in the affairs of our 
nation and of the world. It has grasped the need for a new 
approach to problems both new and old. It has proved that 

. our form of government can rise to an emergency and can 
carry through a broad program in record time. 

I am certain that the American people are appreciative of 
the work of this .Special Session of the Seventy-third Con
gress.119 

Franklin Roosevelt's letter of appreciation to the Senate clearly, 
concisely, and correctly explained the reason behind the impressive 
record of the Special Session. As a direct result of the close cooper
ation between the legislative and the executive branches of the 
federal government, there had been a significant improvrnent in 
the American economic climate. The crisis of the great depression 
had been faced, and the long, slow process of recovery had begun. 

Both President Roosevelt and the members of the Senate made 
significant contributions to the legislative program. Roosevelt 
proposed the Emergency Banking Bill, and Economy Bill, the 
Civilian Conservation Corps Bill, and the Securities Bill. Other 
measures, the Tennessee Valley Authority Bill, the Glass banking 
bill, and the Federal Emergency Relief Administration Bill, origi
nated in the Senate. Finally two of the most important bills of the 
session, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration Bill and the 

llORoosevelt, "Letter of Appreciation," p. 6142. 
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National Industrial Recovery Administration Bill, represented the 
combined efforts of the President and the Senate. The administra
tion farm bill was considerably altered by the inclusion of the 
Thomas inflation amendment, while theN.I.R.A. Bill was 
prompted by the passage of the Black thirty-hour work week bill. 
The Senate, in favoring deposit insurance, inflation, and the ex
treme limitation of working hours, was a good bit more liberal than 
the President, who was constantly striving to balance the budget; 
but the two managed to compromise on their differences. The re-; 
suIt was a program more liberal than Roosevelt had originally 
planned, and somewhat more conservative than the S~nate had 
desired; Measures introduced by the President were examined 
and refined in the Senate chamber, while Senate proposals werere
vised by the Chief Executive.. This acceptance of compromise by 
both sides resulted in a succession of bills which incorporated .the 
thoughts of both. 

Cooperation between the Senate and the President was further 
witnessed by thefact that many of the measures enacted had been 
proposed in the Senate years before but had failed due to executive 
opposition. Norris had advocated a program similar to T.V.A. for 
ten years, while Morris Sheppard had proposed government de
posit insurance as early as 1907.120 Not until Roosevelt provided 
support were these and other proposals enacted into law. Roose
velt's acceptance of Senate proposals and his active support of 
them was often the key to their passage. Thus both the legislative 
expertise of the members of the Senate and the strong leadership 
of the President were important elements in the formation of the 
early New Deal. 

The federal government of the United States was not designed 
for quick action, but rather for slow deliberation. The delegation 
of various governmental responsibilities to separate, nearly auto
nomous branches was intended to insure this. But in 1933 rapid 
action was taken without upsetting the delicate balance of power 
established by the Constitution. Through a process of compromise 
and cooperation, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the United States Sen
ate were able to meet the crisis of the great depression and yet 
maintain the essence of the American system of government. 

12°EscaIFranklin· Duke, "The Political Career of Morris Sheppard, 1875
1941," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Texas, 1958), p. 522. 
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·HENRY JAMES CONCEPTION OF THE 

AMERICAN IN EUROPE 

By Arthur Miller" 

Behind all the small comedies and tragedies of the interna
tional, in a word, has exquisitely lurked for me the idea of some 
eventual sublime consensus of the educated; the exquisite 
conceivabilities of whiCh, intellectual, moral, emotional, sen- . 
sllal, so~ial, political - aU,l mean, in the face of felt difficulty 
and danger - constitutes' stuff for such "situations" as may' 
easily make many of those of a more familiar type tum pale. . 
There, if one will-in the dauntless fusions to come - is the 
personal drama of the future. l 

The internationaltheme played an 'important role in the fiction 
of Henry James throughout his career. An American who chose 
to live abroad, James wrote in the period between the American 
Civil War and the First World War. Tremertdous activity and 
progress marked his native land'during these years just as James's 
own career spanned the time of growth in American literature from 
the promise of Hawthorne and Cooper to the psychological prob~ 
ings of the Twentieth Century. In his half century, James turned' 
his art on many aspects of modem life, from social reform to the 
artists's predicament. Yet down through this progression of 
focuses runs a continuing reference to and reliance on theinter~ 
national confrontation that was so much a part of the expatriate 
James's existence. . 

When James wrote the prefaces2 to the New York Edition of hi~ 

works during 1906 and 1907 he looked back over this international 
element in his work. The nature and the scope of this theme oc
cupied-him in his remarks at the beginning of the thirteenth, four
teenth and eighteenth volumes. The first of these instances de
velops from a discussion of the longer tale "Lady Barbarina.;' Here, 
James declares that the international theme grew out of the &a
matic interest found in all contiasted things.3 Certainly, to the 
student of life and inanners much depends on contrast, and the in
ternational theme presents contrast most frequently and meaning
fully. Indeed,for James there exists no greater contrast than that 

lHenry James, rile Art of the Novel (-New York, 1950), pp. 202-3.
 
2lbul.
 
3Ibid., p. 198.
 

•Arthur Miller, '65, of Kalamazoo, pursues work in library scien~e at the, 
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"between the distinctively American and the distinctively Eur
opean outlook." 

But James does not drop the matter at this point. He continues 
by reminding his reader that, of course, international differences do 
not present the only contrast.4 In many cases, the international 
theme plays a secondary role, as in The Wings of the Dove and 
The Golden Bowl, two of James's later novels. The subject of these 
could have been quite perfectly expressed if "all the persons con
cerned [had] been only Americans or only English," etc. Thus, 
James saw a new scale of relations where "emphasized interna
tionalism" has been left behind. Now the focus has turned to the 
moral and the psychological. "The dramatic side of human rela
tions subsists ... on contrast" as well. The author then sees him
self as adding to this personal contrast the international antithesis 
for "the greater amusement." 

Now, though, James returns to the importance of the theme. 
Without the "sense and experience" of "the conditions ... of the 
achieved social fusion," he feels that The Wings of the Dove, The 
Golden Bowl, The Portrait of a Lady and even The Ambassadors 
would not have been written.5 In these tales that he has collected 
in the New York Edition, "... the idea could not have expressed 
itself without the narrower application of the international theme." 
Thils, James again reversed himself, declaring that without regrets 
he saw his "workable world all and only as an unnatural mixture." 
And anyway, one cannot choose his "general ~ange of vision - the 
experience from which so pressed upon the artist is the necessity 
of his case and the fruit of his consciousness."6 

James, then, envisions himself as a "critic of life." As such, the 
possibility of harmony in this international picture impresses him 
most: "the fine ... group of the conquests of civilization, the multi
plied symptoms among educated people, from wherever drawn, 
of a common intelligence and a social fusion tending to bridge old 
rigours of separation." Surely, he acknowledged, a half of one's 
instincts "work for the maintained differences." This international 
contrast formed the essence of "Lady Barbarina." The present 
situation, the prevailing fact, shows up in the contrast, "the pity 
and the misery of ... the courageous, or ... the timid, missing their 
lives beyond certain stiff barriers."7 But the other, instinctive, half 
views an alternative possibility, a Lady Barbarina "reconciled, 

4Ibid.
 
5Ibid., p. 199.
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7Ibid., p. 203.
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domesticated, developed, of possibly greater vividness ..." Here; 
one imagines the picture of characters of two worlds increasingly 
finding opportunities and possible communication. James rec
ognizes that behind his international stories of the past "has ex
qUisitely lurked ... the idea of some sublime consensus of the 
educated .. ." that surpasses his earlier idea of cultural contrast in 
interest and possibilities. There, in the "dauntless fusion to come --'-
is the personal drama of the future." 

In this preface, then, James set out to clear up for his readers the 
essence and direction of his long association with the international 
theme. But the ambiguity of this statement that he had designed 
as a clarification keeps the author from his intended clairvoyance. 
Even so, the remarks simplify the problem of understanding by 
presenting James's mature thoughts on the contrasts and the possi
bilities in the international theme and the personal drama that 
comes from this. But these ideas do not come together for the 
reader, are not ordered to show the force of the international sub
ject on James's writing. Consequently, critics of recent years have 
tried to determine the pattern of James's relationship to tlus theme: 
Two noted critics, Elizabeth Stevenson8 and Christof Wegelin,il 
have found an organizing point of focus in both of the perspectives 
James suggested in his preface to "Lady Barbarilla." Mr. Wegelin 
orients the novelist's development of the theme to the basic 
cultural contrast established early in his career. On the other 
hand, Miss Stevenson sees the international subject growing out of 

. a broader intention of the author to dramatize the individual's COD

frontation with society. 

In the first approach to James's international fiction, vVegelin 
reflects the preface's remarks on international contrast. For 
Wegelin, James unfolds a chronicle of his changing view of the 
relationship between Europe and America. Holding that James 
remains American throughout his career, the critic traces 

... James's relation to traditional American attitudes toward 
Europe and the development of his treatment of the 'interna
tional situation' from more or less conventional beginnings to 
the conceptual and formal complexity of his latest fiction. lO 

So the drama springs from the confrontation of two worlds, of 
two cultures, societies, and philosophies. And the changing nature 
of the international subject in James follows the novelist's changing 

SElizabeth Stevenson, The Crooked Corridor: A study of Henry James (New
York, 1949). . 

ilChristof Wegelin, The Image of Europe in Henry lames (Dallas, 1958). 
lOIbid., p. 7. 
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image of E,urope.Until James chose to make his home in Europe, 
in1875, his work dealt with the "contrasts between American free
dom and European conventionality - as in 'AtIsella' (1871) and 
Roderick Hudson (1875)."11 These simple contrasts were not "very 
original," showing the influence of the same attihldes that pervade 
the European writings of Irving, Hawthorne and Longfellow of a 
generation before. But with the change of scene, the young James's 
interests took a new turn. Now Wegelin sees a deeper contrast, 
'!still more conscious of the difference between the points of view 
of the American traveler and the native ..." His primary concern 
now was the conflict of manners and "particularly with the at
tempts of Americans to adapt themselves to what they conceive to 
be European ways." No longer are the characters only pure Ameri
cans confronting Europeans. Attention now turns to the American 
~mob who has combined the worst characteristics of both cultures 
to antagonize untarnished Americans fresh on the scene. 

Then, Wegelin notes, that at about the tum of the century,James 
moved from his contrast to an analysis of moral problems essential. 
ly independent of nationality. Yet, for the moral contrast of inno
cence and experience, he fell back"on his old stage, where Ameri
cans and Europeans meet .. .". Still, the contrast of manners also 
remains: the classless against the class society. With this change 
ofcourse, the author establishes a relation of manners to morals. 

. In this late period of James's career, Wegelin sees the emergence 
ofthenovelist's conception of "social fusion." An example appears 
in The Golden Bowl, the tale of an international marriage that is 
saved by mutual understanding; "the achievement of the interna
tional'social fusion' which James envisioned as the ultimate result 
of the increasingly intimate social relations between Europe and 
America." The "passionate harmony" of the final· union of the 
partners is "the symbol of the meeting of America and Europe, the 
concrete image of the 'idea of some eventual sublime consensus.' " 
Yet, the conflict has been primarily moral rather than social, so 
that not only does James's consensus of "the educated" occur, but 
also a consensus of the good somewhere between the two extremes. 

From contrast to consensus this critic has traced an atlthor's 
pageant of two cultures gradually coming into communication with 
each other. As time passes, the au~hor's attention to this contrast 
becomes not seco~dary,but more profound. 

. While Wegelin approached James's interest in theinternational 
theme fl,"om the viewpoint of cultural confrontation, Miss Stevenson 

11Ibid" p. 27. 
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was most struck by the novelist's recurring preoccupation with the 
.meeting of the individual and society. ".; . James sees life and 
reports it in terms of the intrusion of the strange element, the in
dividual, into the world."12 Where Wegelin has seen the charac
ters as the representatives of their cultures, Miss Stevenson prefers 
to view these personages as having autonomy. The drama results 
from society's challenge of this autonomy: the "unpredictable per
son in predictable society.~' This kind of person becomes the hero 
of a drama; he "initiates his drama byperforming an actin defiance 
of conventions or by being in a state of mind which cuts across the 
grain of the social pattern." Still, in treating this history of a per
sonal life with the social scene, James has two poles of interest: 
the extent to which the character is individual, a unique case, and 
the extent to which he represents his class, his age, or his nation. 
In analysis, though, these distinctions break down, the characters 
combining them in life so that separation of the elements would 
damage the personality. 

For Miss Stevenson, the Jamesian hero collides with society in 
an incident that grows to become a drama. A "worldly occasion" 
unfolds to the hero with an intensity that could not "happen to the 
person made by" the society. The protagonist must be 

... an outsider, one able to seize upon the shape of the world 
and see it whole ... a conscious, eJi.-ploring imagination, with 
the social and human phenomena of the world. . . . 

as a field of exploration. 
Such a situation would perfectly fit the American in Europe, a 

Jamesian hero. For the novelist, such a positive personality be
comes 

... his child in the corruption of society, his underprivileged· 
boy waking to beauty, his artist in the unmanageable world 
[these] are all engaged actively in getting at the center of life. 
They get so far into it as to choke upon the superabundanceP 

With these, James also creates negative heroes who "sicken of life's 
complications and tum from it to the perfect adjustment pOSSible 
only in the non-social and non-human plane." For these heroes·, 
James "prefers the superlative to the average:" the talent of Rod~ 

erick Hudson, the beauty of Christina Light, the money of Milly 
Theale or the opportunity of Isabel Archer. In their cases, the 
"personal life has become rich, strong, difficult," causing them to 
live apart from the common lot. Their very innocence and good
ness, in their position, becomes a tragic flaw, an invitation to the 

12Stevenson, p. 52. 
13Ibid., p. 72. 
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evil of society. Such a hero, ·faced with the "worldly occasion," 
must not be sure where he is going, must feel for the way and find 
it himself. "He must be seen by the reader, for the pity and the 
terror of it, to be stepping unknowingly onto dangerous ground, 
always threatened and never safe."14 This groping characterizes 
the movement from America to Europe for Miss Stevenson. It 
takes a different form for each individual: for Newman, it signifies 
the exchange of "barrenness for profusion; for Isabel, the exchange 
of ignorance for knowledge; for Lambert Strether, the exchange of 
Puritanism for a sense of joy." In his groping, James's American in 
Europe is striving to "complete himself," to find the best frame
work for his existence. "Yet, his native freedom makes him one 
who breaks the mold to which he is trying to adapt himself." 

To Miss Stevenson, James's use of the international theme adds 
up to a history of the American in Europe. "He is a foreigner, a 
new man in an old world, one against many, a classless person in 
a class society, the individual entangled in a tradition." James 
usedthe theme time after time, even when it became only a meta
phor for him: "As he matured, the national characteristics merged 
into and came to stand for human ones." Thus, as with Wegelin's 
shldy, James's relation with the international theme becomes more 
profound. Yet, Miss Stevenson sees the drama arising from the 
conflicts in the individual's situation, not only in the instance of the 
international theme but also in James's attention to art and to social 
reform. The American in Europe only provides one excellent ex
ample of the individual confronting society. 

Thus, we have seen two interpretations of James's preface state
ment. Wegelin, impressed primarily with the first part of the 
discussion, sees James's development as a maturing conception of 
the contrasts between America and Europe, two cultures. Miss 
Stevenson finds the best explanation of James's use of the interna
tional subject in his later comments of the preface concerning the 
over-riding importance of the personal drama in this as in other 
areas. Consequently, two systems have evolved to give a pattern 
to the novelist's writings in this theme. Yet, both of them lean 
decidedly on one of the two possible poles of explanation. The 
synthesis remains incomplete, as both critics have really chosen to 
take opposite sides in a conflict in which James himself was reluct
ant to prefer one point of view over the other. 

This essay, then, sets out to bridge this gap, to find a middle 
ground of explanation of James's international fiction. The first 
approach has found the origin of the theme in culhual. relations 

Hlbid., p. 56. 
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while the other has seen the organizing principle coming from 
James's interest in the individual. Just as James did sixty years 
ago, we must call for an integration of the cultural and personal 
situations. 

Of course, the question of co-ordinating thoughts on the relation 
of cultural and personal conflicts interests not only novelists and 
their critic-scholars but also thinkers in psychology and sociology. 
Henry James's own brother William devoted his life to exploring 
the organization of human behavior, and the brothers were always 
curious about the other's areas of inquiry. With such a frame of 
mind, the imagination of Henry James might have been captured 
by the ponderings of the sociologist Robert E. Parks,15 writing 
scarcely a decade after the novelist's death in 1916. Dr. Parks had 
been examining the special problems involved in the migration of 
peoples and had been struck by a peculiar by-product of the never
ending collisions of groups of men, in peace as in war. A definite 
hybrid tended to result from the fission of overlaping societies that 
he called the marginal man. He defined this individual as 

: .. living and sharing intimately in the cultural life and tradi
tions of two distinct peoples, never quite willing to break, even 
if he were permited to do so, with his past and his traditions, 
and not quite accepted, because of racial prejudice, in the new 
society in which he now seeks to find a place.16 

And as recently as this past year, this type of personality has 
commanded the attention of sociologists. Milton Gordon17 re
flects the refinements this theory has enjoyed over a period of more 
than three decades. For him, the marginal man stands on the 
borders - or margins - of "two cultural worlds but is fully a mem
ber of neither."18 And while he may be the off-spring of a racially 
mixed marriage, he may just as well have only left the security of 
a cultural group because of personality and experience - predis
posed to seek a wider contact, to seek entry into a new social world. 
Yet, between the two sharply defined cultural poles exists a con
siderable ground where the two points of view come together in 
the marginal person in varying proportions. Everett Stonequist/9 

writing in the years between Parks and Gordon, conceives of this 
marginal man going through stages of development in his experi
ence betwen the two extremes: 

IiiRobert E. Parks, "Migration and the Marginal Man," The American Journal 
of Sociology, Va. 33, No.6 May, 1928), pp. 881-93. 

161bid., p. 892. 
I7Milton M. Gordon, Assimilation in American Life (New York, 1964). 
ls1bid., p. 56. 
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three stages can be defined: First, there is a stage .of pre~ 

paration when the individual is being introduced into the two 
cultures. ". 

The second stage has the character of a 'crisis': the individ- . 
ual,takes the attitude of the two groups toward each other and 
toward himself and becomes something of a divided personal
ity. Naturally, he does not remain passive; some effOl~t at least 
is made at readjustment ... 

The third stage consists of the more enduring responses of 
•the individual to the situation.	 In general, the individualmay 
evolve in several directions ...20 

These different directions strike a note of familiarity to the read
er of Henry James's international fiction as well as to the student of 
group relations. In one instance, the marginal man might move 
toward a position in the dominant group, the group that he. cc:>n
siders more desirable. If he meets success in this attempt at 
switching cultures, the conflict ends. Or, this individual can tum 
back to his own original, subordinate group. Here, he may assume 
the position ofa leader or even a revoluntionary, his status en
hanced by his. association with the group of greater prestige, the 
dominant culture. Also a possibility, the marginal person at the 
crisis point may turn inwards, seeking isolation by removing him
self from the conflict.. Finally, Stonequist sees that the marginal 
man cO)lld ease his problem by expressing it - creatively, in the 
arts. 

. Stonequist's pattern exists, though, in a situation of cultural 
equilibrium, when the relative positions for the two groups, are 
in a constant proportion. He recognizes, even so, that the margimll 
man is just as likely to appear wheI). change is in the air. As the 
dominant group continues 
.... in its position and attitudes of superiority, some of the mar
ginal individuals swing about and identify themselves with 
the rising group. They further define the situation and ac
celerate the movements.21 

.. Yet, what kind of individual fits Stonequist's pattem of develop. 
ment? .What is his life, and how can he be studied? Gordon finds 
his classic case, his most interesting example, is the "marginally 
ethnic intellectual." This person finds "ethnic communality" un
satisfactory and seeks his friends, even his wife, among those who 
share his ideas and his appreciations rather than necessarily his 

19Everett V. Stonequist, "The Problem of the Marginal Man," The American 
Journal of Sociology, Vol. 41, No.1 (July, 1935), pp. 1-12. 

20Ibid., p. 10. .. 
21Ibid., p. 12. 
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group background; To people who fit the more, conventionally 
ethnic pattern, this person may appear occasionally as a traitor to 
his kind, or a snob. Or, he often may become a leader from his 
position on the border of the group's identification, the subject of 
emulation. At any rate; the marginal man finds himself frustrated 
in his life by his incomplete social acceptance, and in his ambival
ence to the old culture.• 

BesetbyconHicting cultural standards, he develops, according 
to classic conception, personality traits of insecurity, moodi
ness, hypersensitivity, excessive self-consciousness and ... 
greater insight, self-understanding and creativity.22 
With this complexity of factors, then, how do we study this man 

and his problem? Parks, long ago, noted that 
. It is iri the mind of the marginal man - where the changes and 
fusions of culture are going on - that we can best study the 
pr'ocesses of civilization and progress.23 

. With this framework that combines the ideas of cultural fusion 
with the workings of the mind of an individual; we can return to 
the fiction of Henry James. It is helpful to remember here that the 
description of the marginal man as the American in Europe, a 
person between two cultures, recalls James's own situation during 
his writing career. This prolonged relationship of the novelist to 
one of-his important themes can suggest a special insight without 
requiring the reader to interpret the works as autobiographical. 
Turn back now to James's remark in that same preface to "Lady 
Barharina" on the author's particular bond to his subject: 

One never really chooses one's general range of vision - the 
experience from which ideas and themes and suggestions 
spring: this proves ever what it has had to be, this is one with 
the very turn one's life has taken. The subject thus pressed 
upon the artist is the necessity of his case and the fmit of his 
consciousness; 
James's own case and his consciousness of it revolve around a 

life spent after 1875 in Europe, primarily England, and only punc
tuatedby a few short visits to his native America at intervals in his 
career. .This life-long experience in Europe culminated in his re
nunciation of his American citizenship to become a.British subject 
in the dark hours of 1915. 

In this light, the life of the marginal man, a type that Was so 
much a presence in the author's own life, appears in tale after tale, 
forming the backbone of James's international them.. From "A 
Passionate Pilgrim" in 1871 to The Sense of the Past which oc

22Gordon, p: 57. 
23Parks, p. 893. 
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cupied his last working hours in 1915, Americans appear before the 
reader to confront the revered Europe. Yet no sooner are the 
amenities completed than the marginal hero encounters his crisi'i 
and the drama begins. The drama's resolution, the denouncement, 
comes as a result of the crisis, and the direction the marginal person 
will take emerges. James reveals whether or not the American 
achieves success in his struggle for identification with Europe, in 
his attemptto cross group lines. The author communicates as well 
an insight into the reaction of the marginal person to his situation 
and to the direction his life will take in relation to the two cultures. 
Thus, by manipulating the success and the reaction of the marginal 
man, James defines his image of the position of the marginal 
American in Europe. 

Yet, this author's conception of the American between the native 
and the sought cultures defies a constant definition. As James be
comes increasingly intimate with his "range of vision," experience 
gives him new ideas, leads him to look again and again at thephe
nomena of his countrymen abroad. So just as the novelist's knowl
edge of his subject would be refined by this gro\ving awareness of 
it, the results of the crisis of his fictional heroes would likewise 
nndergo a change. Considering a continuum of novels and tales 
spanning four decades, a pattern of change in the fates James as
signs to his primary Americans shows four essential periods. The 
first covers the few short years from the time the young James 
picked up the international subject, the motif of the American in 
Europe, until the publication of The American in 1876, his first 
great success, and his decision to make his home abroad. At this 
stage of his career, he sees the American missing acceptance by, 
and even understanding of, the older culture he so admires. It is 
in this group of James's international stories that the contrast of 
cultures, the basis of Wegelin's thinking, proves the most valid. 
Here, the marginal man completely fails to communicate with 
Europe and insight comes to the reader only through an American 
other than the hero who is stmck by the failure of his unsuccessful 
countryman to see Europe. Americans and Europeans find them
selves at opposite poles, socially and philosophicaly, in the con
crete and the abstract. 

Through this initial period, the author James constmcts his plot 
only around people of purely American or purely European ideas 
and points of view. But with the writing of his "Daisy Miller" 
(1878) James begins to be noted for his differentiation between 
his Americans, his marginal characters on the European scene. 
Now, the crisis arises from the collision of Americans firmly seated 
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in their American tradition of ideas yet desiring social or structural 
assimilation into the European order. The novelist's major work 
of this phase of his career is The Portrait of a Lady (1881) yet 
during the ten or twelve years before about 1890 he explored this 
newer international dimension in a great number of stories and 
short novels such as "A Bundle of Letters" (1879), "The Siege of 
London" (1883), "Lady Barbarina," (1884) "A London Life" (1888), 
and The Reverberator (1888). James examines the possibilities of 
Americans who are striving for or have achieved social acceptance 
without being assimilated culturally, ideationally, as well. He 
studies people who have not adjusted their personality to fit th~Y' 

new goals or situation. James sees these varying and fascinating 
individuals as always failing completely to achieve their dream, 
failing to install themselves as totally equal socially with the Eur
opeans they emulate. They differ widely, as with the cases of 
Isabel Archer and of Gaston Probert, but they share a common 
bond of identity as American, of failure to achieve satisfactorily an 
integration into the European way of life. 

Continually turning up this same result, regardless of the case 
unable to achieve a oneness for his American with Europe on a 
social plane - James left the international fiction for the drama and 
other topics for a period of about ten years, from 1890 until near 
the turn of the century. Then, in 1900, James stated again his 
problem of assimilation for the American into the life and thinking 
of Europe in "Miss Gunton of Poughkeepsie." But instead of pick
ing up this old frustration, James decided to approach his problem 
not from the social, concrete point of view that he had left a decade 
before, but rather from the aspect of the philosophical, abstract 
crisis. Thus, The Ambassadors (1901) takes shape. The American 
hero of this novel does achieve a complete volte-face from the 
American sihlation, but on the esthetic level, the philosophical side 
of the marginal person. Strether makes a stunning success of cul
tural assimilation, of identilication with the European way of 
seeing life, but this leaves him an irreparably solitary soul. He has 
no future at home in America or in Europe on the social, structural, 
concrete plane. 

But James had been working toward his idea of a social fusion 
that he mentioned in the preface to "Lady Barbarina," and the cul
tural change, the philosophical insight his American central characc 
ters arrive at in The Wings of the Dove (1903) and The Ambassa~ 
dors lays the groundwork - along with some European co-opera
tion (Densher) - for the social fusion, the successful assimilation 
of marginal Maggie Verner into Europe culturally as well as struc
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turally in The Golden Bowl (1905). In The Wings ofthe Dove, 
the Englishman Densher's move toward the vision of Milly Theale 
reflects James's notion of a true consensus, a meeting on common 
ground, that foreshadows the Prince's shift in Maggie's direction 
in The Golden Bowl. Stonequist would see the challenge to the 
superior culture faced by the advance. of the lesser just as Parks 
would note the cultural fusions that could result from the mind 
amI dynamics of the marginal man. 

The years that remained to the aging novelist after 1905 found 
him challenging his concept of social fusion and the fatefulness of 
the. American's decision for a life in Europe, Both of the un
finished novels, The Ivory Tower and The Sense of the Past, ex
plore the strains and the unnaturalness of the. ideal social and 
philosophical fusion. Also, "The Jolly Corner" (1909) joins these 
to ponder the momentous quality of an expatriate's decision. James 
reviews the triumphs and awful fears that come from choosing ir
revocably a life in unknown regions. 

This study of James's American in Europe, then, will work to
ward recognizing levels of development in the author's fiction. 
Yet, from the beginning, we must beware of cataloguing independ
ent works into neat units of related tales. Instead, we will trace 
the continuing progression. of story elements - plot, character, 
viewpoint, and resolution - that indicate cores of thought. By 
following this progress of ideas and methods, we will relegate 
chronological groupings of tales and novels to a position dependent 
on the evolVing patterns. Certain early experiments marked as 
primitive will be scrutinized for their clues to future ideas and 
forms. Some important works will draw attention for their transi
tional qualities between two of the author's thematic positions. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE FINAL PERSPECTIVE 

The thing of profit is to have your experience - to recognize 
and understand it, and for this almost any will do; there being 
surely no absolute ideal about it beyond getting from it all it 
has to give.1 

At last our task is finished. In the first chapter we set out to 
follow the progress of the American in Europe through the fiction 
of Henry James. In the last chapter, the thread of this discussion 
of the "Western tourist" as a marginal man came to its terminal 
point, having depended heavily on the sociological principle of 
marginality as well as on Miss Stevenson's and Mr. Wegelin's liter
ary theories of James's international fiction. These elements, 

1James, Novel, p. 201. 
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brought together, give us a new insight into the·pattern and·devel~ 

oprilent of the author's most important subject, into the principal 
"experience" of his fictional career.· 

Blitto say that James wrote about marginality, wrote about the 
American in Europe, would be to underestimate the quality ohhis 
author's effort. We \vould make the same error to say that Herman 
Melville wrbte sea and adventure stories.· Both of these men 
created their fiction out of their experience. The situations and the 
<:haracters they developed were extensions of this. They were 
the fruits of the novelist's own consciousness, to recall James's un
derstanding of the phenomenon. 

.Yet, the "profit" James sees is not only the "experience" itself; 
Rather, it is the recognition· and the understanding that comes 
from this. In bur study we have seen the marginal situation as 
this "experience" and have traced James's increasing,changing, 
insight irito and comprehension of his subject. We have seen him 
proceed from a mere "surface relation" to international questions 
through a masterful conception of consensus and fusion across 
group liries to, finally, a vision of the plaUSibility of this ideal ill 
light of its limitations; Still, this understanding goes beyond 
sociological conceptions.. James, like Melville, uses his intimate 
relationship to his. subject to bring him closer to the essential 
questions of the human situation, to the struggles basic to man. 

We are familiar with Melville's mighty epic, Moby Dick. In
deed, this is an epic to the extent that it focuses on conflicts and 
elemental questions common to la condition humaine. This author 
strives for. ari understanding of man's struggle with God and with 
nature, certainly with metaphysical questions that relate man and 
his ,situation. vVe see this as well in James's lifelong interest in 
man in his social environment. And wehave observed James using 
social tools, manriers, to resolve his situations just as Melville makes 
use of harpoons, a crew and a ship to bring Ahab to his problem; 
By working out the drama of their worlds, these authors arrive at 
the essential metaphYSical and moral questions that all men must 
face. It makes little difference which "experience" a writer con
cerns himself with, so long as he gets "from it all it has to give!" 
. Thus, an understanding of the marginal American's struggle in 

James leads to an insight into the author's vision of man's fight to 
be sovereign over the forces of the world, to resolve the discord 
and agony of life. In The Golden Bowl, we see a sublime soul 
gaining control of her environment, ben<ling to her purposes the 
powers that surround her. She reigns, absolute master of her case. 
Then, in The Ivory Tower, a perfect conception of harmony in 
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Fielder's case must be compromised, and he must retreat to a firmer 
unilateral position. And finally, in The Sense of the Past, as the 
author's ideal world crashed down around him in the horrible inter
group conflicts of World War I, the situation indeed proves 
stronger than the man. Only the author's mercy returns Pendrel 
from his peril, as Melville spares Ishmael. 

Throughout, we have tried to follow a writer's progress with a 
subject. From determining the extent of his character's control 
over their subject, or their situatIons, we 'can judge how intimately 
James dealt with essential questions. By examination of his "ex
perience" and his treatment of this, we can imagine his view of 
mail's fate and his conceptions of essential qllestions. Moreover, 
the extent to which he achieves this ability to transcend the parti
culars of his "experience" to the larger questions gives us a measure 
of the greatness of his art. 'We have tried to grasp the character' 
and the dynamics of the fictional situations that come from James's 
consciollsness. \Ve have shaped a notion of the evolving donnees 
from which the writer created his fiction. From examination of 
James's situational raw material; we gain a basis for understanding, 
an introduction to, his art. 

As an over-due final note to this would-be perspective of a per
spective, our study acknowledges the difficult boundary it has 
maintained between James the novelist and James the man. After 
briefly alluding to his marginality and settling that the international 
subject was the fmit of this author's consciousness, we have 
avoided relating the 'author's own experience to the marginal 
pattern. Primarily because of the sheer scope of such an under
taking, but also due to our interest in the work and not the per
sonality, we have not related the results of each period specifically 
to the machinations of James's marginal life. As in our discussion 
of the middle years, the life of James the artist has interested us 
greatly. Yet, our conception of James's personal struggle with the 
challenges of marginality can only be deduced from his work, the 
fruits of his experience. But in completing our vision of this life
long devotion to a theme, we are struck by the remembrance of 
one of Stonequist's possibilities for the marginal man's resolution 
of his ambiguous and difficult existence. Such a person can ease 
his problem by expressing it: his evolution beyond the crisis may 
result in creativity, in art.~ Whether James moves toward or away 
from the alien culture and whether or not he turns into himself, 
we shall not venture to assay. But the fictional legacy we have 
surveyed attests to the creative result of one man's marginal crisis. 

2Stoneqtiist, p. 10. 
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MORALITY AND ITS CRITICS 

by Francis E. Snare" 

INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider morality as an institution. That is, let us con

sider morality as we may consider other social institutions such as 
law, religion, magic, art, not to mention political institutions. Pe
culiar to each of these are cmtain modes of behavior, certain rituals, 
a certain terminology, certain mles, certain modes of reasoning, 
and, inevitably, certain categories of thought. To participate in 
religion or magic or law requires acting in conforniity with certain 
procedures, following certain rules, behaving in a cCltain manner, 
or at least knowing that these are the things one is "supposed" to 
do. Each institution has its own jargon and its own "logic." But 
even more, each institution involves a way of life, for to think in 
certain terms is to live in certain terms. 

Thepurpose of this paper is to detennine whether it makes any 
sense to be a critic of the moral institution of life. Is it really 
possible to \veigh the moral way of life in the balance? Can' one 
find the institution of morality wanting in the way most rational 
men find the institution of voodoo wanting? Or again, can one be 
a critic of morality as one might be a critic of the institution of 
monarchy? Does itmake any sense to advocate thatwe do away 
completely with morality or that we replace the moral way of life 
with something else? Or does it make any sense to advocate that 
we try to reform the institution of morality? Or can we perhaps 
decide that morality is a necessary evil which man must tolerate? 

Notice that we are not concerned here with merely a psycho
lOgical matter. Of course men can adopt almost any absurd posi
tion, and if there are any limits at all they are psychological. But 
the question we are concerned with is whether there is any rational 
basis for weighing the institution of morality. Of course the sort 
of justification required is not itself a "moral" justification. That 
would involve us in a circularity. \Ve do not consult the "logic" 
of voodoo to see whether we should have the institution of voodoo. 
Nor are the reasons why we should have the legal institution found 
in the law; they are much more profound than that. Likewise, in 
seeking a rational ground for having the institution of morality 
we must look beyond the logic of moral discourse to more profound 
reasons: prudential reaSOns or social reasons or even religious 
reasons. Perhaps they are "normative" reasons in a sense of "nor

"I'rands Snare, '65, of Tiffin, Ohio, is in his second year of graduate s,tlldy in 
philosophy at the University of Michigan. 
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mative" which is broader than the sense of "moral" which we are 
discussing. Perhaps it is a matter of decision, provided we under
stand this to be a rational decision rather than an arbitrary whim. 
There may be "considerations capable of determining the intellect," 
as Mill would say. 

, But the purpose of this paper is not to present such reasons. Our 
task belongs to a much more rarefied atmosphere, I am afraid. 
We are not going to weigh inoralityin the balarice,we are merely 
going to inquire whether it makes any sense to try to do so. Yet 
there is some importance even to investigating this question, for 
usually the critics of the moral institution of life are not met on 
their oWn ground; 'It is not that the sort of reason the critic would 
accept as a reason is employed against his to refute him; it is held 
that his position doesn't everi ,make any sense or that it is contra
dictory. The critic is not met on his own level; rather, it isclaimed 
there is no such level. Or perhaps the questions thecritic raises 
are breezily' dismissed as not being philosophical questions,or at 
least as not the sort of question to be answered by linguistic 
analysis. ' 

Yet we do not in1aginethat the topic of this paper is merely an 
academic one. 'We are notasking whether it makes sense to take 
a position which we fully expect no one ever to take. Even if We 
were to ignore'certain contemporary philosophers we could hardly 
ignore the classical example-Nietzsche. In a way Nietzschehad 
a very modem appreciation of the logic of moral discourse. He 
realized that moral language and moral terms involve a way of 
living, a form of life. However, unlike the modem philosopher, 
Nietzsche was not content to describe and classify in scholastic 
manner the structure and logic of moral discourse; he felt his 
important taskwas to criticize it. Nietzsche realized that moral 
reasoning and moral categories have far"reaching effects on hu
man behavior, but what makes Nietzsche stand out is that he 
thought these effects were insidious. He spoke of morality proper 
as the "slave morality,"meaning not that slaves literally created, 
the morality, but that the moral institution of life makes slaves of its 
adherents. The "logic" of moral discourse is such thatit makes for 
a way of life which is self-defeating, frustrating, and degrading. 
An example of this can be seen in Nietzsche's criticism of the moral 
reasoning implicit in our allocation of moral virtue. We can point 
out a man's intelligt::nce, his strength, his creativity, his success, and 
the "VirhlCS" which Nietzsche considered natural. Yet it is part of 
the "logic" of the moral virtues that they usurp all other standards 
for judging a man. Moral virtues arc trump cards. They take all. 
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A man who didn't see that moral virtues are "supposed" to out
weigh all other considerations in judging a man just doesn't under
stand the logic of moral discourse. Nietzsche saw this and de
plored it. 

Nietzsche noted other insidious aspects of the logic of moral 
discourse. He saw that moral virtues and moral praise and 
blame are not allocated on the basis of those qualities in an in
dividual which are useful and pleasing to society. This was Hume's 
mistake. It is not quite COITect to contrast the "moral" with the 
egotistic and the selfish. We are punning on the word if we 
sometimes make "moral" a loose synonym for "social," and "im
moral" a loose synonym for "anti-social." Nietzsche saw quite 
clearly that the "logic" of assigning moral virtue is quite different 
from that of assigning talents and socially valuable assets, and that 
the "logic" of assigning moral vices is quite different from that of 
assigning defects and anti-social characteristics.] The allocation 
of moral virtues involves the concepts of moral responsibility, 
moral desert, and moral guilt. This is the basis of Nietzsche's 
allegation that the assigning of moral virtue is a game that favors 
the ne'er-da-well and the failure. A man is not judged by his merit 
or by his success or even by his sOcially-valuable attributes but 
much more by his moral intentions, his moral sincerity and his 
dedication to the moral way of life. The concept of the moral life 
is not at all caught by the Greek concept of "living well" although 
it is not really very far from the Christian concept of the "godly 
life." The moral man is not the successful man, he is a disciple, 
a devotee, a believer. The assigning of moral virtue is not so much 
a matter of merit as a matter of moral responsibility. And Nietz
sche saw this same insidious mode of reasoning running through a 
whole host of moral concepts: punishment, desert, praise, blame, 
retribution, guilt; and we might add to these the concept of moral 
goodness (as opposed to evil). It is inherent in the "logic" of 
such words that what counts most is not one's success in living or 
the attainment of certain goals, even social goals. Nor, on the 
other hand, does the "logic" of such words bear much relation to 
the tragedy of human suffering and pain, the tragedy of human 
failure and despair, tragedy in the Greek sense. This is why Nietz
sche saw moral discourse as the self-delusion of the frustrated. 
No matter how futile and frustrated the life of the slave may be 
he can find consolation in his moral virtues, his moral intentions, 
his sincerity, his humility, and his long-suffering. He can even 

IDavid Hurne: An Inquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals, Appendix IV 
"Of Some Verbal Disputes." 
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convince himself that this is what counts in a man and not health, 
life, creativity, and attainment. But the irony is that the same way 
of life which gives him consolation in the face of his failure insures 
that he will never succeed; the balm that soothes the sores is also 
the cause of the disease. , ' ," . 

Likewise the language of guilt and blame and responsibility 
ignores the facts of actual human tragedy and transfers the prob" 
lem to a symbolic level. The moral point of view is not essentially 
concerned to snatch victory from defeat or even to admit defe,at 
and weep, it is to quibbleabout where the guilt lies. We might 
contrast this with Nietzsche's concept of tragedy. Tragedy in this 
sense has as little to do with guilt and blame as earthquake, pre, 
and the plague do. Tragedy is when great men attempt great 
things and fail. It may be when a man over-reaches his natural 
bound and brings ruin upon himself or it may be the desperation 
of a man caught in a cruel and arbitrary fate., It is human suffering 
and human failure. But moral evil, on the other, hand, i~ to be 
seen as some satanic force. Earthquake, fire, and plague are not 
moral evils, nor is human suffering and failure. Moral evil lies in 
guilt andevil intentions. The moral point of view is not as con" 
cerned with the dangerous as with the guilty. It is to divide the 
world into the "good guys" and the "bad guys," the saved and the 
damned. According to Nietzsche the danger implicit in this way 
of thinking is that the ,sense of guilt and the need to impute 
responsibility in solVing the moral puzzle do not solve the human 
problem but in fact add to it. The sense of guilt stunts and disc 
torts man, while his drive to find the demon in his neighbor is not 
unrelated to the terror and fanatici~min the world. 

Thus Nietzsche's criticism of moral discourse and the moral life 
is twofold. First, moral reasoning tends to take the spotlight oH 
the crucial issues of what our decisions shall be, when the stakes 
are either the attainment of human goals or the despair of human 
tragedy; it transfers the spotlight to the'symbolic ritual of dividing 
the saved from the damned. It is felt that when we have imputed 
guilt and blame we have solved our problems. In this, Nietzsche 
thinks we are deluding ourselves. Indeed, we may have solved 
the moral problem, but at the cost of not having solved any of the 
important problems of human success and tragedy. Secondly,the 
categories of moral thought are themselves in large part the cause 
of human degradation. The moral institution of life, especially 
as it involves the allocation of guilt, blame, sin, responsibility, 
deserts, and retribution, distorts and frustrates human existence. , 

But of course what interests us in this paper is not the philosophy 
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of Nietzsche but the fact that Nietzsche is often reputed to be 'a 
critic of the moral institution of life. Yet it should be noted that 
the critic of morality by no means needs to accept the Nietzschean 
point of view. First, he may be shocked at Nietzsche's alternative 
to the moral institution of life. He may feel that Nietzsche's par
ticular cure is worse than the disease. Or again, the critic of 
morality need not accept Nietzsche~s particular criticism of mor
ality. He may feel that Nietzsche is not exactly correct about his 
understanding of the logic of moral terms, or about the psycho
logical effects of the moral way of life ori human society. Or 
again, he may just disagree with Nietzsche in the evaluation of 
the moral institution of life. It should be remembered that, 
although Nietzsche is not taking a moral position, he is taking a 
normative position of sorts. He has values, and the critic of mor
ality may just disagree with Nietzsche in values. Finally, the 
critic of morality need not involve himself in such a wholesale 
rejection of the moral institution of life as Nietzsche does. He may 
only be a critic of it in minor details. As a matter of fact there 
is no reason why our critic cannot finally opt in favor of the moral 
institution of life. Critics can be pro as well as con.. The question 
of this paper is whether it makes any sense to be even this sort of 
critic of the moral way of life. Can one weigh morality in the 
balance? 

Actually our question will be a bit more specific for certain 
practical reasons. Needless to say, moral language is a very com
plex affair.· It reflects a whole way of life. It involves a whole 
complex of concepts. Nietzsche chose to criticize the concepts of 
guilt, punishment, retribution, desert, blame, sin, and responsibil
ity. But there are many other moral concepts such as duty, obli
gation, moral goodness, moral rightness, etc. So to make things 
simpler we will deal with only two concepts as examples: moral 
rightness and moral obligation. We shall ask what it is to be a 
critic of morality insofar as each of these concepts is concerned. 
It is of course conceivable that one might be a critic of moraltiy 
insofar as, say, the concept of guilt is concerned but not insofar as, 
say, the concept of moral goodness is concerned. But the point 
of this paper is not to listen to particular criticisms but to consider 
if it makes any sense to be a critic. Therefore our examples of 
moral rightness and moral obligation will serve as well as those of 
any other moral concept. 

. We should at this point clear up a few confusions about what 
it is to be a critic of morality. The critic of morality with respect 
to moral rightness (or moral obligation) is not posing a psycho
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lOgical question. It's not as if he knows what is morally right and 
takes this as seriously as any adherent of the moral way of life 
but just can't bring himself to do it. That would be a problem 
of motivation. The reformed alcoholic who walks out of his way 
to avoid passing a bar has a problem of motivation. But when we 
speak of the critic of morality we are concerned with a man's 
rational position, his intellectual views, his official attitudes, rather 
than his motivation. Unfortunately a man's rational· position 
often differs from his actions. Yet in this paper we are concerned 
with that position, knowing all too well that man is frequently 
subject to that peculiarly human feeling - weakness of the 
will. Indeed the critic of morality may suffer from his own 
special kind of motivational weakness. He may in confused mo
ments relapse into moral reasoning and moral categories or he 
may find it motivationally impossible to free himself from the 
moral institution of life, for he has been too carefully taught. He 
is like the native who has gone to Western schools and accepted 
as his official position the view that voodoo is just a silly super
stition. But when he returns home it may be that the practice 
of voodoo is still capable of sending an icy chill through his heart 
even though he knows it is a superstition. 

If the critic of morality is not posing a psychological question, 
neither is he posing moral or meta-ethical questions. In the 
twentieth century it has been customary to distinguish ethics 
from meta-ethics. Ethics is concerned to tell us what is right, 
what our obligations are, what our duties are, who is good, who is 
to blame, what is good, etc. Metaethics on the other hand is 
concerned to describe moral discourse; it tells us what moral terms 
mean or how they function in language. Metaethics is an illumi
nation of ethical concepts. Suppose a visitor from another culture 
were learning our language. To make him understand the mean
ing of "right" and "obligation" would be to engage in metaethics. 
But to tell him what is right or what our obligations are would be 
to use these concepts. It would be to indulge in ethics. But the 
critic of the moral institution of life is neither engaged in ethics 
or in metaethics. Yet this is not surprising and is exactly what one 
would expect of a critic of a whole institution and way of life. 
The critic of the institution of voodoo is not engaged in voodoo 
discourse. He is not placing hexes or casting spells or allowing 
spirits to speak through him. But neither is the critic engaged in 
linguistic analysis. He is not telling us the meaning of "hex" or 
its function in discourse or the criteria for its usage. Or again, 
the critic of the institution of law is not giving us legal arguments. 
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Lawyers have no special authority in answering such questions ex
cept as they are more familiar with the subject matter of the law. 
Indeed we may suspect that the psychologist or the sociologist 
is better qualified than the lawyer to give answer to the critic of 
the institution of law. Yet on the other hand neither is such a 
critic merely illuminating our legal concepts. It may be necessary 
to understand legal concepts in order to see the sort of institution 
involved, but the critic of the legal institution is on a much more 
profound level. He is weighing such a way of life in the balance. 

Likewise the critic of the moral institution of life is not posing 
moral questions. He is not questioning whether such and such an 
action is really morally right or whether such and such is really 
our obligation. Yet neither is the critic of morality engaged purely 
and simply in metaethical questions. As we shall see, it does make 
a great difference what the correct analysis is of "morally right" 
and "moral obligation." It will depend on the correct analysis of 
such terms whether the critic of morality is presenting a coherent 
position or whether there is some logical confusion in what he is 
trying to say. Yet although metaethics is relevent in this import
ant way, it should nevertheless be clear that the critic of the moral 
institutions of life (if such a position makes sense) is asking ques
tions which are far beyond linguistic analysis. His questions are 
not answered by a description of the logic of moral discourse. He 
may know all too well the nature of moral reasoning and the nature 
of the moral way of life, but like Nietzsche he may find it insidious. 
If the critic of morality is not raising a strictly moral question, 
neither is he raising a question which can be sufficiently answered 
by a description of the nature of moral discourse. He is in some 
more profound sense raising a normative question. He is decid
ing how to live, not just describing a way of life. 

However, having said this, the critic of morality will, in the 
minds of many contemporary philosophers, merely have legislated 
himself out of the proper domain of philosophy. In the twentieth 
century it has not been unusual for Anglo-American philosophers 
to claim that metaethical questions are the only questions about 
morality which are appropriate for the philosopher to answer. 
And since the critic of morality also denies that his question is a 
moral one, it will seem all the more likely that even if his question 
makes sense, it will be dismissed by many as a "non-philosophical" 
question. But the critic of morality does not come to us as an aca
demic specialist, and he is not about to argue over whose turf is 
whose or what is philosophy and what is not. He comes to us as a 
human being concerned with the sort of life he shall lead, knowing 
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that he will have to live with the choices he makes. If the moral 
life is a bad choice, then it is his life and his society that will be 
warped to some degree. Thus the critic of morality does not need 
to claim his question is a "philosophical" question; he only holds 
that it is a question of crucial importance. Certainly his question is 
'~philosophical" in the traditional sense where the philosopher was 
said to be concerned with the fundamental questions of human 
existence. But if "philosophy" in the modern sense cannot answer 
our critic's question, then so much the worse for "philosophy." 
However useful the analysis of language may be, we confine our 
interest to it at the cost of excluding from our scope some very basic 
issues. And it does seem a pity to leave all the important questions 
to the existentialists. 

Having discussed a few preliminaries, let us return to our main 
question: Is the critic of morality making any sense when he 
claims to question morality? In particular, does it make any sense 
to admit that such and such an action is morally right but refuse 
(as a matter of rational decision) to take it seriously. Our answer 
to this is rather Simple. . It depends on the correct metaethical 
analysis of "moral rightness." If part of our calling an· action 
morally right is that we care in a certain way, that we take the 
moral way of life seriously, then the answer is "NO". It makes no 
sense to be a critic of morality aswe have described it. But on the 
other hand, if calling an action "morally right" does not logically 
involve this special kind of caring, then the critic's position is con" 
ceivable.Similar things might be said about any other moral 
concept as well. 

In the following pages our program will be as follows. First, 
we will distinguish two kinds of metaethics, caring metaethics 

.and non-caring metaethics, or in particular, a caring analysis of 
"moral rightness" as opposed to a non-caring analysis of "moral 
rightness." But to do this we will have to explain exactly what we 
mean by "caring." So we will begin by explaining what it is to 
"care" in our certain special sense, i.e. what it is to take the moral 
institution of life seriously, or in particular what it is to take moral 
rightness seriously. Once we have made it clear what we mean by 
"caring," we will be in a position to distinguish a caring metaethics 
from a non-caring metaethics. It should be specially noted in all 
this that we are not ourselves subscribing to any particular meta
ethics or to any particular analysis of "moral rightness"; we are 
dividing the different,kinds of metaethics into two classes. 

Once we have distinguished these two different kinds of meta
ethics, we will proceed to show that under any caring type of 
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metaethics it makes no sense to be a critic of the moral way oflifa, 
while under any non-caring metaethics there is such a position. 
Or more precisely; under any caring analysis of "moral rightness" 
there is no sense in not taking moral rightness seriously, in not 
caring in the moral way, while under any non-caring analysis such 
a position is conceivable. We should really be more precise in this 
way because a philosopher might have a caring analysis of one 
moral term and a non-caring analysis of some other moral term. 
So whether one can be a critic depends on the particular terms 
and its particular analysis. 

The point of the second part of this paper will be to show that 
several philosophers have in fact proposed non-caring analyses of 
particular moral terms, or at least they have sometimes talked as 
if they did, perhaps trading on the ambiguity in their position. At 
any rate, if these philosophers are right in their non-caring analysis, 
it is logically possible for one to be a critic of morality with respect 
to these particular moral terms. 'What can be said for or against 
the critic's position involves subjects much too complex and pro
found for this paper. But we feel we will have brought some little 
clarity to the subject if we show that the critic's position is not 
always to be dismissed on purely logical or formal grounds; still 
less is it to bebreezily dismissed by legislating it out of the domain 
of philosophy. There remains the possibility that after all our 
metaethics is done, after we have described in detail the logic of 
moral discourse, there will still be profound questions as to 
whether it makes any sense to take part in the moral way of life 
and to submit oneself to its categories of thought.. These are ques
tions which sensitive human beings must answer even if philoso~ 

phers will not. What is there to be said for one's taking part in the 
moral institution of life? Indeed, what is there to be said for 
society's doing so? 

1. THE LOGICAL POSSIBILITY 
.Taking as our example "moral rightness" where it is used in a 

specific context in a moral judgment, we should like to distinguish 
two different kinds of analysis of its use. Does seeing that such 
and such an action is morally right logically presuppose certain 
special attitudes, dispositions, emotions, etc. on our part? In par
ticular, does it involve the dedication to or the involvement in g 

certain' kind of life? I would like to use the word "caring" here 
since Gilbert Ryle has put this word to such good use inan article 
called "Crt Forgetting the Difference between Right and 
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Wrong."2 Thus we want to know whether our k"TIowing that a 
certain action is morally right logically presupposes that we care, 
that we take moral rightness seriously. Does it mean that we tend 
to think and act in certain ways? Does realizing that an act is the 
morally right thing to do logically presuppose that we "feel the 
claims of morality," that we feel that the moral rightness of an 
action is a relevant consideration? "Caring," then, refers to the 
agent's psychological reactions and tendencies, his attitudes, de
cisions, emotions, and concerns. 

Notice we are not asking whether one ought to care, whether 
one ought to feel guilty at omission. We are asking a descriptive 
question about the correct analysis of a moral term. We are not 
begging for more ,moral judgments. We simply want to know 
whether knOWing that an action is morally right requires a celtain 
set of psychological attitudes. 

Nor are we at this point concerned with sociological generali
zations about whether people do care about moral rightness and 
take it seriously in their living. It may well be an empirical fact 
that, because of human nature or cultural conditioning, people do 
tend to treat actions which are morally right in a very special way. 
But this implies no logical connection. i\/len with parched throats 
take water seriously. Whether something is water or not tends to 
be an important consideration for the actions of the thirsty. But I 
think one could understand the concept of water without ever 
haVing been thirsty. Even if by human nature the whole world 
were constantly thirsty, that would only be an empirical relation
ship between the concept of water and the concept of thirst. We 
would still require that men logically distinguish between water 
and their thirst. Now it might be hard for such men to take the 
distinction psychologically. They might be unable to think of 
water without feeling an urge to drink. Nevertheless in spite of 
all we could insist on a logical distinction. There is the water itself 
indifferently considered and there is the caring for it which in
volves our psychological attitudes. 

However the question at hand is whether a certain kind of caring 
on our part is a logical prerequisite for our recognizing that certain 
action is the morally right thing to do. What if someone said, "Of 
course it is true that this action happens to be morally right, but 
let's restrict ourselves to important considerations?" We want to 
know whether there is something conceptually peculiar about this 
sentence or whether it is only psychologically unexpected. The 

2Essays in Moral Philosophy, ed. A. I. Melden (Seattle: University of Wash
ington Press, 1958), p. 147. 
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point to ponder is whether knowing that an· action- is morally right 
presupposes that we will tend to treat and react to the action in 
certain ways. Need we care? 

Notice that we are not asking whether a certain kind of caring is 
a sufficient condition for an action to be the moral thing to do. We 
are only asking whether a certain kind of caring is a necessary con
dition. There may be a number of conditions before a certain 
action can be said to be the moral (or even immoral) thing to do. 
Therefore knowing that an action is the moral thing to do may 
depend on a number of other things besides our psychological at
titudes. Our question is whether having certain attitudes and 
dispositions is part of our seeing that the action is morally right. 
We require a decision whether one is using "morally right" in a 
"caring sense" or a "non-caring sense." 

Let us explain in more detail what we mean by "caring." For 
this purpose I would like to refer to a less controversial concept 
which may logically presuppose psycholOgical tendencies parallel 
to the moral kind of caring. I do not necessarily claim that this 
concept is analogous in all respects to the concept of moral right
ness; After all, "moral rightness" may not involve this special sort 
of caring. I only use this example to show what I mean by "caring." 
For this purpose I would like to consider the concept of monetary 
value~ We often assert that different objects have monetary value. 
Bits of metal and even pieces of paper are sometimes said to have 
monetary value. In fact monetary value can be computed in units, 
in dollars and cents, or pounds and shilling. Now we might ob
serve that people do take the monetary value (or disvalue) of 
objects as serious considerations for their actions. They care. 
People have a set of attitudes and dispOSitions which come forth 
in their dealings with objects with (or without) monetary value. 
There are certain tendencies in the way they treat such objects. 
We might say that people treat objects such as these with the eco
nomic motive. This means that, other things being equal, one will 
prefer a dime to a nickel, and a nickel to a counterfeit slug. One 
will probably work for objects which have monetary value but not 
for objects which don't. One will tend to spend objects with mone
tary value and accept them in return for goods and services. Per
haps one will save or even hoard such objects as have monetary 
value. It would be peculiar to behave in this way toward objects 
with no monetary value. Other things being equal, it makes a 
difference to us whether an object has monetary value. It also 
makes a difference whether it is counterfeit. 

Now I think we could give a good argument that it is not just a 
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psychological accident that people have these attitudes and dis
positions toward objects with monetary value... In fact we might 
suspect that this kind of caring is logically requisite to the concept 
of monetary value, that nothing can be said to have value unless 
it is valued. Perhaps no object can be said to have monetary value 
unless people treat it as if it had monetary value. Likewise perhaps 
an object cannot even be said to be valueless unless people have 
certain tendencies toward it.·.Perhaps merely to notice objects with 
monetary value involves seeing things in a certain light, caring in 
a certain way.. Thus it would seem people do not have the eco
nomic motive toward an object because they see its value (or 
disvalue ) ; rather, having the economic motive in the first place is 
a necessary part of "seeing" the value or disvalue of the object. 
We might take the hint from Byle's article and ask what it is to 
know the value of money. Notice that when a child still prefers 
a nickel to a dime (perhaps because it is bigger), we say he does 
not know the value of money. Even if the child can correctly label 
nickels and dimes, he does not really "know" the diHerence. He 
can not really know this until he begins to prefer a dime to a nickel 
or see that one is "supposed to." Likewise, learning the diHerence 
between objects with value and those without value involves more 
than a skill in memorizing labels; it involves learning how to care 
in the appropriate way and being instilled with the economic 
motive. Following Byle, we might observe that there is something 
peculiar about saying that one has forgotten the diHerence between 
value and disvalue. It is not that one's memory gets rusty, it's that 
one ceases to care in the appropriate way.. One ceases to appreciate 
monetary value. . 

We might stop for a moment to note that we are giving the word 
"caring" a broader sense than it usually has. We might normally 
say that a man who throws away money does not care about things 
with monetary value. But insofar as he sees the action as throw
ing away something of value, insofar as he feels some loss, then 
he cares in our sense of "caring." (Perhaps in an analoguous sense 
an immoral person who feek guilty cares in the moral way. He 
"sees" his action as immoral and considers that fact with its usual 
significance. In so far a.s he feels guilty, he knows the difference 
between moral actions and immoral actions.) Even a man who 
gives up a fortune feels he is "giving up" something of value, and to 
that extent he cares. Otherwise he does not think of his action as 
"giving up" something of value, and to that extent he cares. Other
wise he would think of his action as "discarding pieces of paper'~ 

or "getting rid of all those pieces of metal which have always been 
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in the way;" .. (Perhaps this is analogous to the case of the man who 
doesn't "see" his actions as either moral or immoral in the sense 

. that he doesn'tc~re in the way peculiar to moral actions. He 
doesn't know the difference between moral and immoral· actions. ) 

If the above analysis of monetary value is correct, then the re" 
lationship between the economic motive and monetary value is 
not the relationship between thirst and water. One can conceive 
of water from thirst but one cannot conceive of monetary value 
without logically presupposing the economic motive. It is pro
bably nonsense to try to conceive of monetary value in an unin
habited universe butit is not absurd to imagine water in an unin
habited universe. Caring in a certain way seems to be logically 
prior to the concept of monetary value. 

Of course the above analysis might be wrong. Perhaps the con
cept of monetary value does not logically presuppose a certain 
kind of caring. Perhaps one could understand the difference be
tween value and disvalue whatever his attitudes and dispositions. 
Perhaps it is merely an empirical fact that we are psychologically 
constituted so that most people have the economic motive and have 
it toward precisely those objects with monetary value. Thus it 
would be logically pOSSible that one could know the difference be
tween value and disvalue even jf he lacked the economic motive. 
We might ask whether a Martian could learn this difference. What 
would a Martian notice about monetary value? (We assume that 
either the Martian has no economic motive or that he directs it to
wardsobjects in a way we would find inappropriate. ) Perhaps he 
might notice our economic institutions. One need not care in the 
economic way toward nickels and dimes in order to understand the 
social institutions and customs which surround such objects. In a 
like manner a sociologist can understand what a spell is or what a 
prayer is. or what a tabu is by studying the institutions, customs, 
and rites of primitive peoples. Nevertheless I suspect that few 
anthropoligists take these things seriously in the same way· the 
peoples they are studying do. They do not care in the appropri
ate way toward the appropriate objects. Thus a martian might 
well write a treatise on our curious economic customs and institu
tions. Yet he might lack the economic motive completely or dis
play it inappropriately. He might collect samples of objects with 
monetary value and objects that are counterfeit much as an an
thropologist might collect objects that are good ju-ju and objects 
that are·bad ju-ju. However the Martian need not have the eco
nomic motive any more than the anthropologist need be motivated 
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to avoid bad ju-ju. Both can understand the custom without caring 
in the appropriate and expected way. 

Or perhaps the difference involves something else. Perhaps a 
certain property or characteristic must be present in the object if 
it is to have monetary value. Perhaps silver ore and gold nuggets 
have this mysterious property while sawdust and peanut shells 
lack it. Perhaps Federal Reserve notes partake of this substance 
while Confederate notes are deficient in it. Perhaps if our Martian 
would only attend he would notice this difference. (We assume 
he has the necessary perceptive faculties.) 

So I might have been wrong in thinking that knowledge about 
monetary value involves a kind of caring. Perhaps there is nothing 
conceptually peculiar about saying that something has monetary 
value while treating it in all seriousness like garbage. Perhaps a 
man who asserts he wants to work for counterfeit money doesn't 
need a dictionary or a grammar book but a psychiatrist. Perhaps 
assertions about monetary value do not lOgically commit one to 
certain attitudes and tendencies. But even if I was wrong about 
this, it will still serve to give some idea about what I mean by 
"caring." And that was my purpose. 

II. CARING 

So let us return to our main subject, which is to distinguish two 
different kinds of analysis of "moral rightness." A caring analysis 
would hold that the assertion that such and such an action is 
morally right typically presupposes certain special attitudes on our 
part, it presupposes that we take the moral life seriously, that we 
"care." That is, judgments about moral rightness only make sense 
if we suppose the person making the judgment already accepts 
the moral way of life, that he "cares" in the requisite way. Under 
a caring analysis of moral rightness it would very probably be a 
contradiction in normal circumstances to say such things as: 

( a) "I once knew a peculiar old man who even used to do what 
is morally right." 

(b)	 "We have no respect for anyone who does what is morally 
right." 

(c)	 "We'll never speak to him again - not after we found out 
he has a morally right action in his past!" 

(d) "I couldn't bring myself to recommend a morally right 
action to anyone, not even my worst enemy." 

( e)	 ''1'd think twice before I did that; it's morally right you 
know." 

What is wrong with such statements is that they strongly suggest 
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that the speaker doesn't really care in the right way, he doesn't 
have the moral attitudes or appreciate the moral way of life in such 
a way as to be really speaking about "moral rightness." 

Under a caring analysis one who says such things is either joking 
or he doesn't know what "moral rightness" means. This is not the 
same thing as saying a man who utters such sentences is psycho
logically abnormal; it means· that his own sentences offer proof 
that he does not really know what "moral rightness" means. His 
problem is not psychological but conceptual. Each of his sentences 
is a contradiction because it pleads one kind of attitude by using 
the term "moral rightness" but then abrogates it all in the rest of 
the sentence where it is plain that he really does not have those 
attitudes. He doesn't care in the right way to really be talking 
about moral rightness in a non-caring sense, in which case his 
sentences might be conceptually sound. 

Now notice that if a philosopher claims to be giving a caring 
analysis of the phrase "moral rightness," then he must stick to that 
decision and accept the consequences. And one of the important 
consequences is that iUs no longer a simple matter for him to show 
us on a particular occasion that such and such an action is the 
morally right thing to do (given his analysis). It is not just an 
epistemological matter. It involves our psychological attitudes. 
To know that an action is morally right (or morally wrong) in
volves more than knOWing how to point correctly at the right action 
on the right occasion. It involves caring in a certain way. It in
volves feeling that actions which are morally right are to be pre
ferred to actions which are immoral. This means that convincing 
us that the action is morally right is in part a matter of molding 
our attitudes. We have to be indoctrinated to appreciate the dif
ference between moral and immoral actions. Furthermore there 
is no reason why we might not cease to care in the appropriate way. 

A caring analysis of "moral rightness" is not a psychological ob
servation on how people apply labels to actions. It is merely a 
conceptual observation. It says that labellingan action as moral 
(caring) is inappropriate if we do not have certain kinds of atti
tudes. After all, when we sayan action is the moral (caring) 
thing to do, it is presupposed that we tend to feel about it in a 
certain way, that we tend to behave in certain patterns, that we 
"know" the difference between moral and immoral actions. Thus 
if we should cease to care for an action in the moral way, we 
describe it in different terms. It simply becomes inappropriate 
for us to use the terms "morally right" or "morally wrong." We 
no longer think of celtain actions as morally right or morally wrong 
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since we no longer accord them the seriousness and respect neces
sary for an action tobe morally right or morally wrong. We might 
think of our previous attitudes as superstitions or compulsions or 
obsessions. (Remember the man in the previous example who 
saw his action as "discarding pieces of paper.") We simply cease 
to "see" that action as the moral thing to do. There must be a 
shift in the words we use to describe the action; now it is merely 
a curious social custom, or perhaps a ceremony or a ritual. It 
becomes like crossing one's £ngers or aVOiding the cracks in the 
sidewalk. . Yet the significant shift is not in the action but in us. 
We have ceased to treat it with the seriousness necessary for it to 
be morally right (in a caring sense) ." 

. It might sound a bit peculiar to say that it becomes logically 
improper for us to call an action morally right or morally wrong 
Simply because we have changed our pattern ofbehavior. And 
this would be peculiar if a non-caring analysis of "moral rightness" 
were correct. However it is necessarily the case if one insists on 
speaking of "moral rightness" in the caring sense. Perhaps it will 
not seem so odd if we consider the example of monetary value. 
Assume we are speaking of monetary value in the caring sense. 
Thus to say that an object has monetaryvalue presupposes one has 
certain dispositions, that one has been conditioned to, have the 
economic motive, that one has tendencies to do such things as lend, 
spend; and save. But what if a man came along who told us to 
consider the lilies of the field, how they toil not, neither do they 
spin. Perhaps he advocates that we cease having the economic 
motive, that we '1ay up treasures in heaven," that we "take no 
thought for the morrow." Now I think we would fail to see his 
position and understand his motivation if we said: "But after all, 
what I have here in my hand does have monetary value (caring), 
and if you only understand what it is to have monetary. value 
(caring), then you'll see that you must have the economic motive." 
But this begs the question. The question is whether it shall have 
monetary value (caring). Shall we treat it as money? Shall we 
have the economic motive toward it? Wh~n caring in a certain 
way is logically requisite to a concept, the concept is relevant as a 
description only if the person making the assertion cares in the 
appropriate way. It is not the case that first we apply the descrip
tion and then we care; rather, we are justified in applying the 
deSCription if we care in the first place. Therefore to apply the 
concept at all is to beg the issue. The real issue is whether we shall 
care or not, and our language will merely reflect this decision or 
shift in attitude. 
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Now of course we do not deny that there are great psychological 
barriers to changing one's attitudes. It is not all that easy to stop 
caring with the economic motive. Even the most pious hermit 
might have remnants of the economic motive. He might still 
"know the difference between a nickel and a dime." Likewise· a 
tribesman might continue to feel fear in the presence of a certain 
object.. He might still remember the· difference between good 
ju-ju and bad ju-ju in spite of his contact with Western culture~ 

Likewise a person might find it extremely difficult to stop caring 
about a certain action in the moral way. He might continue to 
feel guilt at its omission. Thus he would stilI "know" the difference 
between moral and immoral actions. However our point here is 
that there is no. conceptual barrier to changing one's attihldes. 

If we are speaking of the morally right thing to do (given a 
caring analysis) we never cease to take moral rightMss serioUSly. 
It is lOgically impossible to be a critic of morality as we have de
scribed him. It is always inappropriate to admit such and such an 
action is morally right but refuse to care in the moral way. How. 
ever this is not to deny that one can cease to care in the appropriate 
way, that it is impossible not to take the moral way of life seriously. 
The point is that given a caring analysis of "moral rightness" the 
person who does not take the moral way of life seriously does not 
pass judgment on whether actions are morally right or morally 
wrong. Such questions just don't arise. Of course he may as an 
anthropologist or a commentator on social conventions speak about 
"moral rightness" in quotes. But the question as to whether or 
not an. action is really morally right does not arise for him. To 
ask him point blank whether or not an action is morally rightwould 
seem like a have-you-stopped-beating-your-wife sort of question, 
for the very way the question is posed and the concepts it uses pre
suppose that he takes the moral institution of life seriously. 

III. NON-CARING 
Now we will consider the case where a philosopher gives a non

caring analysis of "moral rightness." He denies that a specific use 
of "morally right" logically presupposes the special attitudes or 
dispositions we have been concerned with. This only tells us that 
there is noconcephlal link between such attitudes and an action's 
being morally right. But we should notice that this does not ex
clude the possibility that there may be psychological links. For 
example we can probably deny a conceptual link between thirst 
and water. Caring in a certain way is not requisite to understand
ing the concept of water. Nevertheless there may be a psycholo
gicallink. It is a basic biological fad that we often do care about 
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water in a special way. Likewise I think we are correct in denying 
that a certain kind of caring is logically a part of understanding 
what opium is. \Ve do not have to be addicts to know what opium 
is. Yet, granted this, there are nevertheless very strong psycho
logical links for some people. The absence of a conceptual link 
does not keep these people from caring very much about opium. 
Thus we may empirically relate a certain kind of caring (thirst) to 
water or we may likewise relate a certain kind of caring (addiction) 
to opium, nevertheless in each case there seems to be little ground 
for arguing a conceptual connection. 

Of course language may not be as nice as all this. It may indeed 
sometimes be rather vague as to whether a link is conceptual or 
empirical. For example the thirst for water is so universal- that 
someone might just refuse to call anything water lIDless it was 
something he could be thirsty for. (After all, we hesitate to call 
something food unless we could conceivably be hungry for it. 
"This isn't foodl" we sometimes say in nauseous disgust. ) Yet even 
in vague cases we can require that a person make a decision and 
stick to it. Just because language is vague does not mean we can 
have it both ways. If thirst tendencies are logical requirements 
for the concept of water, then it is not an empirical fact that we 
are sometimes thirsty for water, since it would not really be water 
unless we could also be thirsty for it. On the other hand, if it is an 
empirical fact, then it must be logically conceivable that there 
could be water without any thirst tendencies whatsoever. 

Therefore, although we find no conceptual link between our 
attitudes and an action's being morally right, this does not elimi
nate the empirical pOSSibility of caring. Perhaps people have in
nate natural tendencies to treat morally right actions in a certain 
way. Or perhaps caring is a habit induced by socialization. How
ever, one thing is sure. To say that something is morally right 
(given a non-caring analysis) does not logically presuppose any 
particular attitudes or dispositions. Thus whatever barriers there 
may be to not taking moral rightness (non-caring) seriously, they 
are psychological, not logical. There is no logical peculiarity in 
refusing to take moral rightness (non-caring) seriously although 
it might be psychologically as difficult as refusing to be thirsty 
for water. 

So it is only when a philosopher insists on a non-caring sort of 
analysis that it is pOSSible for the critic to not take moral rightness 
seriously. If philosophers are wrong in holding such an analYSis, 
then the critic's position would never occur; indeed it would never 
need to occur. But insofar as some philosophers appear to hold to a 
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non-caring analysis I think the critic's position is interesting. We 
have shown, granted anon-caring analysis, that the critic's position 
is a logical possibility. He will have committed no conceptual 
error if he admits an action is morally right but does not take moral 
rightness seriously and is not a part of the moral institution of life 
as far as that concept is concerned. 

IV. TWO PHILOSOPHERS 
It may be that some of the peculiarity of talking about critics of 

morality is that we are arguing in a never-never-land. If beggars 
were kings perhaps all sorts of peculiar-sounding possibilities 
would follow. But beggars are not kings. And thus all specula
tion about a contrary-to-fact world has only a confused application 
to the world as it is. Likewise it may be pointless and confusing 
to consider what would be the case if a non-caring analysis of cer
tain moral terms were correct. If no one seriously defends such an 
analysis, then we are belaboring a pOintless issue. However it is 
exactly because we believe that some philosophers have come 
dose to defending such an analysis or else have traded at this point 
on a certain ambiguity that we feel our observations have some 
point. In particular we might mention the article byH. A. Prichard 
entitled "Does Moral Philosophy Rest on a Mistake?" since it seems 
to come very dose to a non-caring analysis of moral concepts.3 In 
this artide Prichard is concerned with the concept of obligation 
rather than the concept of moral rightness, but our observations 
are just as applicable. Prichard considers what it is to doubt the 
existence ofan obligation, and his purpose in doing this is to show 
that the existence of an obligation is not dependent on such things 
as utilitarian consequences or interests. He holds that the right
ness of an action is independent of all questions of motive. There 
is no question about whether one ought to pay his debts from a 
certain motive or for a certain end. It is simply an obligation to 
repay one's debts. The question at hand, he daims, is not what 
we want to do but what we ought to do. Therefore no doubts are 
cast on the existence of. an obligation by such considerations. 
Prichard compares moral doubt to epistemological doubt. We can 
doubt our beliefs about a certain situation but the sure antidote is 
to go back and take another look. When we have looked, we 
know, and how can we doubt what we know? Likewise we might 
believe that we have a debt to pay but events might bring us to 
doubt this and thus to doubt that we have an obligation. The 
antidote is to go back and "apprehend" the situation again. But 
once we know, we know. 

3H. A. Prichard, Moral Obligation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1949), chap. i. 
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Of course there may be other moral considerations. There may 
also be other obligations involved which override the obligation 
to repay a debt. But even here we know that we have the primd 
facie obligation to repay the debt, and knowledge of greater obli
gations does not wipe this out. If Prichard did not make this quali
fication, he would be presented with the possibility of conflicting 
obligations which would be as puzzling for him as the possibility 
of conflicting knowledge of the facts. 

However his crucial point is that no doubts can be cast on our 
knowledge of truths by considerations about motivations or utili
tarian consequences. Of course he adds a few qualifications. In 
certain cases it might be necessary to know the consequences more 
fully before we can be sure that we really have a debt and thus an 
obligation. Or again, on certain occasions we might need to know 
a relationship. Thus we might need to know our relationship to 
a creditor before we see we have an obligation. Yet in general 
the existence of an obligation depends on the nature of the situa
tion, not on our m'otivations or the amount of utilitarian good pro
duced. To think otherwise is the mistake upon which philosophy 
has rested. ' 

. All this leads us to suspect that Prichard holds to a non-caring 
analysis of the concept of obligation., Notice his analysis of what 
iUs to doubt moral truths. Doubting betrays a fault in the doubter. 
Perhaps he is not sure about his obligation because of a lack of 
thoughtfulness, or perhaps he is not what Prichard calls a "devel
oped moral being." The fault is with his perception of the situa
tion. If we are not really sure that we have an obligation we are 
told to "take another look," so to speak. ,But if Prichard intended a 
caring analysis of this concept, he overlooked a very important 
kind of doubt. He overlooked the pOSSibility that one might cease 
to care in the necessary way. He neglected the possibility that 
the ability to point out obligations involves not merely the ability 
to label the situation correctly but the disposition to care in a cer
tain way. Prichard speaks as if all that is necessary to know that 
an obligation exists is the ability to size up the situation correctly. 
He assumes that if we do not "see" the obligation all that we need 
to do is go back and "look" again. But "seeing" an obligation may 
logically require more than a deVeloped moral, intuitive faculty, 
it may require that we are instilled with a certain appreciation for 
a certain kind of life. However, Prichard suggests that failing to 
"see" an obligation is quite unlike ceasing to care in a certain way; 
it is always a matter of moral blindness on our part. . A man who 
doesn't "see" his obligations is like the man who doesn't see the 
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color yellow. \Vhether we see it or not does not make the yellow
ness any less there. Prichard tells us that the antidote to moral 
doubt is to go back and "apprehend" the situation again. But if 
he had been holding a caring analysis, he would have had to add 
that perhaps a complete antidote would include the inculcation 
of certain attitudes. Until the patient cares in a certain way he 
does not "know" that he had an obligation, only that other people 
call it an "obligation." 

We conclude that the only way to make sense out of Prichard 
is to assume that he is defending some kind of non-caring analysis 
of moral obligation. If this is the case, then he is right in saying 
that the antidote for doubt is· to go back and "apprehend" the 
situation again. Whatever ability or faculty is required to point 
out obligations, it does not require a certain special kind of caring 
on our part. \Ve may then have to admit that in all cases if we do 
not see the obligation the fault is ours. Yet at the same time a 
logical foothold is left for the critic of morality. He must perhap~ 

affirm, assent, and believe Prichard's moral tmths, but this no long
er involves that he takes a certain sort of life seriously. In fact,if 
obligations (non-caring) have no relation to one's interests or to 
the consequences they produce, then he might well be suspicious 
of them. After all, what assurance have we that there might not be 
obligations which are vicious not merely to the individual but to 
society as a whole? Who knows but that wives have the obligation 
of suttee or that subjects have an obligation to obey the commands 
of their king? In the past, men have committed some of the most 
socially dismptive actions in the name of obligations and rights. 
Consider the obligation to destroy the infidel or to punish the here
tic or to preserve the Aryan race. Senseless and sadistic acts, 
which men would never otherwise have been permitted to commit, 
are done in the name of an obligation or a right. Even if we take 
another "look" and find out that these are not obligations or that 
they are only prima facie obligations countermanded by more 
basic obligations, this is only momentary reassurance. If it is only 
the apprehension of the situation which keeps Nazis and religious 
fanatics from being right in their claims, then there is no assurance 
that the future will not uncover some new, equally frightful obli
gation which will call upon us to sacrifice self and society. vVe 
cannot be sure what yet undiscovered obligations the monow may 
hold just as we cannot be sure what new yellow objects we might 
discover tomorrow. What disturbs us is that we need to "look," 
that there is nothing in principle which disqualifies such things as 
obligatiOns. After all, such considerations as interest or the utili
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tarian good do not keep an obligation from being in fact an obli
gation. 

We have commented on Prichard's arguments about knowing 
and doubting moral truths. Of course Prichard was evidently 
thinking of "knowing" in terms of some sort of moral intuition. 
However we should notice that Prichard argues with a minimum 
of assumptions about the nature of "knowing." Specifically, he 
presupposes no particular epistemology to make his point. Like
wise our comments on Prichard are not intended to reflect on the 
epistemology. of the intuitionist. Our method has been to grant 
the "knowing" for the sake of argument. vVe only ask whether the 
nature of the moral judgment is such that our "knowing" neces
sarily involves some kind of caring; We then try to draw out the 
conclusions of whichever answer is given. 

I mention this because the problem with which we have con
cerned ourselves ~ is not directed merely to the intuitionist. In 
particular I would like to mention the views ofA. 1. Melden as put 
forth in his book Rights and Right Conduct.4 According to Melden 
one way of learning the morally right thing to do is to consider the 
various rights and obligations involved in our understanding of 
certain concepts. Melden mentions as an example the concept of 
a father. One simply does not understand conceptually what a 
father is unless he sees that one's father has the (prima facie) right 
to special consideration from his children in certain circumstanc"es. 
Knowing what a father is involves knowing the role of a father, 
knowing the (prima facie) obligations owed him. One who only 
sees his immediate male forebear lacks the concept of a father. 

Or consider the concept of a promise. One does not know what 
a promise is if he thinks it is merely a sentence beginning "I 
promise..."One simply does not know what a promise is unless 
he sees that one has a (prima facie) obligation to keep his promises. 
One must know the role of promising in society.5 

This is not so unusual if we consider what it is to know what a 
pawn is. One who sees a piece of wood does not know what a 
pawn is. A person has to know the game or see that a game is 
involved. For example, one must know the permitted and for
bidden moves of a pawn. One must know the role of the pawn in 
a chess game. Or again, we might consider what it is to describe 
an action as'''checkmating one's opponent." To one who does not 
know the game this action might be no more than moving a piece 
of wood on a board or writing "B - K7 mate" on a piece of paper, 

40xford: Basil Blackwell, 1959. 
""On Promising," Mind, January, 1956. 
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or perhaps doing any number of other curious things. Knowing 
that Alekhine has checkmated his opponent is apparent only to 
those who understand the game. 

In speaking of this kind of knowing Melden avoids some of the 
implausibility of the intuitionist position. Fatherhood is not some 
sort ofmysterious badge that all fathers wear. Nor is pawn-ness an 
.ineffable property of certain pieces of wood. For Melden, knowing 
what a father is becomes something much more sophisticated. 
Having the concept father means taking part in a "form of life." 
Now I admit that I am not quite sure I understand what "form of 
life" is supposed to mean or what Melden thinks understanding a 
concept such as father involves. But our purpose here is nof to 
criticize Melden's views on the understanding of certain concepts 
any more than it was to criticize the intuitionist's knowledge>of 
non-natural properties. What we would like to do is· discover 'the 
extent to which Prichard and Melden might have sirriilarly struc
tured arguments. Both seem to agree that any significant dis
agreement can only be about the labels we apply to actions and 
things. For Prichard the man who doubts a moral truth needs to 
"apprehend" the situation again. For Melden the doubter needs 
to acquire a concept so he can find out what is really going on. To 
illustrate this parallel I would like to quote a paragraph from .a 
review by David S. Scarrow which, I think, neatly sums up 
Melden's views on this point. 

The light which Melden's view casts upon the nature of 
ethicalthinking can perhaps be best appreciated by compar

..	 ing his analysis of ethical disagreement with that which the 
positivists used to give. The sort of disagreement relevant here 
is not that which is illustrated by an argument over whether or 
not a father oughtto exert his rights over a son. The relevant 
sort of disagreement is that which is illustrated by the case of 
one man recognizing the fact of being a father as conferring 
rights upon an individual while another man sees this fact 
without thinking in terms of rights at all. The positivists 
would say that these two men agreed upon the facts but dis
agreed in their attitude toward these facts. In their cognitive 
nature they agreed; in their non-cognitive nature they differed. 
This sharp separation between the cognitive and the non
cognitive, however, obscures important distinctions, and Mel
den's account of the disagreement in question is much more .. 
revealing of the true situation.. For in Melden's view this dis
agreement is similar to the disparity that obtains between one 
who simply sees a strange looking object on the boa~d and. 
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one who sees a pawn there. To explain this disparity as a 
disagreement in attitude is to obscure the fact that it is rooted 
in the cognitive difference that one party has a concept which 
the other lacks.. Like all concepts, the concept of a father has 
been acquired qy training. And like all concepts, this concept 
is used without choice or design. One who has acquired the 

• concept chair does not choose to think of something as a chair; 
he just does. One who has been taught the concept father 

.	 does not choose: to regard a male parent who has provided for 
the growth and; education of his child as a father having the 
rights to be respected by his children; he just does so regard 
that man. To :be sure, only one who lives in a society in 
which there is the institution of the family can be taught this 
concept. But t.his Simply means that to acquire that way of 
thinking which is involved in having the concept father one 
must share in ~hat Wittgenstein called a particular "form 

.. of life."6 

Now although \ve may not be exactly sure what it is to have a 
concept in the sense of "knowing the mles" or "sharing in a form 
of life," I think that we will nevertheless have made some progress 
if we can determine whether this involves some sort of caring on 
our part. I really have no clear idea about how this question would 
be answered, but what we can do is try to consider both possibili
ties. First we will consider the case where "knowing what a father 
is" logically involves our learning how to care in a certain way. 
So if this is the case, it might well be that the difference between 
a person who has the concept and a person who does not is a differ
ence of attitude. :Seeing the difference between fathers and non
fathers involves, among other things, a certain kind of caring on 
our part. Therefore in certain cases it might be that "lacking a 
concept" would be equivalent to "caring in a different way." Know
ing what a father is would involve learning to appreciate the role 
of the father in society. We have previously suggested that the 
difference between a person who "knows" the value ora dollar and 
a person who does not may involve a difference in motivation. 
Obviously, speaking of "lacking the concept of monetary value" is 
sometimes a clever strategy if we wish to make a difference in atti
tude look like a deficiency on the part of our opponent. Thus we 
sometimes say that certain primitive societies "lack the concept of 
monetary value," and the implication is not merely that there is an 
alternate way of organizing behavior but that these simple-minded 

.u"The Logic of EtHical Thinking," The Massachusetts Review, II (Spring, 
1961), pp. 563-564. 
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natives have a lot to learn from those who embody civilization. 
It is always a neat trick to turn diversity into deficiency. 

Yet despite the rhetorical devices, there is always one way we 
can be logically justified in lacking a (caring) concept; we can 
cease to care. Perhaps what is meant by the above quotation is 
that, as a matter of empirical fact, we cannot help but care in 
certain ways. Therefore we have no choice but to "1.110W what a 
father is." Now if this is what is meant, then we may well agree. 
After all, we commented earlier that there were strong psychologi
cal and social barriers to changing the economic motive. -One can
not just decide to stop caring in that way. Likewise it may be that 
we cannot (psychologically ) just give us a caring concept such as 
father. In short, the common ethical disagreements are not in 
attitude because people happen to share the same basic attitudes. 
Perhaps, then, the talk about sharing in a "form of life" is merely a 
sociological or psychological fact about the boundaries of our 
attitudes. 

But certainly it cannot be the claim that this is a logical boundary 
in the sense that it is irrational not to care in a certain way. We 
might wonder in what sense of "irrational" it would be irrational 
not to care. It might be argued that we must (logically) care in 
such and such a way otherwise we miss fathers, and refusing to 
see -fathers is as irrational as refusing to see yellowness. But 
obviously this argument is circular since fathers (caring) are only 
there to those who care in the first place. 

Certainly it Cannot be "irrational" in the sense of logically con
tradictory. What a person does, he does. How he cares, he cares. 
We never need reprimand a person for drawing the square circle 
because it is irrational to do so. We only need to worry about a 
person saying he has drawn a square circle. Likewise we need not 
warn a person against caring in a logically contradictory way. We 
only need warn a person about using confusing language. Logical 
contradiction comes in expression and description, not in doing or 
caring. If we tell a person his way of caring is irrational, then the 
fault is not his for caring in that way but ours for trying to describe 
how he cares in conflicting terms. 

But perhaps we are to understand "irrational" as meaning some
thing much more than logically contradictory. Perhaps by defini
tion it is irrational to care in another way. We are leaving the 
game, ceasing to share in the "form of life." But obviously it is 
possible to care in another way, possible in a way that the square 
circle could never be. Furthermore it may well be empirically 
possible to care in another way. But now we are told that it is 
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nevertheless "irrational" to do so. Perhaps, then, it is in the nahlre 
of logic that the only way to be "rational" is to care in a certain way. 
But I find it hard to believe that logic is partisan to a certain kind 
of caring and that diversity is by definition irrational. There is 
something bigoted and narrow about imagining that the only way 
to be rational is to care in the prescribed way. It reduces the logic 
of ethical thinking to a kind of philosophical newspeak. Cer
tainly there is something arbitrary in legislating that only· by 
caring in a certain way can we be rational. If a person makes it 
his basic principle that only by caring in a certain way can anyone 
be rational, then we are not greatly astonished when he discover~ 

that no "rational" disagreement is a disagreement in attitude. He 
has legislated all other possible attitudes out of his system. If 
this is what "rational" really means, then the word suffers in our 
estimation. 

Really the only thing we cared to show is that it is always pos~ 

sible (logically) to care in other ways. Thus there is no logical 
barrier to caring in a .different manner as there is of course a 
barrier to drawing square circles. Caring in a different way is the 
sort of thing \vhich could be done in theory and perhaps even in 
fact. 

Thus, all things considered, I think it is much more likely that 
Melden thinks of "knowing the concept father" in the non-caring 
sense. He mentions one place, speaking of descriptions .such·as 
"father," that when we change our description, we change the 
subject. Speaking about our immediate male forebear instead of 
our father is altering the discussion. We are talking about some
thing else. Notice he does not allow for the case when we might 
alter our description because we have changed a necessary atti
tude or we have rethought the advisability of taking part in a 
certain kind of life; . Therefore Ithink that iUs likely that Melden 
intends the concept of father to be non-caring. Certainly .this 
makes some sense with the analogy of the· chess game. I. think 
normally that knowing a rule requires no special kind of caring. 
As Gilbert Ryle might well note, we do speak of forgetting a rule 
and forgetting the difference between a bishop and a knight, and 
this is understood as a sign of a rusty memory, not a change in 
attitude. Notice further that one can care in a number of ways 
about a rule and still know that it is a rule. If we blithely smoke 
in the presence of a "no-smoking" sign, it is not necessarily that we 
don't know that it is a rule. We might think the rule is silly, pointe 
less, or even detrimental. But we still know it is a rule. 

Now we might be wrong in this. Perhaps, for example, knowing 
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the rules of chess or what a pawn is presupposes that one would 
care in the right way to play the game, that one would nonnally 
prefer to win rather than lose. It is not impossible that "seeing 
that a game is involved" presupposes what might be called the 
gamster motive. Certainly there is something peculiar about say
ing that one has forgotten the difference between winning and 
losing. In a similar manner it might be that part of "knowing" the 
difference between a pawn and a queen is having a prima facie 
preference to lose the pawn rather than the queen. But if knowing 
what a pawn is or what checkmate is involves a certain kind of 
caring on our part, then we have already discussed this possibility. 
We are now considering the case where the claim is that knowing 
what a father is presupposes no special caring on our part, where it 
is· lOgically possible to point out fathers without "appreciating'~ 

them.. 

.In this. case the same comments apply as 'for Prichard. 
Certainly Melden's account of what it is to know the concept father 
is a bit more sophisticated than Prichard's "apprehension" of the 
situation. But by either interpretation it is still logically possible 
to care differently. The phrases "knowing the game" or "sharing 
in a fonn of life" are no limit here. Perhaps we must be a part of 
the "fonn of life" to "see" fathers; but after we have seen them, we 
might stilI not care in the expected and appropriate way. Likewise 
we might learn the rules of Russian roulette but still lack an ap
preciation of the game. Of course we have to agree that the man 
who sees the father is right and the man who sees merely the im
mediate male forebear is wrong or at least lacking part of the fact 
of the matter. Yet disagreement persists' in another form. It is 
still pOSSible for ·the critic to see the father (non-eating), his role 
in society, his rights (non-caring) and obligations (non-caring) 
and· yet refuse. to take these facts as serious considerations in de
ciding Iris actions. We might, for example, ask whether it is in 
general a good policy to respect the role of the father in society; 
Perhaps this would seem more wlderstandable with a social role 
we might have a greater tendency to disregard. It might have 
been argued (at an appropriate time in history) that to understand 
what a king is one must see the role of the king in society, one 
must understand the rights (non-caring) and prerogatives (non
caring) of the king, one must share in a certain "fonn of life." 
Perhaps, then, because we share in that "fonn of life'~ we must ad
mit that such and such a man is really the king (non-caring). But 
this is not to deny that there'could be a critic of the institution of 
monarchy. The crucial case comes when Melden's rights ,(non
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caring) and obligations (non-caring) become vicious and frustrat
ing to us. Certainly it is not obvious to us that rules may not crush 
the spirit. There have been enduring forms of social organization 
which have little by little destroyed the members of that society. 
This is especially true when the rules of a society becomeinap
plicable to new sit'uationsor fail to adjust quickly enough to new 
situations and circumstances. Melden makes an interesting dis
tinction between the content of the game and the point of the 
game.7 Now in speaking of the point of playing chess he doesn't 
mean checkmate. 'Rather, he speaks of "the enjoyable exercise of a 
sophisticated intellectual." Checkmate is a part of the. content. 
Melden means the point we have in playing the game. We might 
then say that what Melden claims to have shown is that the content 
of the game does not suppose any attitudes on our part. The 
rightness of a ch~ss move does not depend even in part on' our 
attitudes. Nor does the right of a father involve our caring. To 
think otherwise is the mistake on which, according to Prichard, 
moral philosophy has rested. Rights (non-caring) and obligations 
(non-caring) are not logically detelmined by our interests or by 
utilitarian consequences. Melden tells us that the utilitarians were 
wrong in thinking otherwise. 

But the critic of morality may grant this for the sake of argument 
and still insist that the game must have a point. It is his position 
that before we take rights and obligations seriously we must be 
convinced that there is some point in doing so. Ultimately we do 
not play chess just out of a compulsive respect for pawns or the 
rules of the game. Nor need one play the moral game merely out 
of respect for non-caring moral truths. Orie need not consider 
the content of the game as an end in itself, although others might 
be psychologically constituted to do so. 

Granted that Melden is correct in his explanation of the content 
of the game, we might say that the purpose of this paper has been 
to show that the critic's position is not refuted by pretending that 
the real issue is about the nature of the content of the game. It only 
begs the question to assume that "the relevant sort of disagree
ment" is that which is illustrated by the argument whether a certain 
man is a father (non-caring) or not. Perhaps it is a fact, inde
pendent of our caring, that a certain man is a father and that he has 
certain rights. But before we take such facts seriously we want to 
be convinced that there is some point in caring in that way and 
taking part in that sort of social arrangement as opposed to its 
alternative. To do otherwise is to leave unexamined the possi

7 Rights and Right Conduct, p. 85. 
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bility that a better analogy to the moral life is to be found in 
Russian roulette than in chess. The unexamined life may not be 
worth living. 
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THE MORPHOLOGY, MORPHOGENESIS, AND
 
SENESCENCE OF MAMMALIAN CONNECTIVE TISSUE
 

By Gretchen E. VanderLinde'" 

PREFACE 

At one time or another the prospect of growing old occupies the 
thoughts of every mortal being. As we glance in a mirror or at our 
friends and loved ones, we are constantly, although perhaps not 
consciously, aware of changes with time in appearance and be
havior. Such changes eventually influence almost every aspect 
of life~ As a result, the social, economical and psychological impli
cations of aging alone are sufficient to make it one of the major 
concerns of our times. However, the nature of this project pre
cludes an examination of these areas. Instead, the discussion will 
center around the biological and medical aspects of· senescence, 
although the reader is asked to keep in mind the broader implica~ 

tions ofthis process. 
For the subject of this paper I selected only a small facet of the 

overall aging phenomenon - namely, the senescence of connective 
tissue. This, in tum necessitated an investigation of the morphol
ogy of connective tissue and its constituents, \vhich I chose to 
include in the paper in an effort to facilitate the reader's under
standing of the basic subject. Throughout the paper I have also 
endeavored to relate this specific aspect to the aging of the entire 
organism; on a practical as well as a theoretical basis. This pro~ 

vides an explanation for the section entitled "Historical Perspec
tive;" In order for the reader to appreciate fully the Significance 
of many statements concerning present-day gerontological re
search, I felt it was important for him to see how these ideas have 
developed. Finally, I have also attempted to relate the senescence 
of mammalian connective tissue to the universe in which we live; 
hence, the concluding discussion of aging in terms of a thermo
dynamiC consideration. 

At this point I would like to acknowledge my appreciation to the 
Upjohn Company of Kalamazoo, Michigan for the extensive use of 
their library facilities and to the members of their staff whose co
operation greatly facilitated my research. Also, I wish to express 
particular appreciation to Mrs. Fay Hand without whose invalu
able assistance this paper would still be a pile of scribbled pages. 

A special note of thanks goes to Dr. Frances Diebold, my project 
director, for exposing me to the book Time's Arrow and Evolution 

°Gretchen VanderLinde, '65, of St. Joseph, Michigan is now doing graduate 
work at the Uriiversity of Toledo after a year at Oberlin in the M.A.T. 
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by Harold Bhlm,. which provided the unifying principle for this 
paper in the form of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

Finally, I must sincerely thank Dr. Diebold and Dr. Samuel 
Townsend, my family and my friends for their extreme patience 
and understandin~throughout the course of this project. 

I INTRODUCTION 
Aging, or senesyence, may be described as a process of progres

sive and irreversi~lealterations which occur in a living system with 
the passage of time. 1 The inevitable result of such changes is an 
increase in the probability of death for an organism in its normal 
environment. Stdted in yet another way, the changes which take 
place in an organism during the aging process result in a decrease 
in that organism',s ability to survive since its susceptibility to 
noxious environmental agents increases. In terms of a specific 
biological process', aging may be viewed as the result of "an in
sufficient and even slower restoration of not only macro- and micro
scopic, but also molecular structures."2 Thus; aging is clearly a 
degradative process. However, the nature and limits of this pro
cess have not yet been clearly deRned. 

Inherent in the above deRnitions are two different ideas. In 
the broader interpretation, aging is conceived to start at the very 
beginning of an individual's life, i.e. at the moment of conception. 
Consequently, even the period of embryonic development is re
garded as paIt of the aging process. In order. to accommodate 
such a view, proponents of this interpretation suggest that the 
aging process consists of two antipodal phases.3 The Rrst, or 
evolutionary phase, is characterized by an organism's growth and 
differentiation. Once the level of maximum vitality has been at
tained this initial stage gradually yields to the second, or involu
tionary phase. The latter is marked by the organism's quantitative 
as well as qualitative deterioration with time. <I . 

The narrower meaning refers to the latter phase only and de
scribes aging as the involution of an organism as a function of time. 
This conflict in meaning has been responsible for considerable con
fusion and disagreement among investigators, as reflected in the 

"Technically, the term senescence applies exClusively to this clej~enerative 
phase; whereas aging. denotes the overall, general process. However, in 
practice the two teqlls are used interchangeably. The usc of the two telIDS 
in this paper will follow convention, although the rcader is encouruged to 
keep in mind the distinction. 

lDouglas A. Bender, Francis J. Sullivan and Steven M. Horvath, "The
 
Cell," ]. Amer. Geriat. Soc., XI (October, 1963), p. 923.
 
2M. D. GIIDek, "Oil Aging and Old Age," "Monogruphiae Biologicae, V
 
"GIIDek, p. 5. .
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opposing views of two prominent gerontologists. According to 
Medawar, "the process called development, when looked at from 
the birth end of life, becomes senescence when looked at from the 
closing end."4 This all-inclusive view of aging, however, conflicts 
with the interpretation given by Nathan Shock,5 who restricts aging 
to those events occurring between maturity and death. 

In addition to this ambiguity concerning the point at which 
aging begins, also inherent in the basic definition is the idea that 
aging is not a fundamental or innate process for living organisms~ 

In vitro studies of cell longevity have shown that senescence and 
death are not necessary in terms of the individual cell or tissueY 
Rather, an aging process culminating in the death of the individual 
is Significant for the continuity of the species: This is in accord 
with the observation that the more often an exchange of genera
tions occurs within a species, the greater is the biological adapti
bility of the species and, therefore, the more secure is its continu
ation. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
The search for the causes of the aging process is one which has 

occupied man since very ancient times. Opinions of the earliest 
investigators as to the causes of aging may be divided into two 
main directions,7 each of which can be traced in its development 
to the present time. The first of these approaches, which was pre
valent until modem times, regarded senescence as a gradual loss 
of "something" necessary for the preservation of life. Opposed to 
this wa~ the view which characterizes contemporary theories, i.e., 
that aging is caused by the accumulation of "something" which is 
delerterious to the organism. 

One of the earliest works devoted to aging was Aristotle's De 
Iuventute et Senectute. According to its author, senescence re
sulted from the loss of "innate heat" which an organism possessed 
from birth.8 A similar view was expounded by Cicero in 4"1 B.C. in 
a treatise entitled De Senectute. However, the ideas expressed by 
these two authors in reality go back to the Greeks Pythagoras and 
Hippocrates or even farther to the Pre-Socratics, Heraclitus of 
Ephesus and Parmenides in the fifth century B.C.!J In fact, among 
the hints given in the Hebrew Old Testament on how to keep the 
body healthy, one is advised that if the body is kept warm, aging 

4Ihid. 
"Bender, Sullivan, and Horvath, p. 924. 
HIhid. 
7Grmek, p. 4.
 
8Grmek, p. 8.
 
9Ihid. 
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will be delayed.10 Thus, King David kept his body wannat night 
by having a virgin lie on it.· 

The Greek physician Galen (129-199 A.D.) enlarged upon Arise 
totle's concept when· he proposed that the loss of "innate heat" 
which brought senescence was caused by a decrease in body mois
ture,u This was: q significant advance, for it correlated the ob
served decrease in temperature with the clinical phenomenon of 
dehydration experienced by the aged. In addition, Galen's sug
gestion stressed the importance of the body humors - a concept 
that dominated medicine until the eighteenth century. The Galenic 
interpretation was preserved and refined by the medieval professor 
Andre dti Lauren~ (1558-1609 A.D.),12 who portrayed senescence 
as the result of a struggle between the "innate heat" and the four 
body humors~0 0 !Presumably, the "innate heat" depended on the 
body humors "just as the flame of an oil lamp on oil."13 As the 
humors were gradually diluted by food, the body became dry and 
cold. In an attempt to avoid this situation, blood transfusions were 
used to restore the body's "innate heat" and cure aging. 

Gerontological research during the eighteenth century consisted 
mainly of attempts to adapt ancient and medieval views to coincide 
with the dominant belief in a vis vitalis of the Vitalistic School.14 

VVeakening of the "vital force" replaced loss of "innate heat" as the 
cause of senescence. Thus, Herbert Spencer spoke of a "capital 
of vital energy" deposited in each organism at bifth and slowly 
exhausted by vital activityYj In much the same fashion, Erasmus 
Darwin characterized aging as the loss of "vital irritability."16 

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries witnessed the aban
donment of the vitalistic theory and its replacement with a renewal 
of the Galenic-Aristotelian concept that aging involved the loss of· 
some necessary substance. Rubner (1908)17 claimed that the 
amount of energy which an organism could expend during its life-

OOThe four body humors refer to the Hippocratic conception of the human 
body as composed of various humors. The most .irnportant of these hmnors 
were blood, phlegm, and yellow and black bile. . 

10Geoffrey Bourne, "Structural Changes in Aging," Aging: Some Social and 
Biological Aspects, cd. Nathan W. Shock, (Washington: American Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science, 1960), p. 123. 

llIbid. 
12Grmek, p. 9. 
13Ibid. 
14Gnnek, p. 10. 
15Ibid. 
16Ibid. 
17Bernard Grad, "Theories of Aging," Excerpta Medica, Sect. XX, Gerontol

ogy and Geriatrics, II (J une, 1959), p. 236. 
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time was finite and therefore all metabolic processes decreased 
with age. In fact, he attempted to measure this change calorimet
rically. Although this theory per se contradicts existing facts, 
nevertheless a modification of it has the contemporary support of 
Hans Selye and his co-workers. According to Selye18 an organism 
enters the state of Ru,''{ called "life" with a fixed inherited reserve of 
"adaptation energy." As a result of constant adaptation to stress, 
this reserve is ilTeplaceably reduced until finally it is exhausted. 
The usage of its "adaptation energy" is manifested by the or
ganism's decreasing ability to adjust and terminates with its death. 
A similar, although more limited view, was put forth by Loeb in 
1908.19 Loeb regarded aging and death as the loss of certain 
chemical compounds which were utilized in normal metabolic pro
cesses. While such a concept was too simple to explain the com
plex alterations of senescenc~, it is nevertheless of interest sinCe 
Loeb hinted at many of the later discoveries pertaining to hormone 
function. 

The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries also saw another 
school of thought at its peak. Investigators who adhered to the 
mechanistic attitude tended to consider aging essentially as a wear
ing-out process due to the wear and tear of life. The breakdown 
of various organs or groups of organs were cited as strategic cen
ters in an organism's decline. The failure of the reproductive 
system, in particular, was often credited with the onset of aging. 
For example, after Brown-Sequard's rejuvenation experiments in 
1889, he.attributed senility to testicular decline. 

The ancient idea that aging resulted from the accumulation of 
harmful agents had been revived during the Renaissance by the 
physician Theophrastus Paracelsus (1493-1541 A.D.), who sug
gested that senescence was the result of intoxication.2o In 1908; 
the Paracelsian concept was in tum revived by the Russian biolo
gist, Elie Metchnikoff (1845-1916). In Metchnikoff's opinion,21 
aging was a manifestation of pathological phagocytosis caused by 
bacterial agents located in the large intestine. Such agents in£ll
trated into other regions of the body where they caused atrophy of 
the central nervous system and other vital organs, resulting in 
senility and death for the organism. Obviously, such a theory was 
applicable only to organisms with a large intestine. Aging for 
animals lacking such a stmcture remained a mystery. 

18Grad, p. 237. 
19Gnnek, p. 10. 
20Gnnek, p. 12. 
21Ibid. 
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In 1910 Miihlmann ,contribuetd another modification to theac
cumulation theory, when he stated that aging was due to the 
build-up of a harmful metabolite, lipofuscin ("aging pigment"), 
following the pigment atrophy of nerve cells.22 

For the most part, however, of the numerous theories on aging 
submitted in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries only five 
have proven of historical significance.23 These hypotheses and ob
servations either remain important today or, although discredited 
continue to exert a lasting influence on current thought. To the 
latter category belongs the hypothesis advanced in 1882 by August 
Weismann. Following in the wake of the Darwinian revolution, 
Weismann suggested that senescence was a product of evolution.24 

Aging was not an intrinisic property of cellular matter. Thus, 
Weismann was one of the first to postulate a scientific basis for 
assuming that individual cells are potentially immortal. Aging 
arose simultaneously with the development of multi-cellular or
ganisms. Weismann's interpretation was consistent with his dis~ 

tinction betwene germplasm;or reproductive cells, and the soma
toplasm,or somatic cells. .The germplasm was potentiallyiin
mortal since it and it alone could be transmitted to succeeding 
generations; senescence had evolved with the soma as a product 
of natural selection. According to Weismann, senescence arose 
by chance just as any other mutation and was then perpetuated 
through natural selection as a beneficial adaptation, since an "un
limited duration of the life of the individual would be a senseless 
luxury. Death takes place because a womcout tissue cannot for
ever renew itself ... vVomout individuals are not only valueless to 
the species, but they are even harmful, for they take the place of 
those which are sound."25 Thus, individual longevity was. gov
emed by the needs of the species and determined by the forces of 
natural selection. Although fallacious, this argument perSisted in 
various forms until 1937. 

.A second important hypothesis, which followed the Aristotelian 
tradition, was advanced in 1928 by Raymond Pear1.26 Based on 
genealogical analyses of longlived individuals, Pearl concluded 
.that extreme longevity was an inherited trait. Moreover, the dura
tion of an organism's life varied inversely with the organism's rate 

22Gnnek, p. 16. 
23Alex Comfort, Aging: The Biology of Senescence (revised cd.; Chicago: 

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 13. 
24Ibid. 
25Comfort, p. 11. 
26Comfort, p. 13. 
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of utilization of its "inherent vitality."ooo This led to the concept 
of a "rate of living" such that agents which effected a retardationof 
development or a reduction of metabolism tended also to inhibit 
or prevent senescence. 

Similar to Pearl's theory was that of the embroyologist Charles 
Minot, formulated between 1890 and 1908.28 Minot was an adc 
herent of the broad interpretation of aging, relating senescence to 
a decline in both an organism's growth rate and powers of regener~ 

ation. In addition, Minot clainled that the decline in growth rate 
reflected the fading out of a "certain inlpulse" which stimulated 
protoplasmic increase and cellular differentiation. Since these 
processes fell off most rapidly during the early postnatal years, this 
was the time, according to Minot, when senescence was at its 
height. Minot's speculations stressed the gradual nature of sene~ 

scence as well as its continuity with morphogenesis, or the de
velopment of increaed complexity. 

Shortly after Minot's presentation, experinlental studies by 
Child (1915) and Carrel (1912) not only challenged Weismann's 
conclusion that all somatic cells necessarily had to experience an 
:irreversible process of senescence, but also brought the Paracelsian 
intoxication approach to aging back into gerontological promi
nence.29 Carrel succeeded in demonstrating that tissue cells taken 
from adult animals could be maintained indefinitely. in culture 
media. This showed that all cells (not only germ cells) were po, 
tentially immortal. Also, it led Carrel to the conclusion that death 
and its forerunner aging were due to alterations in the constitution 
of body fluids. Such alterations were attributed to inadequate 
removal of metabolic waste products. Child also saw aging in 
terms of alterations on the body fluids. However, he referred to 
them specifically as chemical changes which occurred in the cone 
stitution of the cellular substratum during differentiation. In 
Child's opinion, such changes presumably led to the accumulation 
of substances which hampered the cell's metabolic activities. Thi~ 

led him to state "if we could control the character and amount of 
nutrition of a cell with sufficient accuracy, it might be possible to 
keep it physiologically young indefinitely without division."gO 

u,opearl defined this genetically transmitted "inherent vitality" as the "total 
potential capacity of an organism to perform vital functions in the com

.plete absence of the exogenous derivation of matter or energy."27 
21Grad, p. 237. 
28Comfort, p. 13. 
29Ibid. 
30C. M. Child, "Senescence and Rejuvenescence from a Biological Stand

point," Harvey Lectures, XXIII (1950), PP. 25-44.; as cited in Jessie Mar
morsten, and Harry Sobel, ''The Possible Role of the Gel-Fiber Ratio of Con
nective Tissue in the Aging Process," J. Geront., XI (January, 1956), p. 2. 
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These speculatons marked the beginning of the chemical approach 
to senescence. 

The fifth major contribution of this period attacked the problem 
from a different angle. According to the theory of Bidder (1932),31 
vertebrate senescence came into being with the development of 
determinate growth and a final absolute size - a feature which had 
evolved in lieu of the vertebrate migration to dry land. Since the 
land presented phYSical obstacles to excessive size, a regulatory 
mechanism had evolved which stopped natural growth after a 
specific size was attained. However, once growth ceased the 
regulator continued to exert its influence. Bidder suggested that 
it was this continued action of the regulatory mechanism after 
growth had stopped which caused the changes characteristic of 
aging. Thus, senescence was not inherent, but represented a phe
nomenon which occurred after the organism's peak of development 
and functioning had been reached. Unfortunately, this theory 
explained vertebrate senescence only. 

Numerous other theories, which represented modification or 
rennements of the above, were also proposed. Nevertheless, none 
was capable of explaining aging in its totality. Experimental 
studies had shown that maintenance of an optimal environment 
could significantly prolong the life of an individual cell, indicating 
that the hereditary factor in senescence was not an insurmountable 
barrier to increased longevity. At the same time, however, it was 
obvious that unfavorable exogeneous influences greatly shortened 
the lives of all organisms. Thus, in the attempt to nnd the causes 
of aging it was mandatory to consider the organism and its environ
ment as one dynamiC whole. 

It was this realization, together with the modem trend in bio
lOgical investigation, which led to the examination of aging at the 
molecular level. The gerontologists of today to apply the basic 
laws of chemistry and physics to the problem of senescence. In 
the opinion of Johan Bjorksten':~2 one of the leading investigators, 
aging is a chemical problem, which rules out all theories not on a 
molecular basis. Such explanations deal only with secondary or 
tertiary effects of aging, whereas the biochemist and biophysicist 
are in search of primary causes. 

The molecular hypotheses about senescence are chiefly the fruits 
of the past two decades. They rely on the assumption that changes 
occur in a system of intra-and inter- molecular bonds which, by 

31ComfOlt, p. 14. 
32Johan Bjorksten, "Aging: Present Status of our Chemical Knowledge," J. 

Amer. Geriat. Soc., X (February, 1962), p. 125. 
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virtue of their effects on. metabolic processes, are responsible for 
the gross changes noted in the aging organism. Two Russian ger
ontologists, Nikitin and Nagornyi, suggested in 1962 that aging is a 
result of cellular and tissue differentiation,ss which supposedly 
leads to an accumulation in the cytoplasm of highly specialized 
proteins. Such specialization on the part of these proteins de
mands the loss of the ability for self-replication and regeneration 
of their molecules. The nucleoproteins involved in protein syn
thesis and regeneration also contribute to the gradual decline of 
the organism by undergoing a concurrent limitation in function. 
This hypothesis is strikingly similar to that presented over fifty 
years earlier by Minot (see page 115), although On a more infinite
simal scale. It also applies the auto-intoxication principle of Par
acelsus on the intracellular level. 

As early as 1955, the Americans Gustavson and Bjorksten to
gether with the Swiss gerontologist Verzar suggested that the key 
to aging was to be found among the protein complexes.34 They 
arrived independently at the conclusion that aging was caused by 
the fonnation of molecular cross-linkages between proteins. Thi~ 

process resulted in the increasing immobilization of proteins ac
companied by their removal from active metabolism, which mani
fested itself in a gradual senescent decline of the organism. The 
Russians Bulankin and Parina35 agreed in 1962 that all biochemical 
alterations involved in senescence should be sought at this level. 

W. Kuhn (1955) attacked the problem on the same level, but 
connected it with a different phenomenon. In his opinion the key 
to senesence was the accumulation of optical isomers in the body.36 
This occurred as a natural consequence of certain physical laws, 
which govern the purity of an organism's chemical make-up. The 
process known as racemization resulted in a build-up of com
pounds whose spatial configuration caused them to differ from 
nonnal protein molecules in one property only - their optical ac
tivity, i.e., the direction in which they rottaed the plane of polari
zation of plane-polarized light. Since reactions in living organisms, 
especially man, are catalyzed largely by optically active enzymes 
whose action is limited to substrates with a specific molecular con
figuration, the presence of such enantiomorphs in ever-increasing 
quantities interfered witsh nonnal metabolism. 

33Simion Oeriu, "Proteins in Development and Senescence," Advances in 
Gerontological Research, ed. Bernard Strehler, Vol. I, (New York: Academic 
Press, 1964), p. 66. 

340eriu, p. 67. 
35Ibid. 
36Ibid. 
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Hannann (1958), on the other hand, viewed. the accumulation 
of free radicals as the cause of aging.37 Free radicals include com
pounds OH- and HO-2 groups, which are formed as side-products 
during normal biochemical reactions. When the concentration of 
these radicals reached a sufficient level, Harmann suggested that 
they gave rise to molecular microlesions which seriously affected 
the organism's power of survival. In 1960 Nofre and Cier hypo
thesized that free radicals played a role in the transformation of 
certain amino acids into other forms. Such a possibility had al
ready been noted in 1958, when Steward and Pollard regarded the 
transformation of the amino acid proline into the form hydroxypro
line as the basis for the aging process.3S 

Also in 1957, Sinex suggested that senescence depended on an 
accumulation of matagenic alterations as a consequence of gradual 
protein denaturation at normal body temperature.30 Strehler (1959) 
and Mildvan (1960) also associated the effects of sustained heat 
as well as high energy radiation particles with aging in connection 
with the fonnation of microlesions.40 According to them, the ac
cumulation of energy from these sources enabled the destruction 
of certain semi-stable compounds which required large activation 
energies for degradation. Destruction of such compounds gave 
rise to variations in the systems controlling specmc macromolecular 
synthesiS and replication. This resulted in a loss of efficiency, 
thereby increasing the organism's probability of death. 

Medvedev proposed a similar theory in 1961, in which he defined 
aging as the end result of "errors" in the specific replication of 
proteins and nucleic acids. The cause of such "errors" was a lack 
of perfection in the genetic control responsible for the reproduction 
of molecular specifiCity. Such imperfections could occur in DNA 
and RNA synthesis as well as in protein synthesis. Medvedevalso 
accounted for the apprent acceleration of senescence after growth 
has ceased. Supposedly, when morphogenesis had reached its 
conclusion, genetic control by nuclear RNA became more relaxed, 
allowing a fruther increase in synthetic "errors." 

Less significant contributions include the opinion of Blagovest
chenski (1953, 1960) that aging was the result of a build-up of 
cyclic compounds in the organism. In 1962, Jacob and Janal sug
gested that senescence depended on the inactivation of SH groups 
in the cell membrane, thus altering the permeability properties of 

37Ibid. 
38Ibid. 
39Ibid. 
4°Ibid. 
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this structure so as to inhibit the passage of nutrients and wates 
between the cell and its environment. While this theory is too 
narrow to be of much significance, it pointed the way to the present 
cross-linkage theory, which will be dealt with at considerable 
length in the remainder of this paper. 

Regardless of their specific form, all of these "modem" theories 
are based on the ancient concept of auto-intoxication. However, 
modem research has narrowed the attack on aging down to a much 
more sophisticated level. In contrast to their predecessors, the 
researchers of today no longer attempt to find a single cause for the 
aging process. Rather, the current tendency is to view senescence 
in terms of a number of factors which work upon different parts 
of the body at different rates and often with extremely different 
results. 

The significance of connective tissue in relation to aging was first 
stressed by Alexander Bogomolets (1881-1946) who coined the 
phase: "The organism is as old as its connective tissue."41 How
ever, it was not until 1949 that medical interest in connective tissue 
became intensified. This "connective tissue renaissance," as Robb
Smith phrased it,42 developed from an attempt to control arthritis 
by means of cortisone application. 

In view of the importance of connective tissue to an organism, 
such interest appears well-placed. Not only is the connective 
tissue' responsible for imposing order' upon relations among in
dividual cells, but it also accounts for a considerable amount of an 
organism's mass. Thus, changes occurring-in this tissue are likely 
to be' manifested throughout the body, c;orrelating with the ob
served symptoms of senescence.43 In addition, the consistency of 
the body's connective tissue varies markedly - from a semifluid 
state to one of extreme firmness - a fact which allows for observed 
regional differences in the rate and nature of aging changes. How
ever, what is perhaps the most important aspect of connective 
tissue in terms of the aging process concerns its function as the 

41Josef Brozek and Ernst Simonson, "Russian Research on Aging," Geriatrics, 
XVII (July, 1962), p. 465. 

'l2Thomas H. McGavack and Kung-Ying Tang Kao, "Aging in Connective 
Tissue: A Dynamic Process," J. Amer. Geriat. Soc., XI (November, 1963). 
p.l024. 

·l3G. Asboe-Hansen, "The Hormonal Control of Connective Tissue," InteT1la
tional Review of Connective Tissue flesearch, ed. David A. Hall, Vol. I 
(New York: Academic Press, 1963), p. 31.. . '.. 
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internal milieu through which cells receive nutrients and rid 
themselves of waste products. Each cell is thus dependent upon 
the connective tissue to maintain its relationship with the whole 
organism. In view of this latter role especially, the significance of 
alterations in the connective tissue to the aging of the organism 
appears quite obvious. 

Such diversity of function on the part of connective tissue na
turally makes for variety in its composition. Nevertheless certain 
basic characteristics do prevail. Four major macromolecular con
stituents combine to give connective tissue its four morphological 
components - cells, vessels, fibers and ground substance - whose 
proportions vary in different regions of the body. The chief cellu
lar element is the fibroblast. Ample evidence exists to show that 
the fibroblast and closely related cells of mesenchymal origin are 
the source of collagen, the most ubiquitous structural element of 
connective tissue, and its associated components.44 

Collagen itself is a fibrillar component which alone constitutes 
40% of the human body's protein supply. Its characteristics in
clude virtual nonelasticity (weights one thousand times that of a 
tendon fiber fail to distend the fiber 1%45) and a basic architecture 
of submicroscopic fibrils which manifest periodic transverse strai
teions at intervals of 640 angstroms. The collagen fibril in turn 
consists of three helical filaments, each composed 0 fa polypeptide 
chain containing ten amino acid units. Thes~ filaments are wound 
together to form a superhelix which is called "tropocollagen," the 
fundamental unit of collagen. It constitutes the most asymmetri
cal molecule obtained to date from a natural source.46 

, The second major fibrillar component is elastin, which differs 
from collagen functionally, cllemically and anatomically. As its 
name implies, elastin is very elastic and lacks any morphological 
characteristics such as striations. The two fibers also differ in their 
susceptibility to pathological changes. vVhereas numerous diseases 
affect collagen, elastin is affected by only a limited number so that 
its aging (in direct contrast to that of collagen) is a highly localized 
phenomenon. 

The final major component of connective tissue is the ground 
substance - the body's matrix, where changes occurring in the 
state of aggregation of its constituent molecules automatically af

"D. A. Lowther, "Chemical Aspects of Collagen Fibrillogencsis," Interna
tional Review of Connective Tissue Research, ed. David A. Hall, Vol. I 

.( New York: Academic Press, 1963), p. 66. 
45Frederic Verzar, "The Aging of Connective Tissue," Gerontologia, I (1957), 

p.367. 
46Abraham White, Philip	 Handler and Emil Smith, Principles of Biochem

Istry, (3rd ed.; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), p. 767. 
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feet the ionic environment of all cells. At present the ground sub
stance is considered to include all nonfibrillar extracellular com
ponents of connective tissue. It may also be described in non
morphological termsY Under the latter convention it is considered 
as a colloidal system with an overall negative charge A thermody
namic equilibrium presumably is maintained between a water-rich, 
colloid-poor phase and a colloid-rich, water-poor phase. 
Ground substance 

Within the living organism numerous chemical, pharmacological 
enzymatic and hormonal agents affect the permeability, polymeri
zation, and stability of the ground substance and basement mem
branes. This, in tum, may profoundly alter the cellular environ
ment in any given area, thus affecting the cells themselves. For 
this reason, changes occurring with age in the ground substance 
may be of considerable significance to .the aging of the entire 
organism. 

In 1958, Dennis studied the aging of ground substance in Swiss 
mice with interesting results.4B In mice four to twelve days old, the 
water-rich, colloid-poor phase was found to be widely distributed, 
existing in the fOlm of large diffuse pools. In 24-day-old mice the 
same phase was more restricted and the formation of large droplets 
had occurred. In mice aged 45 or more days, the water-rich phase 
was confined to unit droplets (0.25 u in diameter) which occurred 
in clusters. By 540 days, a dramatic reduction was evident; only 
a few scattered droplets remained. This progressive decrease in 
the water-rich phase was indicative of a progressive change with 
age in the ionic environment of the animals' muscle cells. It ap
peared as though an increase with advancing age occurred in the 
concentration of sodium, potassium, and total calcimn. Evidence 
also suggested an age-correlated change in the nature of the 
colloid aggregates of the ground substance. The relative increase 
of the colloid-rich, water-poor phase was necessarily accompanied 
by an alteration of the ionic environment for nearby cells. 

The cellular environment is also intimately dependent upon a 
structure closely allied with the ground substance known as the 
basement membrane. This structure is highly significant since all 
exchange between the plasma and the ground substance or 
between the ground substance and the epithelium must occur 
through basement membranes. Such structures include a homo
geneous component continuous with the ground substance but 

J7Isidore Gersh, "Aging; of Molecules," Research in Aging, U. S. Veterans' 
Administration, (Washington: U. S. Government Printing; Office, 1959), p. 6 . 

.IBGersh, p. 14. 
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denser than it as well as collagenous fibers embedded within the 
homogeneous portion. 

During maturation and aging, the homogeneous component of 
a basement membrane experiences certain modifications. In· rats 
this structure becomes delineated shortly after birth. With growth 
it assumes greater density and added thickness at the base of the 
epithelium and around capillaries, becoming very prominent in 
old rats. Since the basement membrane is recognized as part of 
the colloid-rich phase of the ground substance which is in equili
brium with the water-rich phase around it, its increased density 
during maturation and senescence implies that the ionic environ
ment of cells adjacent toit also changes with age in much the same 
fashion as proposed for the ground substance of connective tissue 
in general. 

The ground substance also experiences chemical changes asso
ciated with aging which parallel the morphological alterations. 
One of the primary areas for research on the part of gerontologists 
interested in the ground substance has been that of mucopolysac
charide composition. Mucopolysaccharides characteristically con
tain hexosamine and may occur freely or bound to protein; they 
differ from most carbohydrates in that they do not serve the or
ganism as a source of rapid energy. More specifically, mucopoly
saccharide composition in connection with the· ground substance 
becomes a matter of the distribution of three particular polysac
charides called chondroitin sulfate A,B, and C. The amounts of 
each of these compounds present in the tissues of an organism at 
various stages in its lifespan fluctuate considerably.49 For example, 
in embryonic skin the proportion of chondroitin sulfate B is ex
tremely low. However, as the organism ages, the amount of this 
compound found in the skin increases. Meyer and Wood have 
suggested that such variations in the, ground substancemucopoly
saccharide components may exert an influence upon the rate of 
deposition of collagen fibers. 50 

An observed in vivo association between the rate of sulfomuco
polysaccharide synthesis and the onset of an aging disease of the 
arteries known as atherosclerosis led to an investigation of the 
polysaccharide sulfate synthesizing system. The synthesis of such 
compounds was found to decrease with age. Furthermore, in vitro 
studies of rat aortas suggested. that this synthetic capacity was 
closely associated with the growth process, since it was oberved to 
decrease to a plateau level similar to that attained by the basal 

49David A. Hall, The Chemistry of Connective Tissue, (Springfield, TIL; 
Charles Thomas Publisher, 1961), p. 17. 

30Ibid. 
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metabolism.51 The real aging process was observed to begin ap
proximately one and one-half years after the initial plateau was 
achieved when a renewed fall in activity was recorded. This de
crease occurred parallel in time to the weight loss of older animals, 
which led to the conclusion that the rate of synthesis for sulfopoly
saccharides was a function of the available supply of oxidizable 
substrate and sulfate. As the latter decrease with the aging of the 
organism, so does the former. 

Additional studies of the mucopolysaccharide content in cartil
age and nucleus pulposus tissue provided similar results.52 (See 
figure 8, p. 124) A decrease in total MPS content was observed 
which correlated well with a concomitant increase in collagen 
content. The most profound aging changes were noted in human 
costal cartilage. While a decrease in total MPS content was also 
observed here, keratosulfate was seen to increase during the first 
two decades and then remain at a constant level. Total chondroi
tin sulfate content decreased steadily with time, while the com
pound chondroitin-4 sulfate (ChS-A) was replaced by chondroitin
6 sulfate (ChS-C). Kirk and Dyrbye explained the age-associated 
decrease of MPS in human aortae as a depolymerization of the 
MPS in the groundsubstance.53 In another study conducted with 
aged subjects, Antonini and Zilli recorded the presence of carbon
reactive protein in 78% of the cases.54 Such results were interpreted 
as indicative of a disturbance in MPS metabolism in the ground 
substance, occurring as an expression of involution characteristic 
of senescence. 

Numerous other alterations also occur in the ground substance 
and its components as a consequence of aging. In relation to the 
corium of the skin, for example, children possess considerable 
amorphous ground substance; however, only small amounts of it 
remain in adults. In an attempt to record changes in the electrical 
charge distribution within human epidermis, Joseph found a 
parallel increase of basic and acidic charges between the ages of 
five and twenty years, followed by a period extending to sixty years 
of age in which no further changes were observed.55 After the 
seventieth year subjects' positive charges decreased that such vari
ations are related to a lessened rate of keratin production as a 

51H. Hilz, C. Erich and D. Glaubitt, "Veranderung von Zelldichte und Poly
saccharidstoffwechsel im alternden Bindegewebe," Klinische Wochenschrift, 
XLI (April I, 1963, p. 333. 

52David Kaplan and Karl Meyer, "Mucopolysaccharides of Aorta at Various 
Ages," Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., CV (October; 1960), p. 78. 

530eriu, p. 34. 
540eriu, p. 35. 
55Ibid. 
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Fig, 8 Mucopolysaccharide Activity as a Function ofAge 
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function of time.06 In 1957, Bourliere and his associate reported an 
age-dependent decrease in the restoration rate of negative colloid 
charges.57 

Most studies of the ground substance also reveal a decrease in 
thiolic enzyme activity. These proteins participate in a variety of 
bio-synthetic processes, which may aid in explaining what is either 
a major cause or an essential effect of senescence - a lower rate of 
protein renewal. Pressure is still another major factor in the aging 
of the ground substance. Pressure zones in the body exhibit in
creased subepithelial condensation of the ground substance matrix 
in the form of excessively thick basement or corium membranes. 
Essentially the same process occurs in arteries, particularly the 
aorta. Hypertension initiates an exaggerated and accelerated ace 
cumulation of ground substance, followed by typical connective 
tissue senescence. 

Sobel placed particular emphasis upon the ground substance 
when he described aging in general as "a change in the proportion 
of ground substance to fiber substance."58 He further estimated 
that the ratio of ground substance (as measured by glucosamine 
content) to fiber (determined by hydroxyproline content) de
creased with advancing age from 0.01 to 0.005. Sobel's biochemi
cal observation may also serve as a quantitative justification for the 
observed pathological fact that in the history of any individual 
tissue, fibrous changes are invariably connected with its aging. 

A decrease in the ground substance also helps to explain the de
hydration so often seen in aged people. Mucoproteins are known 
to have a high water-binding capacity, and since these compounds 
decrease during aging, it is not too surprising that older tissue 
contains less water. 

The cells which give rise to the MPS content of the ground sub
stance are also subject to hereditary and ecological influences. In 
fact, any number of exogenous influences may aHect ground sub
stance production, including nutrition, hormone level, radiation or 
infection. This statement is extremely significant, for it means that 
those factors most important to an animal's existence do not di
rectly influence the aging of its connective tissue. Rather, such 
agents influence the organism by decreasing its ground substance. 
Thus, an equilibrium seems to exist between the MPS content of 
the ground substance and the amount of collagen fibers. If this 
equilibrium is destroyed, the fibers will commence to age.oo 

G6Ibid. 
;;7Ibid. 
58Verzar, "Aging of CAlnn. Tissue," p. 373. 
c,sVerzar, p. 374. 
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ElMtin '. 

As in the case of the ground substance, the elastin constituents 
of connective tissue are likewise subjected to alteration during 
aging. The limited rate of elastin replacement increases the sig
nificance of such changes by providing for the accumulation of al
teT(~d molecules capable of seriously interfering with an organism's 
nomal function and metabolic processes. This is particularly vital 
to higher animals since the aging changes incurred by elastin are 
connected primarily with the circulatory system. 
, . With increasing age a fraying and decomposition of the elastic 
lamina is noted in blood vessels. Furthermore, elastin molecules 
often aggregate to form large irregular masses of £bers which 
impair circulatory efficiency by decreasing blood vessel "stretch
ability." An additional change occurring in elastin concerns its 
susceptibility to proteolytic enzyme action; its rate of degradation 
by elastase decreases with age. Still another age-conditioned 
event is a development of an affinity for calcium salts on the part 
of arterial elastin. An increase in calcium as high as thirty-fold has 
been observed in the medial elastin of blood vessels.60 

Structural modifications in elastin itself are also associated with 
physico-chemical changes. Wood, for instance, pOinted out a 
significant change in the physical properties of elastin fibers in ox 
ligamentum nuchae for animals from less than one to seven years 
in age: structural changes render the system much less stable.61 

In order to explain this aging phenomenon, it was assumed either 
that elastin undergoes a major intramolecular alteration or that a 
new substance is synthesized alongside existing elastin which 
differs from it chemically as well as physically. However, it is 
liekwise necessary that such material resemble elastin sufficiently 
to be segregated with it during purillcation. 

.These two assumptions are best assessed in terms of Lansing's 
differentiation between "young light" and "old heavy" elastins 
(1951).62 "Young light" elastin is derived in greatest amount from 
young tissue and gets its name from the fact that it Hoats in water. 
According to Lansing,63 its amino acid analysis is similar to that 
given for elastin from ox ligamentum nuchae. "Old heavy" elastin 
has a density exceeding that of water and contains an array of 
amino acids normally associated with collagen structure. Thus, 

60Albert I. Lansing, "Aging of Elastic Tissue and the Systemic Effects of 
Elastase," ClBA Foundation Colloquia on Aging, ed. Margaret P. Cameron 
and G.E.W. Wolstenholme, Vol. I: General Aspects, (Boston: Little, BroVl'Il 
and Company, 1955); p. 98. 

61Hall, "Collagen and Elastin," p. 356. 
62lbid. 
631bid. 
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once again evidence appears suggesting a strong kinship behveen 
collagen and elastin. 

A comparison of young and old tissue shows that during the 
aging process the amino acid composition of elastin changes.64 

Thus,old aortic elastin manifests a significant increase in the 
amounts of aspartic and glutamic acids. Similarly, a rise in amide 
nitrogen is noted in older tissue. An examination of such tissue 
also reveals a four-fold increase in the excess of dicarboxylic acids 
over amide nitrogen as compared to aortic samples from young 
animals. This suggests that older tissue contains an increased 
number of free carboxyl groups. Further analysis shows somewhat 
lower average values for the valine, proline, and glycine content of 
older tissue, ,while the ieucine and isoleucine content is similar to 
that of younger aortas. 

A similar study conducted on the pulmonary artelies of subjects 
from different age groups emphasizes the highly specific nature of 
aging .changes.65 Unlike the above, in this case, no increase in 
aspartic .01' glutamic acid content was noted with advanced age, 
other amino acid values failed to change lloticably, and the num
ber of free carboxyl groups in older tissue was only twice that 
found in younger arteries..' Interestingly enough, observation on 
agross level confirms that the pulmonary artery is normally more 
resistapt to changes in .elastic tissue. This strongly suggests that 
age may not be the only factor governing alterations of elastin 
composition. 

When elastin samples are subjected to differential centrifugation 
and the resulting fractions analyzed for their amino acid content, 
the differences found between "young light" and "old heavy" frace 
tions parallel those for young and old whole elastin respectively. 
SinCtl it has been considered doubtful that such a shift in amino 
acid composition is representative of an actual change in the com
position of a pure elastin protein, it is now hypothesized that elastin 
is reallya mixture of two or more proteins.66 Thus, the changes 
observed may only relect differences in the ratios of the constituent 
proteins. Exactly how this might occur is not known. However, 
one explanation suggests that age-dependent alterations in the 
fibroplasts may ultimately modify the proteins synthesized by 
these cells. 

In tenris of the whole organism, elastin provides a good illustra
tion of the importance of connective tissue changes to overall senes
cence. Ultimately, changes occurringin this tissue with time find 

o4Lansing, "Aging of Elastic Tissue and Elastase," p. 94. 
o~Ibid. 

66Lansing, "Aging of Elastic Tissue and Elastase," po 96 
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their expression primarily in association with the cardiovascular 
system. To the morphologist they appear as a thickening of the 
intima and fraying of the internal elastic lamella within the arter
ies; the physical chemist regards vascular aging as the manifesta
tion of reduced tissue elasticity; and the connective tissue investi
gator views the same phenomenon in terms of quantitative as well 
as qualitative changes in collagen and elastin fibers and mucopoly
saccharide ground substance. 

Collagen 
In a consideration of the sites where initial changes important to 

aging might occur, attention naturally focuses upon the so-called 
"static" molecules - compounds which feature an extremely low 
turnover rate. Collagen furnishes an excellentexample. Accord
ing to F. Marott Sinex,67 the collagen molecule, comparatively inert 
in its physiological environment, should be susceptible to progres
sive alterations with the passage of time. In actual fact electron 
microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and chemical analysis have shown 
collagen as well as elastin fibers to undergo characteristic modifi· 
cations during the aging process. The widespread distribution of 
collagen almost guarantees that any such changes, no matter 
whether structural or compositional in nature, will be reflected in a 
variety of physiological phenomena. 

When speaking of aging in relation to collagen, one must 
distinguish between maturation and senescence. In younger 
organisms the connective tissue is rich in ground substance, colla
gen molecules are dispersed, and relatively large amounts of 
collagen are easily extracted with saline and citrate buffers. During 
the process known as maturation, an organism's collagen becomes 
more organized as the ground substance diminishes. As a result, 
less collagen is extracted by saline, phosphate or citrate buffers. 
At the same time, the randomly oriented molecules and micro
fibrils dispersed in the extractable collagen become associated to 
form definitely oriented fibrils. Under the influence of increased 
organization, larger fibrils arise and the collagen becomes relative
ly inert. Although reabsorption of such collagen is difficult, never
theless it does occur. . 

Senescence, on the other hand, is much more difficult to study. 
However, Strobel and his associates have reported degenerative 
changes observed in the collagen of the dermal layer of senescent 
human beings.68 According to this group, during the mid-thirties 

67Robert Kohn and Edward Rollerson, "Relationship of Age to Swelling Pr0
perties of Human diaphragm Tendon in Acid and Alkaline Solutions," ]. 
Ceront., XIII (July, 1958), p. 241. 

68Sinex, "Aging and Lability of Irreplaceable Macromolecules," p. 191. 
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collagen fibers begin to show a tendency toward atrophy and
 
degeneration. Also, when heated in vitro collagen undergoes
 
changes very similar to those of senescence. This raises the ques

tion of the possibility of thermal changes occurring in vivo. Such
 
a possibility fits in well with the experimental studies of Neuber

ger, Perrone, and Slack concerning the rate of collagen turn-over
 
in rats.69 The estimated half-life of rat tendon collagen was es

tablished as .500 or more days which, in lieu of a 7000-day mean
 
survival age for rats, implies that many collagen molecules must
 
persist throughout an organism's life span. Extrapolation from
 
such data poses a considerable problem for human beings. They
 
are faced with the task of maintaining their collagen in its native
 
state despite over half a century of continuous incubationat38°C.70
 

Although collagen and elastin turnover is very slow, other com

ponents of connective tissue may display a very rapid turnover
 
rate. Thus, the definite differences between connective tissue and
 
tendon samples from young, mature and senile rats have been
 
found to involve alterations in the concentrations of glycoproteins
 
and mucopolysaccharides. In other words, the gross morphologi

cal senescence of these tissues has been reduced to a biochemical
 
level. In similar fashion, the role of intramolecular changes during
 
senescence must also be considered.
 

However, prior to this an examination of changes occurring with
 
age in collagen throughout the body, together with the implications
 
of such changes, appears in order. One of the primary areas to
 
consider includes changes in the connective tissues associated with
 
the cardiovascular system, especially the arteries. \Vith advancing
 
age a deposition of collagen may be observed within the intimal
 
and medial layers of blood vessels, thus indicating that the rate
 
of collagen synthesis exceeds that of collagen degradation. As
 
suggested in an earlier discussion, this may be accepted asa re

flection of fibroblast activity. Concomitant with the increase in
 
collagen, elastin fibers within blood vessel walls undergo varying
 
degrees of spontaneous fragmentation. They are replaced by
 
newly-synthesized collagen. Consequently, the musculature of
 
the media becomes stronger (actually more rigid) with age.
 

This description of events is based upon Staemmler's study of
 
the femoral artery - a prototype for muscular arteries. Staemmler71
 

concluded that "normal" structure was found in such vessels only
 
during the first two decades of life. Collagen proliferation in the
 
media began during the third decade, paralleled by an augmenta

69Sinex, p. 192. 
,oIbid. 
"Lowther, p. 196. 
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tion of elastic fibers. During the fourth decade rough collagen 
bundles were found in the intima, while the fifth included the 
fragmentation of elastic fibers and a further build-up of collagen. 

Changes of this type in the connective tissue of blood vessels are 
responsible for many of the vascular problems suffered by elderly 
people.. For example, vascular atheromatosis results from irrita
tion of the intima such as would be caused by the influx of fibro
blasts prior to collagen synthesis. One form manifested by this 
disease is termed arteriosclerosis, a major malady of old age and 
senility. 

Another phenomenon long associated with aging is a decreased 
efficiency for work on the part of the body's striated muscles. This 
decrease is partic~larly interesting since it originates at a time 
when neither sene~cent changes in endocrine organs, circulation, 
the tendons and joints nor inadequate nutrition can possibly be at 
fault. However, muscle is known to contain a significant amount of 
connective tissue, especially rich in collagen. Since skeletal muscle 
has a limited function and is observed to change histologically as 
well as biochemically, the question arises of possible qualitative 
alterations with age occurring in its collagen. .. 

A study of four groups of muscles in rats of varying chronological 
age showed that collagen content ( measured in terms of its unique 
amino acid hydroxyproline) relative to the dry weight of· the 
muscles decreased up to six months of age, slowly increased in 
adult animals, and finally dropped off sharply in rats older than 
twenty-two months72 At the same time, individual values ex
hibiteda wide range of variation. A concurrent comparison of the 
hydroxyproline content of all four muscle groups from one animal 
with the corresponding groups from other animals of the same or 
similar age indicated that the hydroxyproline (hence collagen) 
content for all muscle groups tended to be higher in certain animals 
than in others. The conclusion was drawn that the collagen content 
of the entire musculature may differ quantitatively among individ
uals. . 

The same experiment included determining the amount of solu
ble hydroxyproline complexes present in the four muscle groups at 
65°C for animals of different ages.73 A decrease was observed in 
the case of all four muscle groups with· increasing chronological 
age. Five-week-old rats had 30-40%, those aged ten months yielded 
10% and very old animals produced only 3-4% soluble hydroxypro
line. Moreover, this decrease exhibited on the part of all muscles 

'2M. C. Schaub, "The Aging of Collagen in the Striated Muscle," Geron~ 
tologia, VIII ( 1963), pp. 20-21. . 

'3Schaub, p. 22. 
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was found to be independent of the total collagen content. In 
other words, among all four groups aging changes proceeded at 

the same rate. 
Overall, aging changes related to the musculoskeletal system are 

neither severe nor widespread, being limited mainly to scattered 
degeneration of elastic fibers similar to that described for blood 
vessels. 

However, the environment of the connective tissue in the mus
culoskeletal system differs somewhat from that of connective tissue 
located elsewhere in the body. Therefore, attention should also 
be given to aging alterations occurring in the skin and tendons 
two major areas of connective tissue concentration. The skin is an 
exceptionally important site to consider inasmuch as it is here that 
the most notable gross aging changes take place. Thus, in old age 
the turgor and thickness of the skin decreases greatly as the dermis 
becomes dry and more fibrous. 

Experimental data concerning developmental transformations 
in normal connective tissue in the skin and tail tendon of rats not 
only confirmed earlier studies of connective tissue changes, but 
also revealed some new information.74 The generally accepted 
rise in total collagen and calcium content was confirmed. Similarly, 
in the case of tail tendon as well as skin the extractability of hy
droxyproline into an acid medium decreased with age. However, 
the increase in the non-extractable portion of mucopolysaccharides 
with age in both skin and tail tendon connective tissue was a new 
discovery. At the same time, analysis of connective tissue samples 
from the dura mater and fascia lata in subjects of varying age sub
stantiated a tendency on the part of collagen to become more stable 
with advancing age.75 

In connection with this tendency, the study of foetal collagen is 
of considerable interest. The consistently low shrinkage tempera
ture of foetal collagen, regardless of its developmental stage, indi
cates that collagen assumes a certain minimum degree of stability 
as soon as it is laid down in the form of a fiber. 76 Little change in 
initial stability is apparent during foetal life. After birth, collagen 
becomes further stabilized during growth and development until 
the organism reaches· adolescence. A period then ensues during 
which no further collagen stabilization occurs until after middle 

HZ. Hruza and V. Hlavackova, "The Characteristics of Newly Fonned Colla
gen during Aging," Gerontologia, VII (1963), p. 229. 

'"Patricia C. Brown and R. Consden, "Variation with Age of Shrinkage 
Temperature of Human Collagen," Nature (London), CLXXXI (February 
1,1958), pp. 349-50. 

76Ibid. 
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age, when alterations in subsequent shrinkage temperatures are 
considered to be a manifestation of the aging process. 

Several differences between the tail tendons of young and old 
animals also exist in relation to heat contraction.77 In tissue taken 
from older animals; larger weights are required to inhibit heat con
traction - up to ter times larger than those necessary to inhibit 
tissue from younger subjects. In fact, it has frequently been found 
that weights which a fiber from a young animal's tendon cannot 
lift at a given temperature continue to permit strong contraction 
at the same temperature by fibers from older tendons. 

An attempt has been made to relate this phenomenon to estab
lished chemical facts. 78 .. Supposedly, a thermal agitation destroys 
the mucoprotein helix of the collagen fiber, allowing glucosamine 
(a mucopolysacch~ide constihwnt) and hydroxyproline (an amino 
acid) to enter solution. Since destruction of the mucoprotein helix 
produces an elastih-like fiber, the helical configuration probably 
functions "to maintain an elastic filament in a non-elastic state."79 
In 1951 Hall showed that the elastin molecule contained consider
ably less hydroxyproline, aspartic acid, and glutamic acid than 
collagen.8o Two years later Banga suggested that these diamino 
acids were liberated from the collagen molecule during contraction 
when a large amount of the molecule's· hydroxyproline goes into 
solution with hexosamine.81 This not only explains the elastin-like 
nature of the contracted molecule, but also serves as a plausible 
explanation for the higher calCium-binding ability of aged collagen. 
In addition, it lends support to the hypothesis alluded to earlier in 
this paper, which suggests that elastin is merely transformed 
collagen. 

A recent development in connective tissue research has been the 
use of tiny pieces of polyvinyl sponge which are inserted in a living 
subject (usually in the dermis) where they act as a stimulus for 
connective tissue growth. After a desired period of time, they can 
be withdrawn, and the newly synthesized tissue can be examined. 
The use of this technique for studying developmental changes of 
connective tissue revealed that this freshly synthesized tissue has 
different characteristics in relation to its protein portion than nor
mal tissue of the same age group.82 A second more important dis
covery showed that the acid extraction of hydrQ:\''Yproline from such 
tissue fails to manifest age-dependent changes as does normal con

77Verzar, "Aging of Conn. Tissue," p. 367. 
78Verzar, p. 369. 
79Ibid. 
80Verzar, p.370. 
81Ibid. 
S2Hruza and Hlavackova, p. 230. 
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nective tissue. From this fact one may conclude that the protein 
portions of the newly fonned collagen molecules are similar for 
all age groups. 

In 1961 Verzar and Willenegger made comparable discoveries 
under in vivo conditions.83 They found that recently synthesized 
collagen in scar tissue of older subjects exhibits characteristics 
similar to collagen from younger people. Moreover, the new tissue 
parallels a trend found in normal COllilective tissue by displaying a 
decrease with time in the hexosamine/hydroJ.."yproline ratio. This 
leads one to conclude that alternations in the characteristics of the 
new collagen with age occur among the mucopolysaccharides of 
the ground substance, rather than within the protein portion of the 
molecule. Not only are smaller amounts of mucopolysaccharides 
synthesized in older animals, but also they may be bound more 
firmly to the protein part of the molecule. Thus, in old age more 
collagen (or more of its protein part) is formed, while the synthesis 
of the mucopolysaccharide substance drops behind. This sug
gests that the collagen changes which occur during development 
are most likely the result of the aging of ah-eady formed collagen 
asopposed to the formation of new and older molecules.84 

A number of other age-dependevt changes of a qualitative na
ture have also been observed. A comparison of fiber bundles from 
newborn rat skin with those from a 90-day-old rat, for example, 
revealed that fibrils from the skin of the younger specimen tended 
to be thinner than those from the older skin.85 However, the in
dividual fibrils within one animal appeared uniform in width. This 
observation lends weight to the supposition that the growth of a 
collagenous framework in soft vertebrate tissue involves more than 
just removal and replacement. In addition, there occurs a change 
of size caused by the plastic extension of an already-existing frame
work. This has been confirmed by isotopic studies and is accom
panied by a three-fold increase in tensile strength per unit of cross
sectional area of collagen. 

The dynamic changes which occur during aging are rendered 
most obvious by the incorporation of radioactive substances (es
pecially uniformly labeled C14-lysine and C14-proline) into living 
connective tissue. Such experiments show that the uterus has the 
most active tissue in regards to the uptake and turnover of insoluble 
collagen even into old age. In contrast to this, in tendon tissue 

s3Ibid. 
84Ibid. 
%F. Bourliere, "The Role of Comparative Physiology in Studies of Aging," 

Problems of Aging, ed. Nathan W. Shock, (New York: Josiah Macy, Jr. 
Foundation, 1954),p. 174. 
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once lysine becomes incOlporated as hydroxylysine, it remains fixed 
throughout life. The selective handling of lysine during di:fferen,t 
periods in an organism's life by various tissues indicates that aging 
is characterized by a contrast Hux in metabolite balance.8G This 
by no means implies that aging is a simple degenerative process. 
On the contrary, e,ven within a single bodily organ, alterations 
occur which are characteristic only for the area and organ involved. 
Thus, the most drartiatic result of the tracer studies was proof that 
the connective tissue of various structures ages at different rates. 
For example, in tissues which remain highly functional such as the 
heart, liver or kidn~y, little if any change takes place either in the 
content or distribution of connective tissue protein. On the other 
hand, in structures such as tail tendon or skin, a marked rise may be 
observed in the insoluble collagen fraction. Still another change 
with age is reHecte'd in certain cartilaginous structures whose in
soluble collagen fraction declines with age accompanied by a con
current rise in the amount of soluble collagen. In fact, one may 
generalize and state that tissues rich in scleroprotein experience 
more pronounced aging changes than those poor in it. 

An additional result of these tracer studies was to reveal certain 
sex differences concerning the connective tissue.87 In the first 
place, a greater am~unt of insoluble collagen was found in the skin 
of active male rates. This may be related to the effect of female 
sex hormones, which are known to improve general skin texture, 
often going so far as to revitalize aged skin. This relationship was 
suggested by the discovery that ovariectomy produces a consider
able decline in both hydroxyproline and collagen. The same is 
true to a lesser ext~nt in hypophysectomized rats. The latter would 
occur presumably because a lack of gonadotrophic hormones 
would affect estrogen secretion. Similarly, the greater store of in
soluble collagen found in the aorta of males compared to females 
might possibly result from the more acute stresses and strains ex
perienced by the· male in relation to its more vigorous physical 
activity. . 

Also wOlthy of mention is the age-associated rise in triglyceride 
content in the skin of both sexes, together with a mutual decrease 
du~ing aging in the tendinous tissues. This emphasizes once again 
the active dynamiC nature of senescence. Definite positive changes 
are occurring; the organism does not merely "run down" after the 
manner of a machine. 

To summarize, during growth collagen fibers are deposited at a 
faster rate than the hexosamine-containing material forming the 

86McGavackand Kao, p. 1043. 
87McGavack and Kao, pp. 1043-44. 
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gel within which the fibers are situated. This may conceivably 
exert a profound influence upon the aging of cells, which are de
pendent upon the connective tissue for their very survival. Since 
the general plan of the connective tissue is one of fibrillar compon
ents within a ground substance gel, the body's cells are ultimately 
dependent upon the properties of this gel, and any change occur
ring in it - chemical or physical- could have far-reaching affects 
upon cellular nutrition and metabolism. According to the above 
information, one such alteration which occurs with time is a de
cline in the gel to fiber ratio; the ground substance is gradually 
replaced by fibers. 

That age and growth are related is evident from the fact that, in 
general, animals with a slower rate of growth enjoy a longer life 
expectancy. During growth the gel to fiber ratio in connective 
tissue decreases, resulting in an increasing restriction on the move
ment of particulate as well as soluble substances. In other words, 
an almost inherent consequence of natural growth is the develop
ment of a situation less and less favorable for the maintenance of 
adequate cellular nutrition and metabolism. 

Other factors besides the gel/fiber ratio also influence the senes
cence of connective tissue and, therefore, of the entire organism. 
As stated earlier, once collagen has been deposited it is rather inert 
metabolically. In contrast, the ground substance remains meta
cortisone. This assumes added Significance in light of the fact that 
during aging the excretion of urinary corticoids remains relatively 
unchanged, while both sexes experience a drop in ketosteroid and 
androgen excretion.88 Thus, as senescence progresses, the secre
tion of hormones by the adrenal cortex tends to become more "cor
tisone-like" in nature. As a result, senescence may beget senes
cence, causing the gel-fiber ration to decrease at an even more 
rapid pace. 

Aging alterations of the connective tissue vary in both direction 
and intensity among tissues and among organs. However, they all 
include the presence of active, dynamic responses rather than pas
sive, degenerate processes. Consequently, aging is subject to in
fluence by the multitude of factors concerned with positive meta
bolic changes. 

Aging is no longer considered equal to the "running down" of 
normal body mechanisms. Tissues no longer "deteriorate;" they 
are actively altered i... keeping with numerous other selective trans

88Jessie Marmorsten and Harry Sobel, "The Possible Role of the Gel-Fiber 
Ratio of Connective Tissue in the Aging Process," J. Geront., XI (January, 
1956), p. 6. 
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fonnationsoccurring in older individuals.s9 Thus, senescence be
comes a matter of regulatory action and ceases to be the inescap
able burden of advancing years. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF SENESCENCE 

Introduction 

As mentioned earlier, during the past two or three decades the 
attack upon aging 'has assumed more and more of a biochemical 
nature. In view of man's steady progress toward a complete un
derstanding of the puman body, it now seems only reasonable and 
proper to discuss aging in terms of changes in cellular constitu
ents and metaboli~es at the molecular level. Such investigation 
suggests further changes in tissues and tissue function which in 
turn affect the welfare and survival capacity of the entire animal. 
A basic premise ofigerontological investigators is that aging leads 
to an inevitable decline in the rate of tissue turnover, which im
pairs normal reparative maintenance and tissue functioning. 90 In 
relation to this, ch~nges at the molecular level presumably contri
bute to the slower ,turnover rate, while definitely aggravating the 
interference with tissue functioning.

I 
With this in mind, a discussion of present-day trends in geronto

logical research is now in order. One of the major areas of investi
gation concerns the influence of ionizing radiation upon senes
cence.91 Interest in radiation arose from the observation that it 
produces changes' similar to those in normal aging. Also, one 
result of radiation injury is a decrease in the number of viable cells 
in the injured tissue. These cells are replaced, in most cases, by 
connective tissue. I However, injury such as this is not identical 
with true aging. 

Another goal of. modern gerontologists is to detennine the im
portance of the pigmentation which accompanies aging~ This 
phenomenon occurs in a number of tissues and appears in the 
literature under such designations as "lipofuscin" or "ceroid 
changes." At present, the generally accepted view considers pig
ments to result from the auto-oxidation of lipid. 

One of the most Significant areas of concern in relation to aging 
provides the topic for this paper - namely, changes occurring in 
the connective tissue and their significance to the aging of the or
ganism. That alterations in connective tissue do occur with age 
has been sufficien~ly demonstrated. Moreover, they have been 

89McGavack and Kao, p. 1050.
 
90Gersh, p. 31. '
 
91 Mitrott F. Sinex, "Biochemistry of Aging," Science, CXXXIV (November 3,
 

1961), p.1403. 
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attributed to a number of general sources. However, it remains 
to determine a possible underlying agent or agents responsible for 
connective tissue aging as well as to evaluate completely the ulti
mate effect of its alteration upon the organism as a whole. 

In the last twenty years much interest has been demonstrated 
in the effects on aging of changes in thelability of macromolecules. 
Evidence suggests that aging may be the result of chemical or 
molecular alterations in the body's irreplaceable macromolecules. 
Accumulation of these altered molecules in post-mitotic cells and 
elements of connective tissue with low rates of replacement is 
hypotheSized to result in the progressive senescence of the or
ganism. 

An even more fundamental and, yet, more mysterious area of 
concern includes the genetic factor's role in aging. Investigators 
in this realm regard senescence as a process centered in cell 
nuclei.92 Thus far, such resem'ch has advanced in two main direc
tions. Senescence is viewed either as an extension of nOlmal differ
entiation (in which case a positive process assumes negative conno
tations in terms of the animal's overall well-being) or as a result 
of "genetic noise" in the form of random somatic mutations. Pro
ponents of both directions are quick to point out that aging is a 
useful product in the evolutionary sense. Its purpose is to provide 
for continuity of the race by insuring a successiOli of generations. 
In this sense, it is argued that senescence is a deliberate process, 
consisting of differentiation to the point where tissue and celhilar 
interdependency becomes incompatible with the unlimited exist
ence of the total organism.');1 . Consequently, individuals sacrifice 
their o'wn prolonged existence on behalf of the species. 

Still another intriguing area of speculation and investigation, 
which exemplifies the molecular approach to aging and dove-tails 
nicely "vith the concern over the decreasing liability of macro
molecules, concerns the role of free radicals. These entities are 
formed during both radiation-induced as well as normal aging. In 
support of this hypotheSis research has shown that considerable 
auto-oxidation may be detected in senescent tissues, and auto
oxidation is a process thought to proceed by a free radical mecha
nism. This hypothesis is especially ath'active to gerontologists 
since it suggests the possibility of prevention through use of specific 
anti-oxidents. 

Research in these directions has already determined numerous 
alterations that occur in proteins and nucleic acids, which pOSSibly 

92Sinex, p. 1404. 
93Ibid. 
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aHect the metabolism of cells and/or their permeability. For ex
ample, a gradual accumulation of calcium, magnesium, or metallic 
ions has been obse~ved along with an incorporation of unnatural 
amino acid homologues. Denaturation has been seen to occur as 
a result of variation~ in ionic charges and in hydration, while struc
tural change~ are known to be involved in the natural occurrence 
of peptide chains ~ fibrous as proposed to globular form. 

Still it remains tobe detennined if (1) any characteristic changes 
in cellular function: are actually the result of molecular modifica
tions, or (2) if such alterations may be attributed to a prolonged 
exposure to the vicissitudes of internal as well as external en
vironmental stresses. 

With these conditions in mind a more detailed look atthe prin
cipal theories of aging which affect the connective tissue may no"v 
be undertaken. 0 i 

Thermal Denaturation Theo1'1J 
I :1 

F. Marott Sinex, the leading proponent of the thermal denatura
tion theory of senescence, suggests the possibility that the aging 
of an organism is the net result of molecular changes occurring in 
its nucleic acids ~d proteins under the influence of body heat.94 

In the quest for a biochemical explanation of aging, Sinex attempts 
to relate "molecular aging" in DNA and collagen to the life span of 
the individual aniu1al. In support of this, he observes that body 
protein is liable to a variety of natural insults - chemical, mechani
cal, and thermal. Of the many possible agents, the most omni
present and potent one, according to Sinex, is heat. 

Sinex bases his argument on the application of a mathematical 
relationship between temperature and reaction rates to the dena
turation of proteins and nucleic acids. This theory of absolute 
reaction rates requires a prelinrinary activating step, involving an 
appreciable increase in heat content (llH) and entropy (l\S), for 
the inactivation or denaturation of macromolecules.90 Once a 
molecule achieves its activated state, inactivation and denaturation 
may proceed spontaneously. The initial activation step is con
sidered, therefore, to be a rate-limiting reaction since the over-all 
process can occur only as fast as activated molecules are supplied. 
After this step, inactivation usually occurs as a unimolecular re
action, in which a plot of remaining activity versus time yields a 

°For a general evaluation of the primary modem theories of senescence by the 
noted gerontologist and biochemist John Bjorksten, the reader is referred to 
Appendix I. 

94Sinex, "Aging and Lability of IlTeplaceable Molecules," p. 190. 
95Ibid. 
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straight line whose slope is equalto the reaction velocity constant, 
K. 

In applying such considerations to molecular aging in vivo, it is 
pertinent to inquire whether collagen molecules might experience 
a chemical change during senescence capable of altering the phy
siological properties of connective tissue. This becomes especially 
significant when seen from the viewpoint of human beings whose 
lifespan is increasing, but who continue to suffer from a large 
variety of connective tissue degenerative diseases during their 
later years. 

In order for age-associated molecular changes in collagen to be 
significant, three conditions must be satisfied.96 In the first place, 
such changes must be shown to have adverse physiological effects. 
At the same time, they must occur under prevailing physiological 
conditions at a significant rate, and the rate of collagen replacement 
must be slow enough to permit the accumulation of altered mole
cules. The thermal denaturation theory adequately meets all 
three criteria. By the very nature of the process, thermal denatura
tion of collagen would definitely alter its chemical and physical 
properties which, in the light of present-day knowledge concerning 
protein function, would probably alter its physiological behavior 
in a negativc direction. Also, since a very limited rate of replace
ment had already been found for collagenous tissue, it remained 
only for Sinex to determine the rate at which thermal changes 
might occur under in vivo conditions. 

However, this proved to be a difficult phenomenon to measure 
experimentally. Nevertheless, measurements of collagen dena
turation at elevated temperatures in vitro, when correlated with 
observed changes in aging dermis, strongly suggested that thermal 
denaturation of collagen does proceed at a significant rate in the 
living animal. 

A particularly important experiment, in terms of Sinex's hypo
thesis, was the heating of tendon. This tissue, composed of strands 
of oriented collagen, becomes extremely disorganized at which 
point the tendon contracts by one-third its original length. By 
projecting such results to in vivo situations, the potential impact 
of thermal denaturation upon the welfare of an organism becomes 
apparent. Thus, if a band of collagen encircling a blood vessel 
shrank to two-thirds its original length, the cross-sectional area 
of its lumen would be reduced to less than 44% of its original area, 
diminishing blood flow through the vessel (at constant pressure) 
by more than 80%.97 

u6Sinex, p. 191. 
97Sinex, p. 192. 
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Sinex himself relied upon the theory of absolute reaction rates 
in order to estimate the rate at which such thermal denaturation of 
collagen may occur in vivo at 38°C. Using data on kangaroo tail 
tendon collected by C. E. Weir, Sinex arrived at the figures shown 
below: ! 

TABLE 1
 
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON
 

SHRINKAGE OF KANGAROO TAIL TENDONu8
 
TEMPERATURE TIME REQUillED FOR ONE-HALF SHRINKAGE
 

(CENTIGRADE) SECONDS OR
 

~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t~~ ig:~.::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~.77;~:
~
 
48 ' 5.41 x 101

; •• _•••• _. __ ••• __ •••• __ ••••••••3.58 mos. 
53 1.77 x 10" _ ..1.92 dys.58 --._ __ 6.45 x 103 1.79 hrs. 
63 _. ._ L_._ ~ 2.49 x 102 _ _ .4.32 min. 

·Calculated from dad of C. E. Weir, J. Research Nat. Bur. Standards, 42,17 
(1949) assuming that the heat of activation is 141 kcal/mole and the entropy 
of activation is 349 call mole-degree. . 
(December 22, 1958), p. 20. 

Similar data collected by Kohn and Rollerson is consistent with 
the view that changes observed in the swelling capacity of collagen 
are also the result of gradual thermal denaturation at body tem
perature.Gn This ltmds additional validity to Sinex's premise. 

TABLE 2
 
CALCULATED TIMES REQUIRED FOR THERMAL
 

CONVERSION OF EXPANSIBLE TO NON-EXPANSIBLE
 
COLLAGEN AT BODY TEMPERATUREloO
 

TENDON AGE (YRS.) , TIME REQUIRED (YRS.) 
11 _ __ ._.. __ ._ _. ~._. .. _. __ .._ __ ._.. _53.0 
14 __ __ _. _ _ __.. __ 8.8 
20 ~ _ 72.7 
20.._ _ , ,.._ 13.1 
24 _ ,._.,. __ __ .._ .. ,. .__ 54.5 
28._ _ _.._.. __ .. __ .__ .. __ _ 108.3 
29 _ __ __ __ , 17.1 
30 _ .. _ __ 58.8 

Further evidence to support the assumption that thermal dena
turation of collagen occurs in vivo at a sufficient rate to playa role 
in senescence was furnished by Pankhurst's study of a phenomenon 
which he termed "incipient shrinkage."l01 His experiments showed 
that heat treatment at 45°C decreased the ability of collagen to 

98Ibid. 
PPRobert Kohn and Edward Rollerson, "Studies on the Effect of Heat and' 

Age in Decreasing Ability of Human Collagen to Swell in Acid," 1. Ceront., 
XIV (January, 1959), p.14. 

looIbid. 
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absorb water as well as providing some indication of the rate at 
which it is affected. Untreated, air-dried collagen absorbed 126 
gm. of water upon immersion; however, collagen heated for eighty 
days at 45°C and 100% humidity absOIbed only 75 gm. of water. 
Pankhurst concluded that, if 75 gm. was the amount of water ab
sorbed by collagen subjected to maximum incipient shrinkage at 
45°C, then the process could be regarded as half completed by the 
eleventh day. Therefore, in terms of "incipient shrinkage" experi
ments, denaturation by heat occurs fairly quickly at temperatures 
not too far outside of the normal phYSiological range. In other 
words, the same process might proceed in vivo at a finite rate. 

Finally, Sinex points to the data in Table 3 as representative of 
the correlation existing between the environment in which an ani
mal exists and the critical shrinkage temperature of its collagen. 
Although such figures do not prove that senescence is necessarily 
a result of collagen denaturation caused by heat, nevertheless they 
do suggest this as a possibility.l°2 

TABLE 3
 
SOME THERMAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
 

THE COLLAGENS OF FISH AND MENlO:]
 

CRITICAL 

SIIDINKING LETHAL 

SPECIES TEMPERATUBE TEMPERATURE 

(CENTIGRADE) (CENTIGRADE) 

Cold Water Fish 33-44 21-28 
Warm Water Fish 49-58 31-37 
Man 60-62 43-45 

Sinex's proposal prompted other investigators to explore further 
the possibility that the aging of collagen was a result of thermal 
denaturation. For example, Kohn and Rollerson compared the 
effects of age and heat on certain additional properties of colla
gen.104 Among these was its acid solubility. As shown below, 
the greatest amount of soluble collage was found in very young 
tendons; while, as a group the young tendons contained a much 
larger percentage of soluble collagen than did the old ones. In 
comparison, heat treatment consistently diminished the amount of 
soluble collagen in tendons. (see figure 9, p. 144) 

lOlSinex, "Aging and Lability of Irreplaceable Molecules," p. 192. 
l02Sinex, p. 103. 
l03lbid. 
l04Robert Kohn and Edward Rollerson, "Effect of Age and Heat on Human 

Collagenous Tissue," AMA Arch. Path., LXVIII (September, 1959), pp. 
316-320. 
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TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE OF COLLAGEN IN EACH TENDON 

. WHICH IS SOLUBLE IN ACIDlo5 
YOUNG GROUP OLD GROUP
 

AGE, YRS. %SOLUBLE COLLAGEN AGE, YRS. %SOLUBLE COLLAGEN
 

1._ _.._. __ _ _.93 54 25
 
1._._ _ ' _..93 58 _ _._ _ __ 5
 
2_._ _ _ 62 59 ~8
 
3.._ __ __ _ '_ _ 27 62 _ 0
 
4 _ _._._ _, .._ __.19 65.._ _ _ _ 9
 

10.._.. __ _.' __37 68_ 13 
15 .;. _ 36 69 14 
27 _ _ _ __ .39 70 _ 35 
28- _. _ __ ._ 0 73 13 
39._.__ _ _.._.._.24 78 _ _.6 

80 _ _ 27 

The acid- and base-binding capacity of tendon was also studied 
in relation to both 'aging and heat treatment. The overall shape of 
the titration curve showed no variation with age as was true also 
for the acid-binding ability. On the other hand, results showed 
that significantly more base was fixed by young tendons than by 
old. Similarly, at pH 10 heat treatment exerted a strong negative 
effect on the base-binding capacity of tendon. 

Kohn and Rollerson explained the above results on the basis' of 
structural changes in the basic collagen molecule. The loss of acid 
solubility was attributed to an aggregation of collagen fibrils to 
form larger fibers which fail to disperse in acid. Although this was 
only postulated for aging, it is an established fact that thermal 
denaturation gives rise to molecular aggregations with increased 
particle weight.l°6 In the case of changes in base-binding capacity, 
several pOSSible causes were suggested, including the obvious one 
of a decreased number of acidic groups, although there is no evi
dence of any age-associated changes in collagen composition. 
Another suggestion considered the role of acid polysaccharides in 
accordance with the reduction of the gel/fiber ratio noted by Sobel 
and Marmorsten. However, any influence exerted by this was 
also based on increased associations with age between molecules. 
This would conceivably "mask" many acid groups, rendering them 
inaccessible to titration. Heat would presumably have a similar 
effect by promoting molecular aggregations. , 

The observation that heat treatment exerts influences on the 
swelling ability, acid solubility, and base-binding ability of tendon 

l05Kohn and RoBerson, p. 317. 
l06Kohn and RoBerson, p. 319. 
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similar to those inflicted by aging supports the view that collagen 
senescence may be due to thermal denaturation. However, even 
though heat may promote age-like changes, such a reaction is not 
necessarily of the first order, since a variety of other agents may 
also contribute to the aging process. This was emphasized in a 
subsequent study by Kohn and Rollerson on the aging of collagen 
and its susceptibility to the lytic action of the enzyme collagenase. 
The expressed purpose of this study was to demonstrate that not 
all age-relaed changes in human collagen are satisfactorily ex
plained by thermal denaturation. 

The data revealed by the second study indicated that the de
creased susceptibility to collagenase with age may be due to a 
chemical interaction between collagen and some metabolite acting 
in the role of a tanning agent.107 The fact that heat treatment of 
young collagen failed to indicate a loss of such susceptibility sug
gested the absence of any such agent in young collagen which 
could react with it at an accelerated rate during heating. Conse
quently, it appears best to postulate that the aging of collagen 
occurs by a least two mechanisms. In view of the fact that in 
vitro heat treatment gives rise to age-liek changes, together with 
the prolonged exposure in vivo to body heat which collagen is 
known to undergo, it would indeed be difficult to escape the ob
vious conclusion that thermal denaturation plays a substantial role 
in senescence. At the same time, however, the results obtained by 
Kohn and Rollerson show that additional chemical alterations 
occur in collagen with time. 

Thus, gerontologists appear to have taken a giant step towards a 
solution of the aging mystery. Nevertheless, a multitude of ques
tions remain unanswered. For example, what additional altera
tions are hypothesized to take place during the aging of macro
molecules? "What are the causative agents behind such changes? 
More importantly, what are the logical implications of this new 
knowledge in regards to the aging of the whole organism? 

Such questions provided the impetus for continued gerontolo
gical research at the basic macromolecular level which yielded the 
latest and most widely held view of senescence - the cross-linkage 
theory. 

l07Robert Kohu and Edward Rollerson, "Aging of Humau Collagen in Rela
tion to Susceptibility to the Action of Collagenase," /. Ceront., XV (Janu
ary, 1960), p.12. 
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F,ig. 9 Effect 01 heating tendon at 56'C on percentage of 
acid-soluble collagen 
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Time at W'C, minutes 

Age 01 tendon in years is indicated on each curve. 

(Afle; Kohn and Rollccson, A~fA Arch. I'utll., LXVIII (September, 195()}, 
. p.317.) 
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Cross-Linkage Theory 

Introduction 

With advancing chronological age, an organism manifests a 
slowed rate of metabolism, a loss of tissue elasticity, increased 
brittleness in bone and cartilage, a loss of water-binding capacity, 
and above all, reduced resistance to diseases and trauma of every 
type. Intense examination of possible causes for such physiologi
cal alterations led to an interpretation rooted in polymer chemiStry 
- more specmcally, protein polymer chemistry. Struck by the 
similarities between gelatin, accidently overtanned by fm:malde~ 

hyde, and tough senescent tissue, Johan Bjorksten proposed the 
following de£nition of aging in 1962: 

Aging is an unfortunate biological accident brought about by 
the tanning of tissue proteins, including collagen, by metabolic 
products and other ingested substances potentially capable of 
inducing cross-linkage,108 

The phenomenon of cross-linkage referred to by Bjorksten occurs 
when a molecule possessing two or more reactive groups interacts 
with one protein molecule at one of these groups and with a s(lcond 
molecule of protein at another reactive group. The end result is 
formation of an entirely new molecule, whose molecular weight 
equals the sum of the weights of the cross-linked protein molecules. 
Cross-links may be promoted by chemical compounds known as 
cross-linking agents, or they may develop spontaneously. Either 
method leads to the formation of new chemical bonds between ma
cromolecules, usually in the form of hydrogen bonds or stronger 
disul£de linkages in cases where sulfhydryl groups are present. 

Signmcantly, reactions that cause exponentially progressive 
phenomena similar to those manifested in the aging syndrome are 
also associated with the cross-linkage of proteins as well as addi
tional reactions capable of altering protein solubility or suscepti
bility to enzymatic hydrolysis. This is especially important since 
the presence has been established in the bloodstream of numerous 
potential cross-linking agents. 

Initially the cross-linkage theory, which was developed in asso
ciation primarily with connective tissue research, was proposed in 
terms of protein chains only. However, the same cross-linkage 
process is now applied also to nucleic acids, which are known to 
contain amino groups and nucleophilic centers to serve as sites for 
cross-linkage formation. In fact, as early as 1949, Goldacre postu
lated that various alkylating agents joined chromosomes together 

]OSSinex, "Cross-Linkal!,e and Agin~:' p. 173. 
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with covalent cross-linkages prior to mitosis.109 Similarly, Loveless 
suggested in 1951 that bifunctional cross-linking compounds \-"ere 
fifty times more influential in the production of chromosome breaks 
than their monofunctional counterparts,uo Finally, a paper pre
sented by Alexander and Lett (1960) reported the occurrence of 
cross-links when DNA came into contact\-vith bifunctional mus
tards. lll Thus, the cross-linkage theory also considers the im
portance of the genetic material in the aging process. More im
portant from the standpoint of this treatise, such findings indicate 
how the concept of cross-linkage in collagen carries implications 
concerning the state of other macromolecules. 

The majority of such cross-linkages are correctable, especially 
those occurring in' rapidly metabolizing cells where cross-linked 
material is broken down by cathepsins and molecules are resyn
thesized in their original state.' However, when cross-links occur 
at points blocking enzyme action or during a time when a key 
event in cell life is taking place, the effect becomes irreversible. 
An example of the latter consists of cross-links occurring beh"een 
DNA molecules in parallel chromosomes during anaphase. In 
regard to such events, an element of chance governs the ultimate 
role of cross-linkage and the rate at which it affects the organism. 

Cross-linking Agents 
As noted above, the presence of cross-linking agents in the blood 

is well-known. In fact, the following table has been prepared indi
cating not only the type of cross-linking agents available, but also 
the normal concentration of each to be expected.. 

TABLE 5 
POTENTIAL CROSS-LINKING AGENTS 

IN THE BLOODll2 
AGENT CONCENTRATION 

Acetaldehyde 0.1 mg/l00cc 
Methyl guanidine 0.2-0.3 mg/lOOcc 
Alpha ketoglutaric acid 0.2-0.9 mg/lOOcc 
Pyruvic acid 0.4-2.04 mg/l00cc 
Alpha keto acids o -3.1 mg/lOOcc 

(only generically identined) 
Citric acid 1.3-6.0 mg/lOOcc 

l09Johan Bjorksten and Fred Andrews, "Chemical Mechanisms Underlying 
the Biological Mechanisms of the Aging Process," ]. Amer. Geriat. Soc., 
XII (July, 1964), p. 627. 

l1°Ibid. 
lllIbid. 
112Johan Bjorksten, "A Common Molecular Basis for the Aging Syndrome," 

]. Amer. Geriat. Soc., VI (October, 1958), p. 740. . 
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Malic acid O.lcO.9 mg/100cc 
Fumaric acid, in rat 0.3 mg/100cc 
Succinic acid 0.5 mg/100cc 
Silicon 33-63 g/100cc 
Lead 18-19 g/100cc 
Aluminum 15-40 g/100cc 
Copper 73-115 g/100cc 
Iron 43-52 g/100cc 
Manganese 0-25 g/100cc 
Zinc 488-1272 g/10Occ 

The next logical step in the investigation of possible cross-linking 
agents was determining what type of compounds fitted this role in
sofar as structural requisites were concerned. To this end R. A. 
Milch undertook a series of experimental studies in an attempt to 
determine the reactions of assorted intermediary metabolites with 
collagen. 

In one study of the effects of such metabolies on the swelling 
properties of collagen, Milch found that only those compounds 
with (1) a hydroxylated aromatic ring, (2) an unsaturated alipha
tic linkage, or (3) an aldehyde group were capable of stablizing 
hide preparation against the swelling effects of pH or the degrada
tive influences of collagenaseya In earlier studies Milch had re
vealed that monomeric dihydroxy compounds such as gentisic or 
homogentisic acids in reality failed to cross-link collagen prepara
tions, and he reached the same conclusion in the present study con
cerning pH stabilization in the presence of compowlds with un
saturated aliphatic linkages.l14 Observed values in the presence 
of monomeric aliphatic aldehydes, on the other hand, presumably 
indicated actual cross-linking effects. Therefore, in the case of 
swelling studies, activity was apparently restricted to monomeric 
or minimally polymerized aldehyde solutions. 

In relation to thermal shrinkage, Milch surveyed approximately 
two hundred biological compounds, including analogues and de
rivatives of all known major intermediary metabolitesYu Among 
the Krebs cycle and carbohydrates metabolites, only three com
pounds possessed the ability to increase the isotonic shrinkage 
temperatures of collagen, thus indicating cross-linkage activity. 
These included glyceraldehyde, pyruvaldehyde, and acetaldehyde. 
All other metabolic intermediaries, including the "ketone bodies," 
were inactive. In respect to the amino acid metabolites, only the 

113R. A. Milch, "Studies of Collagen Tissue Aging: Interaction of Certain 
Intermediary Metabolites with Collagen," Gerontologia, VII (1963), p. 133. 

114Milch, p. 134. 
115Milch, pp. 135-38. 
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monoaldehyde derivatives gave comparable results. Milch's test 
of lipid components supported the above tendency, since onlylow 
molecular weight aldehyde derivatives, such as crotonaldehyde or 
acrolein, increased shrinkage temperatures. Similar results were 
produced by short chain dialdehydes, such as glyoxal or glutaralde
hyde, as well as dialdehyde derivatives of certain Krebs cycle in
termediates. It was also found that introduction of an aromatic 
nucleus, adjacent to the aldehyde group led to complete loss of 
effect as far as 4lcreased shrinkage temperature values were 
concerned. ' 

. Among the age-associated changes is connective.tissue discussed 
earlier, it was noted that senescence had the-net effect of producing 
an apparent increase in the stability of collagen structure, much 
after the manner utilized in the tanning of hides.. Accordingly, 
Milch ascribed cross-linking ability only to those metabolites 
which, upon reaction with one or more collagen preparations, im
paired significant stabilization to the collagen lattice in relation to 
untreated preparations.ll6 Based upon this criterion, Milch's data 
revealed that only aliphatic aldehyde compounds are capable of 
cross-linkage in vitro.. 

However, K. H. Gustavson states that the mere presence of alde
hyde groups in itself is not the sole prerequisite for cross-linkage; 
rather, additional chemical andsteric conditions as well as some 
very specific stmctural requirements are necessary for the posses
sion of cross-linkage activity.ll7 Thus he supplements the condi~ 
tions established by Milch for cross-linking agents. One absolute 
criterion for such compounds is the presence of a terminal formyl 
group. Similarly, the alpha carbon atoms of molecules with cross
linking ability must have an active, electron-withdrawing group 
attached, such as C--..:.C, CHOH, or C=O substituents. In the case 
of compounds with only one or two carbon atoms, this condition is 
fu)filled by the presence of at least one reactive hydrogen atom. 
G~stavson also maintains that the alpha carbon cannot be linked 
to aliphatic chains exceeding one or two carbon atom.s in length. 
In view of this, the maximum length of a crOss-linking monoalde
hyde molecule (assuming the' simplest structural configuration 
possible) cannot exceed four carbon atoms (6-7 angstroms). At 
the same time, substitution of any or all positions on the aliphatic 
chain by either an aromatic or isoprenoid nucleus deprives a com
pound of its cross-linking activity. 

116Milch, p. 144.
 

117Milch, p. 145.
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Fig. 10 - Postulated Cross-Linkage Mechanisms 
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Further chemical analysis revealed additional characteristics of 
cross-linking agents. For example, since neither sodium glyoxalate 
nor d-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate proved capable of inducing 
cross-linkage, it w~s deduced that such agents also require a ter
minal hydrogen atom on the penultimate carbon atompS Furfh
more, the aliphatic monoaldehydes must exist in a monomeric or 
minimally polymerized state in solution in order to retain their 
reactivity. In actual fact, most exist in water in the glycol rather 
than the aldehyde or free carbonyl form. 

An analysis of all potential cross-linking agents found in the body 
in terms of the above criteria shows that only a few structurally 
analogous, comparatively Simple intermediary metabolites ulti
mately qualify as possible in vivo cross-linking agents for native 
collagen or other ~acromolecules. 

Interaction between collagen and these cross-linking agents 
occurs over a wide'range of pH, concentration and ionic strength
all of which are cQmparable to coresponding conditions in the ex
tracellular body fluid of mammals. Moreover, these agents appear 
to be highly speCific since no cross-linkage is promoted under 
similar conditions between such aldehydes and other connective 
tissue components. In other words, glyceraldehyde promotes no 
aggregations involving the· chondroitin sulfate of the ground 
substance. 

A stereochemical consideration of the compounds involved sug
gests that aldehyde-collagen or aldehyde-gelatin interactions pro
bably proceed with the initial formation of aminomethyol deriva
tives ( - NH-GH20H) of primary and secondary, but not tertiary 
amines and amides.1l9 The hydroxyl group in such derivations is 
highly reactive, especially toward groups containing an active 
hydrogen atom. During such a reaction, a water molecule is split 
off and a methylene bridge of the general form R-NH-CH2-NH-R' 
is established between the molecules. The resulting compounds, 
devoid of reactive hydrogen atoms, may range from those of low 
molecular weights to highly complex resins. Observations of such 
products indicatethat they are characterized by increasing hard
ness and stability toward the effects of heat, enzymes and chemical 
reagents. 

W. P. Jencks reports that non-reactive aldehydes behave as uni
functional agents, forming intrachain internally-compensated car
binolamine intermediates, R2-C(OH)-NHR, and Schiff bases 
(R-CH=NR) with basic as well as keto-imide groups of gelatin 

118Ibid. 
319Milch, p. 146. 
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macromolecules,12° This results in the formation of a rather un. 
reactive compound due to the unipotential action between the 
carbonyl group of the aldehyde and the amino group. Dialde· 
hydes, on the other hand, such as glutaraldehyde, may react with 
collagen either by forming methylene bridges or by forming Schiff 
bases at both ends. In the latter event, cross.linkage would de· 
pend upon the formyl group at one end of the dialdehyde molecule 
reacting with the amino group of a protein chain, while that at the 
other end would react in a similar fashion with the amino group 
of yet another molecule. The resulting products would be of the 
general type R1N=CH-Ro-CH=NR2, similar in behavior to com
pounds with multiple methylene bridges. In such a case, chain 
length would be a critical factor. An increase in the length of the 
dialdehyde chain is stereochemically associated with a decrease in 
cross-linkage activity. 

Regardless of the nature of the reactants or the specific mechan
ism involved, the reaction of aliphatic monoaldehydes and dialde. 
hydes with collagen requires two definite steps. The first consists 
ofan intramolecular reaction during which the normally stabilizing 
bonds of the protein molecule are destroyed by the aldehyde agent. 
This is followed by the intermolecular cross-linking reaction in 
which the aldehyde agent reacts with two of the groups freed in 
step one. The end product of such reactions is a collagen bundle 
which exhibits many, if not all, of the cardinal features of aged 
connective tissue. 

Nature of Cross-links 
In view of the variety of potential cross-linking agents available 

in the normal body environment and their demonstrated reactivity 
with proteins and nucleic acids under normal physiological condi
tions, it seems only reasonable that several types of cross-links may 
be involved simultaneously in senescence. Indeed, this appears 
to be the actual situation. 

Aldehyde linkages have already been discussed. In addition, 
stronger bonds are formed in quinone cross-links which are hydro
thermally irreversible and show a resistance at least to trypsin.121 

Quinones react readily with amines to form 2, 5-derivatives. 
Furthermore, the Widespread distribution of quinones in the or
ganism greatly enhances the probability of such cross-linkages. 
Of greater significance is the fact that adrenaline is biologically 

120W. P. Jencks, "Studies on the Mechanisms of Oxime and Semicarbazone 
Fonnation," /. Amer. Chern. Soc., LXXXI (1959), pp. 475-81; as cited in 
Milch, p. 147. 

121Johan Bjorksten, "Aging: Present Status of our Chemical Knowledge," /. 
Amer. Geriat. Soc., X (February, 1962), p. 131. 
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oxidized to an orthoquinone, and orthoquinones are' e},:tremely 
strong cross-linking agents. 

The effects of silicon as a cross-linking agent have been insuffici
ently studied, although its derivatives can cross-link proteins, giv
ing rise to theoretically stable bonds. In addition, in 1958 Bjorksten 
suggested the posisbility that dibasic acids such as those occurring 
in the Krebs cycle may also have a cross-linking role in senes
cence.122 This hypothesis was based upon work by Allan and 
Napier (1949), who reported that certain simple esters of dibasic 
acids are capable of cross-linking polyamide polymers.123 . Also, in 
1954 Collman showed how very stable amide-type cross-linkages 
were rapidly formed at room temperature when an ester of dibasic 
acid reacts with a chain molecule of molecular weight greater than 
1000 with at least t~ee extra catenic amino groups.124 Any protein 
or nucleic acid fulfills these requirements. 

In addition, Bjorksten's postulate has important clinical implica
tions. If such "leakage" of dibasic acids from the Krebs cycle does 
playa significant part in macromolecular immobilization through 
cross-linkage, it explains why over-eating shortens an organism's 
life expectancy. An excessive caloric intake would produce larger 
quantities of dibasic acid intermediates from the Krebs cycle, 
thereby providing a larger supply of cross-linking agents and im
proving the probability of amide-type crOSS-linkage formation. 

In view of such hypothetical considerations, together with con
siderable supportive experimental evidence, the cross-linkage 
theory with ten criteria set up by the noted gerontologist and 
phenomena paralleling the changes associatd with aging. '. 
Evaluation of the Cross-Linkage Theory 

From the preceding discussion, the cross-linkage theory appears 
to present a plausible explanation for aging or for phenomena 
paralleling the changes assoicated with aging. Although' a com
paratively recent development, its widespread acceptance by ger
ontologists provides a strong testimonial to its credibility. This is 
even more firmly established by a comparison of the cross-linkage 
theory with ten criteria set up by Nathan Shock for determining 
the validity of aging theories in general. These criteria include 
the following: 

1.	 The probability of death increases logarithmically with age, 
whereas measurements on functional capacities decrease 
linearly with time. 

2.	 Longevity is related to genetic characteristics. 

122Bjorksten, p. 132. 
123/bid. 
lOu/bid. 
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3.	 Males show shorter life spans than females. 
4.	 Life span is influenced by diet. 
5.	 In pOikilothermal animals, the life span is shortened by in

creasing the temperature and lengthened by decreasing it. 
6.	 Exposure to nonlethal doses of radiation shortens the life span. 
7.	 Rate of change with age differs among different aging systems. 
8.	 With increasing age, there is a reduction in reserve capacities 

to withstand stress. 
9.	 Age changes are greater in total animal (organ) performance 

than in intracellular biochemical processes. 
10.	 Age changes increase with the complexity of the performance 

measured. 

In respect to the first criterion, cross-linkage is a random reaction 
between molecules which are constantly present; consequently, it 
may be expected to proceed linearly throughout the lifespan. In 
addition, the similarity between the viscosity curve, a result of 
cumulative cross-linkage, and the mortality curve has already been 
pointed out; both increase logarithmically. 

Secondly, cross-linkage occurs under the auspices of general 
body metabolsim, the rate and details of which are determined 
genetically. Of particular interest is the difference in longevity 
between the sexes. According to one another, this may depend 
upon the additional chromosome in the female, which increases 
that organism's total protoplasmic mass, thereby adding to its 
reserves.125 As a result, the situation prevails where the female has 
more active protoplasm available than the male for the same or 
lower level of metabolic activity. This leads to the supposition that 
more cross-linkage can be tolerated by the female since she has a 
larger reserve of protoplasm. Consequently, the female sex may 
be expected to exhibit greater longevity. 

The cross-linkage theory also provides a basis for predictions 
concerning the dietary influence upon aging. During a low caloric 
intake, metabolism proceeds smoothly to its innocuous end
products, carbon dioxide and water. Intermediates are processed 
without time for deleterious side reactions. An excessive intake of 
calories, however, leads to an accumulation of metabolic inter
mediates. For the most part, these intennediates are bifunctional 
and react readily at body temperature to form cross-links with 
proteins and nucleic acids. Therefore, excessive caloric intake 
shortens the individual's lifespan. 

The cross-linkage theory responds equally well to the challenge 
posed by the remaining criteria. For example, a decrease in body 

125Ibid.. 
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temperature slows down all body reactions, and those which con
tribute to senescence, including cross-linkage, are no exception. 
Similarly, the relationship of radiation to the production of free 
radicals, which act in the capacity of cross-linkers, has already been 
mentioned. Only one step removed from this consideration is the 
hypothesis that radiation shortens an animal's lifespan by inducing 
greater cross-linkage of its macromolecules. This is by no means 
a radical suggestion, since radiation is employed technically to 
cross-link polyethylene and other polymers. 

The fact that different organ systems or species vary widely in 
their metabolic chemical processes leads to differences in their in
clividual rates of aging. This characteristic feature of senescence 
is predictable on the basis of the cross-linkage theory. In contrast, 
the genetic theory of aging encounters considerable difficulty in ex
plaining such differences. Since it depends essentially on the 
presence of the sa~e four basic chemicals in all cells, proponents of 
the genetic theory cannot explain variation in aging rates without 
making numerous auxiliary assumptions. The ability of the cross
linkage theory to cope with this phenomenon successfully has been 
a major factor in its increased acceptance. 

The fact that cross-linkage and its resultant immobilization of 
proteins and nucleic acids is a progressive phenomenon helps ex
plaiIl the reduced ability on the part of an aged organism to with
stand stress. Immobilization by means of cross-link formation 
gradually depletes an organism's store of active molecules, thereby 
reducing the animal's capacity to meet the challenge of environ
mental flux. Consequently, elements of stress begin to take their 
toll. It is generally accepted that the changes which relate to the 
whole organism exceed those manifested at the cellular level or, 
in other words, the reliability of the entire system decreases at a 
faster pace than that of its individual parts.126 The governing 
element in this situation is the probability of a coincidence of im
perfections in the various "parts" of an organism. The same con
sideration holds true for the tenth criterion. In both instances, 
cross-linkage merely provides the conditions necessary for aging 
to occur; the actual senescent alterations exhibited by a particular 
organ depend upon the nature and function of the organ itself. 

Relation of Cross-linkage to Other Aging Theories 
One of the primary attributes of this theory is its ability to serve 

as a common denominator for the myriad hypotheses concerning 
senescence. A good illustration of this is provided by the genetic 
theory of aging, which is easily incorporated into the more general 

126Bjorksten, "Aging: Present Status of Chemical Knowledge," p. 130.. 
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concept of cross-linkage. The genetic theory by itself is an inade
quate explanation for the many and varied symptoms associated 
with the aging syndrome. Not only does it fail to account for 
wide discrepancies in aging rates between different species, but 
it also fails to explain the dependence of the aging rate on caloric 
intake as welI as the short lifespans of certain individuals. These 
difficulties are easily resolved when vie\ved within the framework 
of macromolecular cross-linkage. In the case of collagen, for ex
ample, the rate of senescence resulting from increased cross-link
age is determined by intrinsic and extrinsic factors in combination 
with the genetic influence.127 The latter is responsible for the fact 
that collagen ages in three years in the rat, in ten to twenty years 
in bovines, and in fifty to seventy years in humans.128 Intrinsic 
agents, such as the endocrine secretions, together with extrinsic 
environmental stresses influence the organism's internal milieu in 
such a way as to facilitate cross-linkage formation. Thus, only 
when viewed in terms of and as a possible sequel to the cross
linkage of chromosomal material, does the genetic theory assume 
the breadth and flexibility necessary to explain senescence. 

In a similar fashion, the cross-linkage theory in no way negates 
the interpretation of aging as the gradual immobilization of ma
cromolecules; it is simply presented as the most probable mechan
ism, although certainly not the only one, by which such immobili
zation occurs. Two features in particular give cross-linkage pre
ference over other postulated mechanisms.129 Of prime import
ance is its universal nature - as general as that of aging itself. 
Secondly, a very small amount of cross-linking agent can have a 
very Wide-spread effect upon the body's macromolecules. In con
trast, the radiation and free radical mechanisms of Szilard and 
Harmann, while perfectly tenable, cannot be regarded as major 
mechanisms of senescence. Investigations have shown, for ex
ample, that a ten-fold increase in the amount of radiation received 
from cosmic sources during an entire lifetime would still be in
sufficient to cause protein immobilization on the scale observed in 
aged individuals.130 Thermal denaturation has also been refuted 
as a major mechanism of aging, since denatured proteins usualIy 
remain susceptible to enzymatic attack which returns them to the 

121Frederic Verzar, "Factors vVhich Influence the Aging Velocity of Collagen, 
Excerpta Medica, Sect. XX, Gerontology and Ge'fiatrics, VIII (January, 
1965), p. 15. 

128Ibid. 
129Bjorksten and Andrews, "Comparison of Mortality and Viscosity Curves," 

p.634. 
130Bjorksten and Andrews, p. 635. 
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metabolic cycIe. l3l In view of these considerations, together with 
its ability to account for a wide range of experimental data, the 
cross-linkage theory of macromolecular immobilization is at pres
ent regarded as the bestexplanation for the aging process. 

SENESCENCE: A THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERAnON 

The preceding pages have witnessed an attempt to characterize 
the morphology of changes occurring with age in one of the body's 
major components, namely its connective tissue. At the same time, 
an effort has been made to present a plausible explanation of the 
causative mechanism behind these senescent alterations, based on 
the latest knowledge of body structure and function at the gross as 
well as the molecular level. . 

A brief summary yields the following resume of current geronto
logical research in the real~ of connective tissue aging. Senescent 
changes in the connective tissue center around its major protein 
constituent - collagen. With age both the ground substance and 
elastin are found to decrease with a concomitant increase of non
elastic collagen. As an organism ages its connective tissue becomes 
more rigid, and interferes with the transport of materials to and 
from cells. This tendency toward increased stability is believed to 
arise from protein immobilization due chiefly to the formation of 
cross-links between collagen molecules. The cross-linkages them
selves are seen to consist primarily of hydrogen and disulfide 
bonds. Furthermore, these cross-links are viewed as the natural 
result of Brownian movement, which allows associated macro
molecules to find their closest "fit," i.e., the arrangement which is 
most stable. 

This last observation suggests the basic framework within the 
confines of which senescence of the connective tissue or of the 
organism as a whole occurs. Aging must ultimately be considered 
in terms of the fundamental thermodynamiC principles which gov
ern the fluctuating protoplasmiC systems of animate beings. A con
sideration of these principles in relation to living organisms alone 
provides an insight into the true nature of the process known as 
senescence. 

The classical laws of thermodynamiCS were originally calculated 
in terins of the "isolated system," i.e., one in which. there is no 
energy transfer either to or from the environment. In direct con
trast to this, a living organism exhibits a condition referred to as 

131Bjorksten and Andrews, p. 636. 
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an "open system," which describes the input as well as output of 
material and change of components which this state character
izes.132 In addition, since true chemical equilibrium is never at
tained in a cell or organism until after death, living systems main
tain a dynamic condition referred to as a "steady state."133 Both 
the "open system" and the 'steady state" concepts differ funda
mentally from the "closed system" of classical thennodynamics. l34 

For example, the second law of thennodynamics requires a closed 
system to reach a time-independent state of equilibrium with maxi
mum entropy and minimum free energy. An open system, on the 
other hand, may attain a time-independent state in which the sys
tem as a whole remains constant, in spite of a continuous How of 
component materials. Even more basic is the fact that chemical 
equlibria in a closed system are based on reversible reactions, 
whereas the steady state as a whole is irreversible and many of its 
individual reactions may also be irreversible. A closed system 
exhibits no energy requirement for its preservation nor can energy 
be obtained from it; however, in the case of living organisms, the 
opposite condition is necessary to maintain an animal's working 
capacity - energy must be supplied and energy is produced. In 
addition, the steady state ratio of components depends only upon 
the system constants, not upon environmental conditions. 

These characteristics of the steady state, detennined mathema
tically on a theoretical basis, are also the characteristics of organic 
metabolism.ls5 Maintenance of a constant ratio of. components 
amidst a continuous How of materials is the concern of both. In 
fact, metabolism is the mechanism by which the steady state is 
maintained. As a result, even in the face of varying nutrition and 
at different absolute sizes, the basic composition of an organism 
remains unaltered. Also, after any disturbance a living system 
reestablishes its steady state. Thus, a general property of living 
organisms is the capacity for self-regulation. 

The energy required for maintenance of the steady state is ex
pressed in the following mathematical equation: 

dA = 'fl-K k xa*RTlnTl x * = concentration in steady statea 
d t TI K k 1 = reaction velocity in steady state 

1 

K=~ =·equilibrium constant 

k z 
Tl=~ :: steady state constant 

k z 
132Ludwig; yon Bertalanffy. "The Theory of Open Systems in Physics and 

Biology," Science, eXI (January 13, 1950), p. 23. 
133Ibid. 
134Ibid. 
135yon Beltalanffy, p. 24. 
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In the living organism this energy is ohtained from catabolic re
actions consisting mainly of oxidation. These reactions are 
coupled with anabolic reactions and provide the energy necessary 
for the synthesis of compounds required to maintain the steady 
state. In the case of cellular components, the main anabolic re
action is dehydrosynthesis, giving rise to proteins from amino acids 
and polysaccharides from simple sugars. When examined from 
the classical viewpoint of the closed system, this process was 
thought to require little energy. In areality, however, the situation 
is quite different. I In the first place, high molecular weight com
pounds must be maintained at concentrations far from equilibrium; 
and secondly, in the reversible relationship between amino acids 
and proteins or simple sugars and polysaccharides, the indicated 
equilibrium is on the side of the splitting products. This is con
fumed by the ease of hydrolysis and extreme difficulty of dehydro
synthesis in vitro. In other words, the steady state constant Tis 
significantly differ~nt from the equilibrium constant, K. This fact 
also helps to explain the apparently low 'efficiency" of living or
ganisms: a tremendous amount of energy is consumed in the work 
of maintaining a steady state. laG 

In view of these considerations, the principles of physics and 
phYSical chemistry have been extended and generalized to deal 
with the existing situation in living organisms. The results have 
been most instructive. According to thermodynamic principles 
entropy must increase in all irreversible processes, which means 
that S for a closed system is always positive. In the open systems 
of living organisms, however, not only is there an entropy produc
tion due to irreversible processes, but the organism also (accord
ing to Schrodinger) "feeds" on neg~tivp. p.ntropy,hy accepting 
complex molecules, utilizing their energy and returning simpler 
end-products to the environment.la7 Therefore, living matter can 
temporarily avoid an increase in entropy by maintaining itself in 
a steady state through the importation of compounds rich in free 
energy. The overall entropy relationship for a liVing organism has 
been expressed by Prigogine: 1118 

dS (open system) = deS + diS 

The term deS refers to the change of entropy by import from the 
environment; diS is the production of entropy by irreversible pro
cesses in the system itself, including chemical reactions, diffusion 
and heat transport. According to the second law of thermodynam

136von Bcrtalanffy, p. 25. 
1 37vOn Bertalanffy, p. 26. 
138Ibid. 
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ics, the latter term (diS)must always be positive in value; however, 
deS may be either positive or negative. Consequently, the total 
change in an open system may be either positive or negative, which 
shows that living organisms do obey the second law, providing 
they are considered within the proper framework. 

The steady state in an open system is defined, therefore, not by 
maximum entropy, but rather by an approach of minimum entropy 
production.13D This is important when interpreting the second law 
of thermodynamics in its application to living systems. The law 
describes the general trend of events as progressing towards a statc 
of maximum disorder and the gradual, although inevitable, leveling 
down of differences. Higher forms of energy are being constantly 
and irreversibly degraded to heat and the heat gradients are con
tinually disappearing. In regards to these observations, a striking 
contrast appears to exist between animate and inanimate matter. 
During the course of evolution as well as individual development, 
the transition seems to proceed towards higher states of order and 
differentiation with a concurrent increase of complexity. The only 
explanation for this is based upon Prigogine's expression. Since 
dS in an open system decreases, it is possible for animals to develop 
spontaneously in the direction of greater complexity. However, it 
must be remembered that this is possible only at the expense of 
free energy gained from oxidation and other energy-yielding pro
cesses. The entire life-span of an animal, encompassing its growth, 
development, senility and death, thus represents an approach to 
and gradual changes of its steady state. 

These changes in the steady state contribute to a decrease in the 
production of free energy in reactions necessary to maintain the 
system. As a result, with the passage of time a living system mani
fests a tendency to achieve the minimum level of free energy for 
any given set of conditions of temperature (T), pressure (P), 
volume (V) and concentration of reactants (C).HO Assuming these 
four quantities to remain fixed, a system must reproduce a given 
reaction exactly each time a molecule reacts. If this is not ac
complished, new reactions will occur and prevent the proper 
equilibrium from being approached. Similarly, elimination of the 
products from a given reaction is essential in order to keep the 
reaction proceeding in the proper direction, thus sustaining a 
release of energy. The third condition necessary to maintain free 
energy production involves prevention of disproportionation, Le., 
the breakdown of reactants as a result of chance collisions or ab
sorption of energy.141 
139Ibid.
 
14°N. O. Calloway, "A General Theory of Senescence," J. Amer. Geriat. Soc.,
 

XII (September, 1964), p. 856. 
141Calloway, p. 858. 
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As noted above, when a system undergoes senescence it experi
ences a decline in free energy with time. The rate at which this 
decrease occurs depends on the system's efficiency in regards to 
replication, elimination and prevention of disproportionation. The 
principal site for replication in a cell is the nucleus, whose removal 
causes senescence and eventual death. So long as the nucleus re~ 

tains its ability to replicate reactions and eliminate end-products 
of low free energy. or those arising from disproportionation, a cell 
is capable of living forever in the proper environment. (This 
serves as a molecular confirmation of the empirical discovery by 
Child in 1915.) However, under actual in vivo conditions this is 
impossible, since progressive hindrance of environmental com
munication makes it increasingly difficult for a cell to obtain nutri
ents or rid itself of metabolic wastes. This occurs as a result of 
imperfect replication, poor elimination and disproportionation, 
both within the cell and with its external environment, i;e., the 
ground substance. ,142 The result of such impaired communication 
is an insufficient production of free energy and decreased efficiency 
on the part of the cell, which constitutes biologic senescence. 
Carrying this argument one step further, these changes may be 
postulated to arise from an increased cross-linkage of proteins 
within the cell itself and the ground substance as these molecules 
inevitably seek to achieve a lower, more stable energy state. 

Thermodynamic behavior on the part of multicellular organisms 
is especially complex since the cells exist in an internal milieu 
maintained by the organism itself and susceptible to variations in 
the external environment. By altering the internal environment, 
external stimuli may influence intracellular reactions, thus compli
cating the maintenance of efficient replication. Assuming this 
process to occur on the surfaces of the cell organelles, in order for 
a cell to escape senescence it is necessary for all such structures to 
function perfectly. However, disproportionation is known to occur 
on many surfaces due to free radical formation. At the same time, 
any decrease in the efficiency of the cell membrane will seriously 
affect a cell's ability to eliminate normal and abnormal metabolic 
products. Consequently, inasmuch as replication is governed by 
the genetic material, all three properties whose breakdown results 
in senescence may be regarded as inherent in cells. 

However, this must not be misconstrued to mean that senescence 
is a built-in and therefore inescapable mechanism. On the con
trary, although the elements necessary for the conditions leading 
to senescence are present, ultimately chance in the form of sheer 

142Calloway, p. 859. 
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probability also plays a major role. For example, chance collisions 
with molecules from external sources may modify replication and 
give rise to di~proportionation or the chance rearrangement of 
amino acids in proteins can completely alter chemical behavior. 
If, on the other hand, the phenomenon of aging is placed in its 
proper perspective as a natural physiological occurrence, then it 
is also subject to the basic laws of thermodynamics. In this con
text, senesence may be defined as the declining ability on the part 
of a living system to produce sufficient free energy to ward oH an 
increase in entropy.143 Therefore, if gerontolOgists can discover a 
way to prolong the efficient production of free energy, they can 
presumably lengthen an organism's life span. However, an in
definite extension of an animal's existence remains highly im
probable. Eventually, every living system must repay its entropy 
debt to the universe; and immortality must remain an intangible, 
but nevertheless tantalizing myth. 

H31bid. 
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TWO FOR A TOURIST 

By James E. Harvey· 

The way memories remain after a six-month stay in Europe 
seems remarkably random. My many days spent in and around 
the University of Bonn are blurred into vague impressions of place, 
mood, and struggles with a strange tongue. Memories of my Ger
man family and the dormitory where I lived afterwards are some
what sharper, but probably do not do justice to the influence they 
have had on me. 

This is why independent travel is such a vital part of foreign 
study. For although it occupies less time than attending school, it 
yields a high score of exciting and outstanding experiences that are 
impossible to one involved in a particular routine in a particular 
place. Perhaps I shall never fully understand two of my most vivid 
impressions of Germany, but the powerful effect of visiting the site 
of the concentration camp at Dachau and the Cologne Cathedral 
demands attention and suggests a possible growth of wisdom. 

No matter how much a foreign student may feel a part of the 
environment of his studies, when he travels he is basically a tourist. 
He becomes part of a gloriously mixed company that has included 
Americans from Mark Twain, Henry Adams and George Gershwin 
to the latest winner of a soap or cereal contest and a gum-chewing 
businessman exploring expansion opportunities. And as sensitive 
and sophisticated as the American student abroad may believe 
himself to be, he carries with him many of the traits - neck-craning 
curiosity, unabashed naivete, common-sense skepticism, among 
others - that are considered to be characteristic of his countrymen. 
Accordingly, everything is approached as a "sight," a museum 
piece, and he buys a handbook or catalog as a gesture of mastery 
over the place, superstitiously believing he will be able to imprison 
the total experience securely in a scrapbook. Photography is also 
important to this end, of course. 

All the realities of both the Cathedral and Dachau weigh over
whelmingly against the tourist approach, and yet, for the first
timer, for the baSically ignorant adolescent-plus, there is no other 
way to come at such a thing. Thus, I gawked as mindlessly at 
Cologne's intricate spires as I did at Dachau's stark crematories. 

There falls a long blank before the first question is asked or the 
first true reaction registered. This is probably the best time for 

°James Harvey, 'fJ7, of Flint, Michigan is an English major with an active 
interest in journalism. "Two For a Tourist" was co-winner of the 1966 May
nard Owen Williams Pri:l;e for the best essay growing out of the foreign study 
experience. . 
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taking pictures; "T~at's one of the guardhouses" or "This shows the 
center south portal," you can later say meaninglessly. The reason 
is simply that your :camera is always sooner prepared than you are; 
you coddle it and feed it film and look up the next thing on the list 
and go there. Theb you can rather easily check it off and move on 
to the next item. I. . 

But luck was wi,th me at Cologne and Dachau. The power of 
the tourist approach is strong, but is not immune to being occasion
ally subdued. At sdme vague point the clumsy, mechanical tourist's 
attitude wears off knd gives way to an experience on the primary 
level. For examplt I finally saw that the famous twin spires were 
not reaching upwa~d to an atmosphere which we know fades away 
into a cold and dkrk near-vacuum, but towards a real Heaven. 
Every line in the s&ucture could allow no other conclusion; all our

I 
scientific perspectives and death-of-God theologies would not 
negate the meanin1g of the death-of-death theology for which the 
Cologne Cathedral stands. A similar experience took place as I 
stood inside this to1urist-plagued "Sight." Moving my head up and 
down convulsively, from guidebook description to described ob· 
ject, I' sensed howilittle of the Cathedral's reality I was compre
hending. I felt rather saddened by this realization, but what else 
,,'ouldI do? I wa~ a young transient from very far away, with a , I 

Inegligible link to all this. God knows what my ancestors were do
ing when Archbis~op Conrad set his masons to work on the Gothic 
choir in 1248! I 

But as I looked less at my book and tried to draw direct under
standing from my~urroundings, the frustration left me. I gradually 
felt that such comtnunication was what the thousand nameless ar
tisans of the Cathbdral had intended, not scholarly commentary 
about their works lin a printed handbook. The Gero crucifix, for 
instance, confronted me with the mysteriously thorough fleshliness 
of a divinity who ~eems recently to have vanished into permanent 
alienation from mJn, if not something worse. Terrific' gaps in time 
and world-view w11ere secretly being bridged the longer I stayed 
and succumbed to the wonders of another age. 

The absence of kuch a time-problem at Dachau did not prevent 
its being just as retnote from me, nor from posing questions proba
bly harder to sOlve\or even to consider. A numb?ess of terror which 
overtook me the moment I had walked a few feet across its black 
grounds threaten~d to freeze up my receptivity, to keep me as 
comfortable a tourist as possible. 

But thanks to a Ibitter, icy wind, I was not permitted to remain 
comfortable. The heated museum was closing when I arrived, 
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which was probably just as well. 'IDe old frustration - perhaps 
this time more consoling - was there: how can I be expected to 
relate to this? My involvement could not have seemed less, the 
meaning of Dachau ('Duld not have been more hidden from me 
until I mther accidentally came upon the convent that has been 
erected on a few acres of its grounds. The modem huildings were 
engulfed by the countless specters of their surroundings. But 
lamps were burning low and someone was reading aloud in the 
sanctuary. It was a kind of celebration: the first day in the newest 
Year of our Lord. The calendar was coldly moving away from "all 
that," but the fearsome ghosts were insistently calling out the old 
threat, and a new challenge. My camera could not take note of it; 
I, for once, was better prepared. 

As I left the convent grounds and the lonely celebration, the 
bitter air, sweeping across so many nameless graves, reminded me 
of the limits of hope and the limitlessness of guilt. Each pebble I 
shufHed over might have represented a human life; it might be 
difficult for me to avoid playing a part in the same tragedy again, 
for all I knew. That endlessly gray sky was not the Heaven toward 
which Cologne's towers stretched. It merely hung timelessly over 
me, waiting, prOVOking wonder. 

The deepness of these two very diverse experiences demanded, 
and continues to demand, something significant of me. I think of 
the process that follows such events as a kind of assimilation. 
When this occurs, the experience can never join a thousand lifeless 
scrapbook memories; its power continues, manifesting itself in 
action and thought, perhaps imperceptibly. Ido not need to claim 
that any phony miracles resulted from my visits to Dachau and the 
Cologne Cathedral. No ecstatic vision has removed my problems, 
or the world's. The millions of murdered Jews remain beyond my 
imagination, almost beyond belief, just as the mystery of the deity 
suggested at Cologne does. Yet these two victories over ridiculous 
though common obstacles have marked advances in my knowledge 
of both the depths and the heights o( the human spirit. And that 
is, after all, the most real education. 
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BERLIN 

By InaTa Kazekso 

Berlin was a pilgrimage. Sometime in my life, the enemy had to 
be approached, touched, known personally, conquered in some 
small way. And so I went over to the other side every night to 
play the game. 

It is a game. One flirts with the soldiers, says daring things, 
witty things - because one has an American passport and a broad 
mind. One dares them to show their prejudices on the one hand, 
and their humanness on the other. And one comes back with a 
world of impressions, all of them true because they were actual, 
and at the same time all false, because they were incomplete 
moments out of context. 

I don't live in East Berlin. I can come and go as I please. This 
feeling is important because it softens one's impressions of the stark 
contrast between the East and West sectors. One feels that the 
checkpoints are mere formalities - the soldiers smile and show 
their beautiful teeth, they make witty comments the second time 
one comes through, wittier comments the third time, and the fourth 
time, one feels as if they know all about one. And they do. 

Once through the checkpoint and out on the street, I could never 
resist the temptation to look beMnd me to see if someone was fol
lowing. No one ever was, much to my disappOintment - or was it 
relief? But the streets were filled with soldiers. They were as 
common in East Berlin as poodles are in Bonn. There were soldiers 
in the museums - whole busloads of them; there were soldiers at 
the opera, two or three rows of them together; there were soldiers 
in the pubs, groups of them; there were soldiers in the streets, at 
least two or three of them together. Rarely would one be seen 
with a girl. Sometimes an older one would walk by alone, brief
case in hand, a wedding band on his finger. Half of them looked 
lost, sad, homesick. The other half looked cheerful, some even 
flirted, although not as often as soldiers usually do. 

The Cafe Warschau, on Karl-Marx-Allee, is known in 'West 
Berlin as a place where a Westerner can go if he wishes to find 
someone with whom to talk. So - we went. The atmosphere is 
upper-class - that is, rather threadbare, but not dingy or loud. 
There is a band that plays a nondescript, backgroundish music, to 
which one can dance anything one is inclined to. The dance floor 

"Inara Kazeks, '67, of Kalamazoo is a Gennan major who spent her Career-
Service Quarter at the Hawthorne Center, Northville, Michigan. "Berlin" 
was a co-wInner of the 1966 Maynard Owen Will.iams Prize for the best essay 
growing ouf of the foreign study experience. 
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is almost always filled with people dancing conservatively. Young 
people and middle-~ged people, who sit at tables and drink beer or 
wine or tea (whichl is weak and brought with the tea-bag in the 

I
water, leading one to believe that this is not the first cup of tea to 
be brewed from thi~ tea-bag) or muddy coffee, and who speak in 
low, modulated vOi6es. We never saw any soldiers there. 

Two girls alone at the Cafe Warschau have no trouble attracting 
men. Someone aIJays came to ask us to dance, and, discovering 
we were westerners! would join us at our table. The talk inevitably 
turned to politics, td idealism, to socialism. They were open about 
expressing themsel~es, sometimes helped along by the East Ger
man beer and the ~olish vodka. All of them were unmarried, all 
of them worked, SOr){~ of them' were bitter, some were socialists, 
and some didn't cart; one way or the other. 

One night, a youtp of about twenty-two (we took him for a stu
dent at first) joined us at our table. He was passionate, a rebel, 

I 
and had once tried ~o escape over the wall. For this attempt, he 
had spent four months in jail. Now in our circle, with three sets of 
sympathetic Westerh ears listening and the effects of too much beer 
working on him (tH,e beer had been bought in part by his friend, 
a staunch socialist), Ihis passionate, bitter eloquence bloomed. His 
voice rose higher an1d higher, he pounded on the table, people be
gan to look. Finallx, I placed my hand over his mouth, asking him 
whether he couldn't! be jailed for denouncing the regime. Yes, he 
could, but he didn't 'care, he had niany friends who had spent time 
in prison for this "~rime." His parents were in West Berlin, he 
found it wrong that

l
\any government should forbid its subjects to 

leave the country -such a government had no right to exist. His 
voice rose again. As I took leave of him, I pressed his hand and 
wished him all the blest. A hollow wish -1 was returning to West 
Berlin. I . . ' 

The three others who were WIth us that Olght escorted us back to 
the checkpoint. Tw:o of them were socialists. We asked them how 
they would explain the wall, with what reasoning one could defend 
it. It was a "Wall df Peace" they said. It kept out the influence 
from the West. MoJt important, however, it got rid of the parasites 
- those who had liJed in East Berlin and worked in West Berlin, 
and, with the mone~ they earned in the West had been able to live 
much better in the Ejast than they ever could have in the West, and 
from whom the society had had no profit. How did they justify 
the shootings? ThJse were enemies of the Republic, they said, 
people who would ~ithhold their working power from the rebuild
ing that had to be dime, selfish people who thought more of them
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selves than of the society, and these people were to be detested. 
We reminded them that we, too, were such people, did they detest 
us, and if not, how did they justify this in terms of their ideology? 
No, they didn't hate us; we had grown up in an egoistical system, 
had known nothing else, and so could not really be blamed for 
being egoists. (This was a people-orientation on their part, a com
promise dangerous to the regime. They had to admit the rightness 
of our arguments several times, merely because they could not dis
tinguish between egoism and personality, and because they could 
not see that we answered their arguments, which were on a theore
tical level, with examples on a personal level.) Why had we al
lowed Kennedy to be killed, they asked. He was the world's only 
hope for peace. And this assassination had taken place in the freest 
country in the world. Yes, we answered, perhaps it is only in a 
country as free as ours that a man of such high position could aHord 
to be fearless enough to give someone the opportunity to assassi
nate him. 

They were proud of what they had accomplished in the twenty 
years since the war. .Their Berlin was still bombed-out ruins in 
many places, but of that which they had rebuilt they were proud. 
And they stressed that it had been a hard struggle, but that they 
had made great advances with the aid of the USSR. When we 
mentioned West Germany's comparatively greater prosperity, they 
came back with the fact that the West Germans had had the back
ing of the American dollar, while they had had only the relatively 
unstable backing of the ruble. We brought up the fact that nothing 
prevented East Germany from having American aid like the West
ern sector had had. But they want no American aid. They are too 
excited about being pioneers, about participating in the building of 
a new society. They want nothing handed to them. 

One night a young worker, who had recognized me for a West
erner by my clothes, took command of me on the street and showed 
me with a great deal of pride the Brandenburg Gate and the new 
buildings being constructed along "Dnter den Linden," Berlin's 
show street. We walked in the rain, in the dark, deserted streets 
near the Wall. High up, on a building in the West sector, the head
lines of the free world moved across a screen for those in East Ber
lin to read. He explained that it was forbidden to stand here and 
read them. So we walked, reading the headlines, just as many 
other people do. A row of tall buildings was projected for the area. 

He took me to some of the lower-class pubs, dirty, dingy places, 
and introduced me to his friends. They were factory workers~ 

young, unmarried - married people who go out evenings seem to 
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Ibe rare - and gallant. Each of them had some token of Kennedy 
with him - either ahalf-dollar around his neck on a chain, or a 
picture, a stamp, al postcard. It seemed strange to me, this hero
worship in these rough youngsters. They were curious about the 
West, their questi6ns never ceased. They asked if we had cars, 
if we had ever bee~ to London or to Paris, what people there were 
like, what we danced and wore. They spoke bitterly of the Italians 
who came over th~ border with the money they had earned in the 
West and who took the East German girls out to expensive places, 
as they themselvesl never could. I asked what was considered the 
best East German ,paper, and they said it was Dos neue Deutsch
land, and added that the only fact in it was the date at the top.. 

I was sad leaving East Berlin. Sad, partly because I felt paltry 
and insufficient and I questioned the sense of my reasons for having 
come in the first place. 

I had come "to ~trike a blow for freedom," to remind those who 
were not communists that there was a free world outside, a world 
that supported th~m morally. But what value does this have if 
one doesn't have tlie courage to give some significant support, even 
if it is only living tpere to prove quietly that one is willing to share 
their hardships with them? Most of them, no matter what they say, 
have grown used to the situation, have learned to live with condi
tions there. The Wall, although it is no less a Wall of Shame, has 
existed for five y~ars; time softens the effect of even the most 
atrocious deed. que lives around the Wall, in spite of it. As things 
stand now, none of us is ready to do anything significant to rid the 
countries behind the Iron Curtain of communism - this we proved 
once in the Hungarian Revolution, and again when the Wall was 
built - we will go/no further than the border. Why, then, not give 
them to understanid that the only hope they can have is the hope of 
change from within, and not by revolution but by criticism of the 
Party, drawing, asia basis for this criticism, from Communism itself, 
as indeed the you~g communists in East Germany are beginning to 
do? For all practtcal purposes, East Germany is a separate nation. 
Why, then, not reCognize them as such? This would not mean that 
we were abandonrg them: we would only be admitting the truth, 
that we abandoned them a long time ago. There will be no miracle 
from the West - ~t will have to be a dO-it-yourself job. 

I had come, tod, to touch the enemy. But the enemy exists only 
in the impersonal~ abstract, it ceases to exist when one touches it. 
The communists believe in the importance of the SOciety, even if 
it must be at the lexpense and to the detriment of the individual. 
And looking at it:from their point of view, one can understand-
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no, one can believe in - their actions. But I believe in the su
premacy of the individual, even if it must be at the expense and to 
the detriment of the society, and this belief makes it impossible 
for me to justify their actions.· But for this basic difference in 
values, I would have lived in East Berlin, and this, perhaps, is what 
made me the saddest. East Berlin is the most beautiful section of 
the city, with its old buildings and wide streets. The people I 
met could have become close friends - except that it was senseless 
to encourage a friendship which had no future, no hope of being 
fulfilled. 

I was sad, and the soldiers at the checkpoint noticed. They asked 
whether I had a friend in East Berlin, I looked so "tired," they said. 
No, I told them, it was senseless to have a friend ("friend" for them 
meant "lover") there because he could never get out and I would 
never live there. It was late, I was the only one to be processed. 
The last train back to West Berlin was to go in twenty minutes. 
We talked. Or rather, I talked, they drew me out, not committing 
themselves in any way. They asked me why I would never live in 
East Germany, how I had liked my visit there, what I had done, 
seen, and added that they knew this was my fourth night there, and 
that my friends had returned to West Berlin a few hours earlier that 
night. I told them how silly the Wall seemed to me. They smiled. 
My eyes were falling shut for want of sleep. They noticed. They 
notice everything. They gave me my passport back - an American 
passport, which permits one not only to go in and out of East Berlin 
with no trouble, but which also permits one to voice one's broad
minded opinions with relative safety - and I left them. 
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PRACTICING TOWARD REALITY 

by James G. Donaldson'> 

Observations on a "Teaching Assistantship" in English, 
Cooley High School, Detroit 

The following is a brief summation of my participation in the Kalamazoo 
College Career-Service Program in the Spring of 1965; an earlier versioJ;l of 
this report, in a somewhat different form, was submitted by request to the 
Superintendent of Schools, Detroit, Michigan. 

During my tenure at Cooley High in Detroit I was given abundant coun
seling and advice by principal Ben S. Chinitz and by my supervisor, Mr. 
Charles H. Hohner, Head of the English Department. I am also indebted 
to Mr. Robert Wollam, Career-Service office, Kalamazoo College, for 
making the original suggestion that I seek a job in this field. The opinions 
expressed herein, however, are my own, and I must accept entire responsi
bility for them. 

I 
For three months I was involved in an educational venture 

unique to many public school systems:· a college sophomore not 
enrolled in a teaching program, I was 'in residence' at a Detroit 
high school for the greater part of a semester, working and learn
ing. Because 1 wanted a place in a: large-city public school, on my 
own initiative I sought employment at Thomas M. Cooley High 
School, the school from which I had graduated in June 1963. From 
the beginning of my search, Mr. Charles H. Hohner, English De
partment Head, and Principal Ben S. Chinitz gave me every con
sideration possible. Mr. Chintz made all the preparations with the 
Board of Education, and he arranged with the Cooley Parents 
Club to provide me with a $150 scholarship, since I could receive 
no pay for my work. Mr. Hohner, whom I first appproached about 
the job, supervised my activities and counselled me thoroughly 
during my stay. The generosity and interest of these two admin
istrators was constantly in evidence. 

The position, called "teaching assistant," involved two activities: 
observation in classes, and actual work in front ofclass. Before I 
left Kalamazoo, I was told by a professor to 'watch the good teach
ers' as much as pOSSible, that I would learn more by doing this than 
in any other way. Such proved to be the case; .I was Mr. Hohner's 
assistant, and it was in observing him at work that I gained most of 
my knowledge of what makes the best high-school teaching. His 
precise control of his material and his skill in guiding class partici
pation were constant good models - I learned how to approach· a 
subject, and how to ask the right questions about it. Some of the 

°James Donaldson, '67, of Detroit is recently back from a year's study in 
Aberdeen. 
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skills I mention in the next section were gathered from this obser
vation; many mo~e cannot be set down here - space does not 
permit, and their Ivalidity is, at any rate, best affirmed when they 
are put into practice. But seeing Mr. Hohner's thorough knowledge 
of both the conteht and relevance of literature, coupled with his 
ability to commuhicate it to his classes, formed the core of the 
'many impressions I came away with at the end of the school year; 

II 
Most of these impressions can best be discussed by talking about 

,the work which I ~id in front of class. The great part of this work 
,came in the 12A Honors English class, in which I lectured and led 
discussions. It wks challenging, attempting to establish a rapport 
with thirty-odd t~nagers not much younger than myself, Fortu
nately, both the class and I had sufficient sense of humor to recog
nize and undersdnd my less-than-legitimate status, without ever 
calling it into qu~stion. Thus the bond was made: they enjoyed 
the irony of the cdllege sophomore behind the teacher's desk, who 
two years before ~ad been in their place; and I entertaind a similar 
amusement in seeing that things hadn't changed a bit while I had 
been away - thatI"high-school kids" were the same intense, self
conscious, style-c?nscious, enjoyable people that they had been 
'so long ago' in 1963. 

As to techniqub, or method, or whatever one terms that pro
cedure which a nbvice follows before he learns to make teaching 
a part of him andl an art, I cannot give any precise description of 
how I operated. I(The only precept which I constantly kept be
fore me was: Don't take yourself too-seriously; and if I was at all 

I

successful, it was this "rule" which helped assure it.) I had had no 
previous "educati6n courses" to either aid or hinder me, and so 
went ahead, feeMg out my way. I was not totally without bear
ings: in addition :to the tips I gleaned daily from observation in 
other classes,I elaborated on the way one of my college professors 
taught. His metHod wasto move from studentto student seeking 
the answer to' th6 question at hand, rarely contradicting the in
correct or only paiually correct solution himself, and stopping only 
when a satisfactohr one was reached. I found that by not "cor
recting" response~ in a conventional manner, I could draw out 
the threads of truth from each one and see to it that the students 

I 
wove them together into a coherent pattern which answered the 
question. Most good students, given' a little direction, can tell 
where their own i?eas were wrong, and why, after confronting the 
end product of a dialectic like this. I can only apply a pragmatic 
justification fbr tllis method: it did work quite well for me. By 
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avoiding the 'no; that's wrong' type of blanket response as much as 
possible, an atmosphere of tolerance and ease was set up which 
encouraged participation; I was not forced into any authoritarian 
position which my age and experience (or lack thereof) could not 
support, and the student realized that he would not be "jeopar
dized" if he was incorrect. 

This last point brings me to one of the "problems" with this 
particular class - the Honors class - one which I did not find mani
fest in the other (college-preparatory) classes. There was a cer
tain defensiveness among its members, an unwillingness to take 
risks, to think creatively, for fear of being called wrong. I suppose 
this trait could be generalized and legitimately applied to many 
"outstanding" students ... Since it has for them long been the 
safe and highly acceptable behavior to learn "book answers," feed 
them back, and collect their "A", they are wary of going out on a 
limb, "beyond the book." "Being wrong" shakes their status - or 
so they fear - and threatens their ego (the teen-age ego being a 
sensitive thing! - especially the male version: boys are far worse 
mark-gmbbers than girls). There is, of course, no simple formula
tion of ideas in good literature, no "textbook answers;" hence the 
difficulty. 

This idiosyncrasy exhibited itself in another way, for I found 
the class quick to indulge in lengthy debate on irrelevant issues 
and minor points of interpretation. Apparently a sort of egoc 
defense, too - another way of avoiding things - it usually arose 
in criticism of something the teacher had said. After some gentle 
but outright chiding by me, the class found it better to stick to the 
cenlnl issue, which, I reminded them, was learning. I don't know 
if my being close to their age had anything to do with getting 
through to them or not, but I suspect it did. 

In addition, I had to take cognizance of things like the honors 
students' solidly middle-class outlook, and of that naivete, idealism, 
and lack of broader experience not present in the more "worldly" 
(if less oriented toward learning) students on the more general 
level. For this illustrates a basic paradox in trying to teach great 
literature in high school: the students who have the intellectual 
capacity to comprehend it do not always have the experience in 
life necessary to recognize the importance (or even the validity) 
of what is being said in these works. So I had to overcome their 
fear of 'being wrong" and try to temper their naivete. Lively 
discussion in the manner described above helped correct the first 
problem; in the latter case - their "innocence" - I was a failure, 
of course. There is no substitute, as Stephen Dedalus affirmed in 
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Joyce's Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, for "the reality of 
experience." 

III 
These, then, are the things which were important to me: my 

experience and thk conclusions which I've drawn from it so far. 
If there was any g~iding theme to the class work, it dealt with the 
concept of form ih literature. Both my supervisor and I were 
aware of the importance of this aspect of art, and so the teaching 
of it more or less developed naturally as the semester progressed. 
Appropriately, m~1 first appearance before the class was to talk 
about the chapter on form in the poetry text, Laurence Perrine's 
Sound and Sense. I(That chapter, "Pattern," is a weak point in the 
book, by the way.) At that time, I was able to put to work some 
notions I had deve~oped on my own, especially in connection with 
the pattern of folk ballads and sonnets. Later, I conducted a week
and-a-half of discJssions on Lord Jim. Here, the theme of form 
was expanded to 4clude the handling of character, narrative skill, 
plot construction, land all the other ways Conrad controlled the 
novel and exercised diSCipline over his talent and his material. 
The final phase of by "teaching" consisted of instructing the class 
in how to be criticdl about literahrre, how to judge it without being 
parochial. Then, Ithe entire class read Carson McCullers' The 
Member of the ""Iedding, and, without talking about it in class, 
wrote a critical article on it. These final papers were quite satis
fying, many of thetn showing a comprehenSion of the formal prin
ciples previously donsidered: how the work was constructed, and 
most important, ~hy it was so organized. (The teachers I had 
studied under at Cooley were never satisfied with mere identifica
tion of a literary dJvice, a figure of speech, a stylistic technique, or 
the like; one always had to tell how it contributed to the work. 
This nahually became my demand, too. ) 

Form and artistib discipline were repeatedly emphasized topics. 
Discipline, indeed! was always my goal in instruction - not "class
room discipline" i4 the ordinary sense, for this was no great prob
lem - but discipl~ne of thought. I have mentioned above that 
students often will not push their investigations far enough, that 
they have trouble Iseeing the larger implications of a novel, play 
or poem. There i~ another side to this coin, for just as often they 
will go too far. <Creative thinking, improperly guided, can drift 
into fantasy, evenl for the brightest high school students. They 
will carry a sound 'observation beyond the limits set by the context 
of the work. (T~iS is related to the common subjective fallacy: 
"Everybody is entitled to his own interpretation of a poem . . . " 
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or "Now the way I feel about this book . . . " Therefore, they 
had to be shown how context - and this included·"form," in a 
loose definition of the word - determines meaning; and they had 
to be continually impressed with how to find and organize relevant 
details toward sound conclusions. In short, they had to learn to 
'think big . . . but within limits,' to 'Be creative, but keep control 
over your creativity: 

Finally the class was cautioned against making snap judgments 
or easy formulations of what they read. One of the possible criteria 
for good literature, which we decided on in our later discussions, 
was complexity - the wayan author qualifies and amplifies what 
he says, the operation of various levels of meaning in a literary 
work, and so forth. This hearkened back to something I had said 
to them earlier, about Lord lim: "One of the aims of great litera
ture is to teach you that there are no simple answers to anything 
connected with humanity:' While I think that this was one of 
the more important ideas pressed into service during these three 
months, I cannot say that the class was ready toaccept any such 
statement - as teen-aged high-school students, they are too prac
ticed in simple answers. Yet they are also close to discovering the 
complexity of their own individual identities, and I feel that it 
will not be too long before that "reality of experience" confirms 
the truth of it for them. One can optimistically hope that when 
they confront the complexity of existence, the fact of it will be, 
if not any easier to accept, at least not so strange to meet, because 
of what they have learned in their reading. 

IV 
By way of concluding, let me shed the role of "teacher" and 

look at teaching from my more customary role of college student. 
Most of all, I was impressed by the amount of hard work which 
goes into the preparation of even one day's lesson. (And the presen
tation, too, was rarely "easy" - some days, in fact, teaching was 
much like dentistry; getting the class to 'open up' was practically 
impossible!) And yet, my situation really demanded little "skill" 
on my part, for my students were generally willing and able to 
learn. In reflecting on this fact, I can appreciate the great amount 
of talent, knm,vledge and ability necessary for the instruction of 
the hard-to-teach: slow learners, people from culturally-deprived 
areas. There is where the real work comes in; there is where the 
test of a true teacher is made. 

In trying to keep up with contemporary trends of criticism in 
education, I notice from time to time certain indictments drawn up 
by college officials - that, for example, the high schools are "not 
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doing their job" al~d are sending ill-prepared people on to them. 
I would say that it fS time to turn this around, and face the question 
of the colleges' duty to the high schools, How much attention, I 
might ask, are coll,eges of education giving to the intensive; spe
cialized training wPich a teacher needs if he is to teach a remedial 
reading course? For public education is going to demand this 
type of skilled, goJd teacher in increasingly greater numbers. It 
seems tome that eB.ucation departments of smaller colleges might 
well strengthen thbmselves and focus on this very thing~ Small 
colleges seem to bJ ideally suited for preparing the good teacher 
that is, if their oft-~oiced selling point about "smallercenrollment
therefore~more-individual-instruction" means anything more than 
a public relations datchphrase (and I am not sure that often today 
it does mean much bore than that) . 

I 
Whatever the solution, it is obvious to me that teaching on the 

general-course lev~l, and especially in such things as remedial 
English courses, de1serves much more emphaSis by the places which 
turn out the teach~rs: the colleges. It is in educating those who 
will teach the stud~nt who is not necessarily going to college (and 
yet does not fall abong the disabled covered by "special educa
tion") that the ~olleges and universities must produce real 
excellence. I· . 

Although I couln touch on more phases of education than this 
one in the same ~anner, my purpose in this summary is not to 
polemicize. Looking back over what I have written, I find that 
it is hardly a "report" - rather more a rambling collection of 
notes and commonplaces. Perhaps it could not be much more, at 
this time: meanin'gful reflection on all I've encountered cannot 
spring forth merelx because I've left behind the world of the high
school "teaching absistant in English." It is something I have to 
grow up with. ·1 . 

As far as my personal feelings about these three months go, the 
worth of them is tob high for me to put a value on; the opportunity 
at Cooley could n6t have been more ideal. I know I would not 
give up for anythi~g the things I have learned about teaching and 
about myself - indeed, I cannot do it now, for they are a vital part 
of me. At this tim~ my plans are oriented toward college English 
teaching, rather than high-school work; but whatever my final 
decision on a care~r, it will certainly fall somewhere within the 
wide bounds of education. And thus my gratitude for this work 
at Cooley. I hav~ perhaps "educated" to some small extent, but 
more important to be, I have been educated, in the most dynamiC 
and meaningful w~y: by experience, which turns the inert facts 
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(as Whitehead would call them) of knowledge into the creative 
material of wisdom. 

Postscript 1966: While preparing these notes for publication I 
was amused at the deadly serious (and at times plain deadly) tone 
of much I had written. Though partly an effect of being first 
drafted for the 'administrative mind' of the Superintendent of 
Schools' office, the heavy prose more directly relates, I feel, to my 
inability to follow my own better advice consistently (i.e., "Don't 
take yourself too seriously!"). 

Still, this 'portrait of the shldent as a young teacher' holds up in 
substance today, and an implication of some gravity resides under 
its surface. While at a British university over the past year, I was 
struck by the polished scholarship presented in many of the lecture 
classes there - and yet I couldn't help missing the lively, on-the
spot give-and-take possible in many liberal arts classrooms in the 
United States. 

When commitment and involvement can integrate the teacher 
and the taught, the result of learning is vital - that is, the stuff of 
life - a caring about knowledge of mankind. Any such vital act 
of caring increases civilized humanity's ability to endure, its 
chances to prevail. The type of practice-experience sketched 
above embodies the necessary first step. 
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CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, BOSTON 

By Clemence Ohlo 

It is a shocking experience to work among children who are 
physically or mentally disabled, who might be permanently con
fined to bed or an iron lung, who are suffering terrible pain or 
tedious discomfort. It is humbling, too, to find how few these 
childrens' complaints are and see the patience with which they bear 
their difficulties. But at the Children's Hospital Medical Center in 
Boston I was soon to realize the wonderful strength of a child's hap
piness, how quickly it will override the unpleasant. It was par
ticularly important to remember this in working as student teacher 
in the Recreation Department of this hospital. 

My main concern was to help in the normal development of a 
child's feelings and interests in the abnormal environment which is 
a hospital. During the first six weeks my days were divided be
tween two separate divisions of the hospital: the orthopedics ward 
where I worked in the mornings, and the convalescent unit, or 
House of the Good Samaritan where I worked afternoons. I was 
given a long period of adjustment, four weeks to accustom myself 
to hospital routine, become familiar with the recreational facili
ties, and find my footing with the children. I found a tremendous 
difference between the children of one division and the other. On 
orthopedicS many of the children were in for corrective surgery: 
leg lengthenings, straightening of spinal curvatures, reparation of 
dislocated hips; others suffered bone and muscle weaknesses that 
would confine them to a bed or "go-kart." But other than the dis
comforts felt from an operation or the possible ill-effects of a new 
medication, the majority of these children were not mentally 
hampered by illness. They could use their minds, and every effort 
was made to keep these children mentally active, to fight the bore
dom and listlessness that so easily overcome a hospital patient, to 
direct the children's attention away from their ailments. All of my 
children in Orthopedics were physically limited in some way, 
usually by traction or casts that prevented movement of the body 
to a sitting position or ruled out use of an arm and hand, or limited 
general movement of the limbs. There were several cases of cere
bral palsey on the floor. I worked with a few of these, having to 
cope with slowness of speech, movement, reactions, and controlof 
the hands. But in most of these children I found a friendliness, a 

~CIemence OhI, '67, of Quonset Point, R. I. is an English major who spent 
six months studying in Lisbon, Portugal. 
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willingness toat le~st try the work offered them, and often an open 
interest and enthusiasm for the project at hand. 

At the House of Ithe Good Samaritan the situation was entirely 
different. There the children were long-term patients, and the 
wards that had onc~ been given exclusively to the care of iron-lung 
patients and childrJn with rheumatic fever now seemed to function 
just as a general "dtch all," housing patients that suffered a variety 
of maladies. A nuinber of these children were receiving psychia
tric care. The buil1ding itself was old and small and understaffed, 
and the atmospher~ was gloomy. The children were much more 
involved with theA illnesses or emotional problems; they were 
reserved, content t6 find their own amusement, much less willing 
to try something nJw. I found it very difficult to approach them. 
I was also ignorantlof the exact medical difficulties I faced in each 
child. My supervisor at "Good Sam" made little effort to inform 
me of the physical br mental limitations I might meet in the chil
dren I was to worl~ with. I had to discover on Illy own that one 
child could only us~ his right hand or that another was completely 
paralyzed and worild be for the restof her life. It is important 
to know the ailmerlts or disabilities of a patient not only so as to 
make planning an ~ctivity easier, but also to avoid the possibility 
of making an embatrassing remark or asking a tactless question. 

After the four wekks' orientation it was my job as student teacher 
to organize an edu6ational project with possibilities for expansion 
in several direction~ that could be continued for a number of weeks 
without losing the Ichildren's interest. I chose as. our project a 
study of the UniteCl Nations and developed that into a study of 
individual countriek and the living customs of their people. Using 
films borrowed frob the Boston Public Library and the United 
Nations Informatidn Center, and exhibition kits of various coun-

I 
tries prepared by the Children's Museum, we held special pro-

I . 
grams in the playroom each week. One such program was 
presented by the n:1other of a patient from Pakistan. She brought 
jewelry and clothing typical of her country for the children to finger 
and tryon, spices used in their cooking for the children to smell, 
dolls she and her ddughter had made to represent the various dress 
worn by Pakistani romen, and a few slides showing a bit of the 
city and country life of Pakistan. For this program and others like 
it a group of three: to twelve children were present. Discussion 
would be held after films in order to single out impressive or im
portant points; ani exhibition kit from the Museum would be 
studied at length, the articles passed around, and the pictures dis
cussed. These kit~ contained handicrafts, examples of clothing, 
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dolls, pottery and woodwork, and piCture cards illustrating a 
country's main industries and the occupations of its people. It is 
far easier for a child to remember things he has seen or talked 
about than things he has been told of, especially when the learning 
is voluntary, so the U. N. project was often presented as a form 
of entertainment, fun in learning being one of the goals. 

At the House of the Good Samaritan the project never progressed 
beyond the showing of a couple of films because of the lack of 
response from the children. There had to be a considerable 
amount of group participation for the project to be successful, and 
this sort of activity just wasn't suited to their needs. After four 
weeks of trying to get something sta.rted with very little success, 
it was decided I should work only on Orthopedics where a good 
program might be conducted if each day the morning's work could 
be continued in the afternoon. Not only did I feel much more 
comfortable on this new plan, but I came to know the children 
better, and could more easily judge what sort of activity would be 
best suitable from day to day. 

My supervisor on Orthopedics, Miss Mary Steele, was a wonder
ful person to work with. Open-minded and flexible, her demands 
were gauged to challenge but not overwhelm or bewilder. She 
took an active interest in me as a person and as a student, and fre
quently took time out to discuss my difficulties or assess with me 
the things I'd learned about the work, about children, about my
self. I was invited to sit in on the weekly staff meetings at which 
the doctors on our ward reported their patients' cases, and never 
was any information ina child's medical or psychiatric history kept 
from me. I was made to feel apart of the hospital, a needed part 
of the recreation department. 

The description of the job had madeit seem like quite an unde
manding one. I had no basis for building any great expectations 
nor any very clear idea of what the situation would present. I 
found many difficulties, some of which I was able to overcome, 
others of which I just had to face and bear. With little familiarity 
with children, I could not easily anticipate their moods and actions. 
I was not prepared for their varying degrees of coordination and 
judgment in such seemingly Simple skills as cutting, painting a 
rectangle, fitting the lettering of a word into a given space. At 
times it was an effort to control my impatience and stop holding 
the children to adult standards of ability. Nor had I realized the 
basic selfishness of a child. I found myself to be very young in 
my own selfishness, and it took a kind of diScipline to forget my 
own thoughts and desires that I never fully mastered. I was astQ., 
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nished and anger~d that my only capacity for handling the hostili
ties I encountered from children or adults was indifference, and

I 

such an attitude showed an immediate weakness to children that 
could easily be ta~en advantage of. Discipline, when needed, was 
hard for me to esthblish. But the rigor of inner struggles was the 
intimate chalIeng6 necessary for the maturing I was to do during 
the quarter. 
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JOB REPORT:
 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
 

By Judie Richards" 

A fourteen story, brickbuilding, architecturally very unpleasing, 
medically quite ideal both for research and for practice, the N.I.H. 
Clinical Center was home sweet hospital for a whole group of "K" 
students whose names and faces were fairly familiar to each other. 
We were admitted as Normal Volunteers for medical research and 
were moved into our respective wards where we were to serve for 
three months in two speCific capacities: as Normal Volunteers, and 
as Kalamazoo College students on a career assignment. My home 
was 2 West Nursing Unit, division of Mental Health. 2 West 
was special in several ways.· First, as it was a part of the Mental 
Health section there were no patients living on the ward whereas 
most of the other volunteers lived with or on the same unit with 
hospital patients. There were both good and bad points to this 
set-up. The early real disadvantage was that those of us who lived 
on 2 West did not have the direct contact with the patients whose 
maladies we were being used to understand, or with the nursing 
staff and their regular hospital routine. 

The advantages were manifold. There was a much closer rela
tionship between staff and volunteer. There was a more liberal and 
relaxed feeling on the unit because there were only healthy college 
students to wony about.· There was an opportunity to learn a great 
deal from the staff about any phase of mental health nursing, re
search, diseases, particular studies; theories, methods, etc., because 
they had more time to relate to us. There was a greater feeling of 
community among the. volunteers because we lived as a family, 
and being a small group of only five, there was a great deal of 
communication, cooperation, andfun. 

A"Normal Vcilunteer" is a well tuned, infinitely complicated in
strument which is brought into the hospital for the use of the melii
cal research teams that are searching for comparisons between 
normal and diseased persons with the hope that through discover
ing precisely how the normal individual functions, they may be 
able to find ways ·of curing the many complicated malfunctions of 
the human body. As such, he is merely an object, and could be 
restrainedin such a capacity if this was the only way in which he 
was regarded by the researchers. The volunteer learns quickly, 
however, that the doctors with their impressive degrees and sophis

°Judith Richards, '67, of Wilbraham, Massachusetts is a psychology major. 
She spent two quarters studying at the University of eaen, France. 
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ticated studies are also quite human, generally congenial, and 
more than willing to discuss in depth the studies that they are 
involved in. The studies and projects which these doctors were 
doing were to be dur main purpose in being at the N.I.H. 

The study which sticks most clearly in mind was in connection 
with the Institute Ifor Neurological Diseases and Blindness. This 
was a study of glaucoma and its relation to the intra-ocular pres
sure of the liquid in the eye. Our part was to serve as controls for 
some of the anti-Jritant drops used on glaucoma patients. Inone 
eye was administered a drop that couldn't be used for the glaucoma 
patients because it tended to raise the eye pressure; in the other 
was a new drop put out by Dpjohn which served the same purpose 
but was not suppdsed to raise the eye pressUre. These drops were 
administered five Itimes daily for about two months, and many 
readings and tests, were made each week to determine the eHects 
and diHerences. 1be eye drops went everywhere we did; on the 
buses, to the beach, to shows, etc., and were quite a conversation 
starter. I 

Another study, the kind one should be prepared for, was a diet 
that .was a:rangediby ~. Guggenhe~, ourun~t phys~cian, in con, 
nectIon WIth one of hIS research.proJects. ThIS conSISted of a re
striction of the following foods: coffee, tea, soda, fruit, anything 
containing vanilla, chocolate, alcohol, or any other food which 
would stimulate the How·of adrenalin in the system. In connection 
with this was a constant urine collection, and a daily journal of 
dominant moods, lamount of. activity, and use of tobacco. The 
usual duration of s~ch a diet is one week, and that is quite enough! 
The purpose of thi,s study was to try to establish a relationship be;., 
tween the psycholOgical state of the patient and the adrenalin con
tent in the blood~ i . 

One other study which we fOUI~d interesting and a bit enjoyable 
was the sleep study, made in connection with the Institute of Men
tal Health. The doctors were studying sleep pattems of. normal 
and disturbed pe~sons. With the use of.a specially controlled 
"sleep chamber" and eleven electrodes glued at strategic points on 
the head, the researchers were able to trace the E.E.G., muscle 
tension in the factr' eye movement, dreampattems; and general 
sleep pattems of the individual. The extended sleep study was 
run fodour nights ;and allowed the subject to sleep undisturbed as 
long ashe could; This was usually very much appreciated. Again, 
we learned a great deal about what the purpose of the study was 
and the reasons belpnd it by asking questions. We found generally 
that with psychological studies, the question of what the doctors 
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were looking for was answered only after the study so as not to 
influence the behavior of the subjectduring the actual testing. 
. .The other half of our time (working time) was spent on our 
Career Assignments in the hospital. This consisted of working 
with a researcher on his shldy in whatever way we could. 1 
worked in the laboratory for socio-environmental studies. The 
project that Dr. Campbell was working on was concerned with the 
health orientations of children and their parents. I was mainly 
concerned with analyzing data from interview schedules, coding 
material for statistical processing;. and tabulating mathematical 
results of these preliminary processes. In addition, I sat in on 
a number of interviews at Children's Hospital in downtown Wash
ington. I was also given the responsibility for setting up procedures 
for coding and tabulating, and formaking prelirninary predictions 
on the basis of the data with which I was working. Dr. Campbell 
was a very helpful and congenial man to work with, and the many 
discussions that we had concerning the project were of great bene~ 
fit to me in understanding the reasons for the kinds of processes 
that went into this kind of research, the kinds ofanswers they were 
searching for, and the results that made the project exciting and 
valuable.· . 

The total picture of N.I.H. is rather hard to establish in the con
text of this type of description. One is awed by the tremendous 
fund of knowledge and the sophistication of those engaged in the 
research, by the advances and the questions, by the roadblocks and 
red tape, and by the dedication andsincereity of all the people in
volved. But this doesn't account for the whole experience. To mv 
mind, one of the most lasting parts of the experience was and is 
the deep friendships which were formed on 2 West. Washington 
will always mean to me a group of five people whose depth com-. 
bined in the setting just described in an active, undemanding, and 
yet quite dependent friendship to make N.I.H. and Washington a 
thoroughly enjoyable, meaningful, and full experience. .. . 

The following are a series of thoughts which issued·from my 
typewriter about half way through the quarter, and which ex
pressed to me at the time a feeling inspired by the setting and 
context of N.I.H. These feelings were in part shared by all on 2 
West and are an attempt to focus on the "experience." 
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I 

A brief message frol a sterile environment: 
Right now there ik a rather discontented student sitting in the 

center of the progr6ssive, sterile womb of research. Outside is 
Spring, full and fat -lvith bugs, dirt, rain, Rowers, people and little 
leaves on big trees. I So much time wasted wondering what she 
should be doing to justify existence, while she sits and wonders and 
lacks the power to ~otivate communication. Even on a borrowed 
typewriter, the words which should be saying, "Well, here I am at 
N.I.H., and this is ~hat I do to keep busy and happy, and these 
are the people wi~ whom I live and for whom I smile because 
they are good and kind, and Washington in the Spring is the whole 
world in a neat corrupt little package, so much growth, so much 
decay, so much rapid movement in too many directions, memorial 
city, juvenile crimel gone wild, and a small rash on the left arm. 
I hear it's still sno~ing back in Michigan, and I hope that all are 
as contented with t~eir Career Assignments as I am and don't want 
to go back to school because the world of work is much more tell
ing." I should talk labout a month and a half of time gone by doing 
things, causing eve~ts to become shadows in the mind, misty pic
tures of a Spring in Washington, and another chapter of a super
ficially full life witli great surface value, worth, direction, etc. We 
can sit in awe of rJsearch and science and progress, we can work 
with our respectiv~ doctors on our respective projects doing what 
little our capabilitfes can prOvide, but we don't dare to feel too 
important or proud of ourselves for feeding and weighing rats, for 
training monkeys iA tactile discrimination, for coding and analysing 
data, or for playing guinea pig in numerous studies. Being an in
strument of resea~ch is necessary and educational, exciting and 
fairly valuable, bu~ it doesn't imply a feeling of smugness or pride, 
it doesn't automatically add a few points of glory to our persons, 
and it certainly shouldn't give us a feeling of having an upper hand 
in the game. Doels an ephemeral student dare to question the un
conscious, to expeh a purpose, to develop an intellect, to examine 
reality, to rise abore the physical limitations of a body, to imagine 
a speCial soapbox from which it alone can spout h."1lowledge, to 
suppose that ther~ can ever be solid truth, unwavering trust, clear 
communication? i 

Sitting in a buiJding filled with a thousand reasons not to feel 
unfortunate to be' whole of body and healthy of mind, a student 
might well guesti~>n what of itself will be worth the span of a life 
time. I 
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THE NORTH CAROLINA ADVANCEMENT SCHOOL 

By Michael W. StrippO 

"Mr. Stripp, can I have the Ajax?" "Mr. Stripp, where're the 
brooms at?" "Mr. Stripp, can I check some money out of the 
bank?" "Mr. Stripp, can I go to breakfast now?" "Mr. Shipp, 
somebody's done stole my wash cloth!" "Mr. Stripp, will you mail 
this letter to my Mama and Daddy?" "Mr. Stripp, y'all got the 
time?" And so begins another day at The NOlth Carolina Ad
vancement School, where I served as a counselor in the spring of 
1965. 

The boys who make up the student body of the Advancement 
School are of all types. There are tall ones and short ones, fat 
ones and skinny ones, country hicks and city slickers, colored and 
white, very rich and very poor, those from good homes and those 
from bad homes. Yet they all have one thing in common: they are 
all eighth graders of average or above average intelligence (some 
near geniuses) who are doing failing or near failing work in school. 
Some are achieving only at a fourth, fifth or sixth grade level. Many 
are doing even worse, particularly in reading. 

The main pmpose of the school is to motivate these boys to work 
up to their potential. One way in which it attempts to accomplish 
this task is to employ the theory of immediate, positive reinforce
ment. That is, it encourages the boys to do well rather than just 
punishing them for doing wrong. It tries to reward the student 
as soon as possible when he does something correctly. Now, of 
course, no one tries to be the opposite of a policeman and sit around 
and wait for a boy to do something right so that he can reward 
him, but everyone does try a little more earnestly to be conscious 
of the boys' good sides and not take them for granted as much as 
one often tends to do. By reward I mean anything from a word to 
something more tangible. This does not mean that there is no 
diSCipline at the school. On the contrary the school maintains a 
rather strict policy of discipline, mainly to teach the boys respon
sibility and to prevent utter chaos from developing. And, when an 
infraction of the rules does occur, punishment is dealt out accord
ingly. 

Going hand in hand with the school's emphasis on positiveness 
is its Merit System. Under this system each boy is able to earn 
forty merit points a week. He can earn a total of five in each of 
the four academic areas -language arts, social studies, mathema

°Michael Stripp, '67, of Bellevue, Washington, is a history major who spent 
six months studying at the University of Strasburg, Franve. 
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tics, and science -!five in intramurals, five in physical education, 
seven in social living - his general behavior in the dormitory, how 
neat he keeps himskU and his room, how prompt he is and so forth 
~ and three on th~ Saturday inspection of his room. At the be
ginning of the weef each boy's slate is wiped clean and then dur
ing the week he is lable to earn points. Ideally no boy·should.be 

. I . 
punished by losing .points since it is not a demerit system; however, 
in reality it does no't always work that way. Duringthe ten weeks 
in which the boys ~ttend the school they are able to ,vin various 
prizes if they earn ~ certain number of points. 

A second purpo~e of the school is to try to discover why the 
students are undetachieves. This is done by compiling reports 
written by the couhselors and teachers, and reports submitted by 
the boys' home schpols. The Research and Development Depart
ment then studies these reports and tries to find common patterns 
among the boys. I 

In many cases the school has discovered that some of the boys 
just need a changebf environment to help motivate them. Some of 
them come from families of ten to fifteen children, and consequent
ly no one has ever ~hown them much attention or concern. At the 
Advancement Schdol we try to show the boys that someone does 
care about them midis concerned about how well they do scholas
tically. And we have found that this interest does encourage them 
to do better. Som~ have lived in nothing but poverty all their lives, 
At the school they jget a taste of something better, and it is hoped 
that this will provide a stimulus. 

The third purpose of the school is to experiment with and to test 
new teaching metllods and equipment. The school has all of the 
latest equipment ~vailable and is probably one of the most ex
tenSively equipped schools in the nation. For the purposes of re
search the boys ate divided up into fifteen instructional groups 
consisting of about twenty boys each. Each instructional group 
is as nearly as p6ssible academically homogeneous. Different 
methods and equipment are tested in each group, and then Re
search and Development triesto assess their values. 
. Naturally one of the prime concerns of the school is how effec

tive its work is. Inlorder to find out, the boys are tested extensively 
both at the beginnfng of the ten week session and again at the end. 
They are given aptitude and intelligence tests as well as achieve
ment tests.. Then,1 after the boys leave the school, representatives 
of the school go to ~ach of the various school districts in the state to 
talk with the former students' parents and teachers in an effort to 
discover how lastin 

l 
g the school's effect is once they returnto their 
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home environment. ' Since the school has had only two complete 
sessions it is still too early to tell how successful its effects have 
been. But it is operating on a three year state, federal and Carnegie 
Foundation grant, and at the end of that time it hopes to make a 
complete report on its findings. 

In addition to its permanent staff the school brings in approxi
mately twenty-five to thirty visiting teachers each session. It is 
hoped that they will learn how to deal with the underachiever and 
also learn new teaching methods and approaches to education at 
the same time. In addition, the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare has selected the school to be one of its thirty-five cen~ 

ters in the nation dealing with the problems of school desegrega. 
tion. Therefore, this summer" there will be approximately 100 
visiting teachers and administrators from the state of North Caro
lina working in the school and with the boys. 

Since the boys come from all over the state of North Carolina, 
the school is a residential school. Therefore the school hires college 
students from around the nation to be counselors. That is what I 
was. The boys are divided up into living groups, consisting of 
approximately ten to twelve, called houses, and each counselor is 
in charge of a house, He lives with his boys in the dormitory and 
actually becomes a second father to them. His main duties are to 
keep his boys in line, see that they keep themselves neat and clean, 
and that they get where they are supposed to be on time. He tries, 
besides, to answer their questions and help them with their prob
lems. Probably one of the most difficult problems he has to handle 
is homesickness, since a great number of the students have never 
been away from home before. 

Another duty of the counselors is to help out in the elective pro
gram. In addition to their regular academic classes the students 
can select electives to take such as model cars, model airplanes, 
nature and hiking, fishing and photography. I had two sections of 
model trains and the Junior Business Club. In the model trains 
classes we had a very good HO gauge set which the boys built, put 
together, and ran, while in the Junior Business Club we ran a com
plete small scale business devoted to the production of personalized 
memo pads which we printed on our off-set printer, glued together, 
and sold. The boys were exposed to Virtually all aspects of a big 
business. 

When he is not in a class or working with his boys the counselor 
helps out in some other aspect of the school. I spent much of my 
time working in the Counseling Office, putting out daily a sheet 

"Summer, 1965. 
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listing the names of the students who were excused from classes 
that day. At othet times I worked on the Merit System Reports, 
recordingthe boys'lPoints on their permanent records and figuring 
out averages so tht;y could know where they stood in comparison 
to the rest of the school. 

The counselor isl a very important part of the school's program, 
since he gets to know the boys better than anyone else and actually 
they do become vety close in many cases. Because he is this close 
to the boys he has kbetter chance than anyone else of finding out 
what each boy's problems are, why he is an underachiever, and 
what he can do to help himself. Working as a counselor has given 
me such enthusias~ for teaching that I have definitely decided to 
make it my profession. 

. I 

I 

I 
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ELEONORENHAUS, 1005 

By Carol Wadsworth 0 

Eleonorenhaus is a "Mutter- und Sauglinsheim," that is, a 
mothers' and infants' home," situated in one of the suburbs of 
Heidelberg. In Germany there are many such homes, operated by 
the state through the agency of the "Fiihrsorge." I cannot translate 
this word, as there is to my knowledge no equivalent agency in the 
United States. Suffice it to say that the Fiihrsorge seeks out in
stances of "problem" minors and takes over the upbringing of these 
young people where it is felt necessary. In the case of Eleonoren
haus, the young people are about 25 unwed mothers from the ages 
of 13 to 20. Circumstances vary: a few of the girls come from good 
environments, while most do not. For the most part the girls are 
kept here until they can be placed, in another home or in a job else
where. If they wish to take their babies with them, it is generally 
more difficult to find positions for them. 

The home itself is administered by an order of Protestant "sis
ters:" one is in charge of the kitchen, one the babies, one the clean
ing, one the grounds, one the sewing, while one is a sort of midwife 
and one is in charge of the home generally. The sisters are in com
plete control of the girls, who all work in the above-mentioned 
divisions. One girl tried to escape during Easter vacation, was 
punished by being made to wear a long dress for two weeks, and 
will probably be kept in the home somewhat longer. To illustrate 
further the tenseness of the circumstances there: once, when one 
of the sisters took the car into town to buy shoes for one of the 
girls, the car was hit at an intersection by a bicycle. Immediately 
the sister jumped out of the car to look for possible damages, and 
at the same time, when the girl asked if she should look too, 
screamed, "Nol Leave the car door locked!" For the first time, 
then, I realized that the car was an extension of the home itself, and 
that we were imprisoned in it. Still the sisters try in various ways 
to make the experience pleasanter for the girls: Good behavior is 
rewarded by positions of greater responSibility and advantage; 
Sundays and holidays are "days off," insofar as the girls are allowed 
to wear their own clothes (as opposed to the sandals and drab 
expandable blue dresses of the home), are taken to church and on 
walks in the afternoon. Traditional food treats are provided for 
holidays. Every day for half an hour the girls are allowed to leave 
their work to diaper and play with their babies. 

°Carol Wadsworth, '67, of Wayne, Pennsylvania is.a Gennan major who spent 
her Foreign Study quarters in Bonn, West Germany. 
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It should be mel~tioned that about half of the 50 babies in this 
home have been ab~ndoned by their mothers. Many are available 
for adoption, but th~re are few "takers." Most, then, are sent at the 
age of 17!2 years to Jnother home, later to another, and so on; until 

. . I . . . .' 

they reach their majority.' . 
Eleonorenhaus also serves the function of school for baby nurses~ 

I worked with aboht 10 of these students, roughly my age, who 
after a year of 6 w6rking days and 3 formal instruction houis per 
week are given an ~xamination by the home. Some need such cer
tified experience in lorder to become kindergarten instructresses or 
governesses; most \vork afterwards in the pediatrics divisions of 
hospitals. I 

The typical work: day in this home beginS at 5:15, when the night 
nurse knocks on oJe's door. At 6:30 the bathing and feeding be
gins; breakfast is followed hy diapering, food preparation, play
room cleaning and

l 
further feeding. After lunch one is allowed 

about .90 minutes 6f free time; then comes a similar work cycle, 
with amidaftern06n coffee-pause and dinner, followed bybrief 
devotions, at6:30. I(The night watch is performed by2 students or 
one trained nurse ~nd includes its own cycle of bathing, feeding 
and diapering.) 'J:he pace, varying with the number of help and 
the particular acti~ity involved, yaries from slow to frantic: . At 
the' end of the day' I was usually very tired, but it was always a 
good time to write ~ letter or take a brief scenic walk. I was given 
every fourth day off and used it for walking, German study, Sight
seeing, shopping aAd even a few university lectures. Yet the days 
off held a curious sbnsation sometimes, that of illegitimate leisure, 
and I began to uJderstand what it was to form part of a work 
system. I - . ' , " . , 

.. I , 
My reactionsto this experience were, of course, somewhat mixed. 

Objectively speak~g, I learned something of institutional child 
~earing, and this knowledge saddened me. In so many cases, . . . I ." 
babies not fortunate enough to receive personal attention from 
their own mothers 8eveloped with some demonstrable retardation., I 
Always there was an inconsistency of treatment which meant that 
a child could eat b:adly and be struck as a result, could cry wildly 
and be ignored, all depending on the individual views of those 
present at the time! Yet it was obvious that the sisters ~ll1d students 
loved the babies, aJ children, very much, and concerned themselves 
with these childreri's physical needs almost to the exclusion of per-. 
sonallife. I am aBle neither to make a: judgment nor to offer very 
inuch in the way of alternative "policy.", . . , 

l 
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There were painful moments when I felt extremely isolated. 
Virtually nO'one knew English. The language difficulty occasioned 
embarrassing errors - feeding the wrong. child, and soon - and it 
made me unsuited to take on some of the normal responsibilities, 
such as measuring formulas· in the milk kitchen. For the first time 
I understood the loneliness of being unable to express oneself 
normally, let alone well. 

Still, the people were extremely kind to me. Small gifts were 
given by the head sister on my birthday and departure. Some 
students made very friendly overtures and took me on small ex
cursions. The mothers were perhaps the most responsive, and 
curious of all- "Kennedy was good, wasn't he? . . . Do you love 
the Negroes? Some Americans don't ..." 

At first this job seemed bizarre to me in the sense that it was 
foreign to my experience. For in the past my only work experi
ence had been that of waitressing, and I had known nothing what
ever of children. But soon the amusing, generalized, human ele
ments of JOB as such became apparent. The silverware-hoarding 
of waitressing gives way to the hoarding of diapers ... The univer
sal inconsistencies: "How does one make this child swallow, Sister 
Hannah?" "One holds his nose, like this - but it is forbidden, re
member that" . .. One learns that hands are not washed quite so 
often when one's superiors are not present, and that feeding is to 
be done quietly and curse-Iessly when they are The powder 
cans will never be filled unless one fills them himself And if one 
only once offers to do a thing, it becomes his office permanently ... 
There are always distinct groups, of 75-second-diapers and of com
plete incompetents . . . Sidelong criticisms, among workers, can 
hurt The most effective way of impressing the boss i~ to keep 
quiet I discovered, thus, that perhaps my experiential quarter 
was not so different from that of other sophomores, after all. 

My limitations became obvious: I learned that I was not yet 
particularly self-confident, or particularly hardened, and could 
be brought almost to tears by a child's situation, or my own. I 
learned something of the value of grace and of silence as universal
ly appropriate. I acquired the conviction that a little generosity, 
with associates who suffer; can stretch more than far enough to 
justify the effort. I learned that the most striking differences on 
the other side of the ocean are the superficial ones, and that the 
amount which can be communicated without words - "the little 
jokes of dropping things" - is immense. As a language major I 
could have learned more German, by studying later at night, by 
straining myself physically, but frankly considered my job more 
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important. I .learn~d, perhaps· foremost, something of the non
academic world, of its boundaries and rewards, of the satisfaction

I
of black bread and long green walks and a featherbed full of sleep. 
The retention of su~h nonacademic satisfactions I begin to see as 
one of the guiding principles of the Experiential Quarter. 

I 
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BOSTON 

By Elisabeth Jefje1'iso 

One travels to a new job in a new environment with the instinc
tive desire to excello As the sihlation loses its unfamiliarity, how
ever, and begins to loom large in flat, routine dullness, the desire 
changes to a gasping drive to finish the task, notwithstanding one's 
indifference. This shift in impetus occured rather soon after my 
arrival at the three large brick buildings that comprise "New Eng
land's Largest Department Store." Jordan Marsh rapidly became 
only an unpleasant part of each day, to be endured because from 
it arose paradoxically the means to live in the movement and ex
citement of Boston. The positive, personal meaning of Career
Service thus evolved from the environment in which I found myself 
on weekends and after hours. 

It is difficult to express exactly why I found working at Jordan 
Marsh an unpleasant experience. The training executive re
peatedly told me how "lucky" I was to be working in the "Village 
Shop," where I would be working with people "My own age" and 
selling "beautifully made merchandise." While a childhood of 
reading the jokes in The New Yorker had made me familiar with 
the Villager, Cos-Cob and Ladybug labels, I was ignorant of the 
staggering weight these names possess on the status scale. The 
majority of our customers were daughters of wealthy middle class 
families who were pushing their way into the collegiate IN group.. 

The training program, the company's first assignment for new 
and returning employees, is an exercise in the elementary 
method of repetition-memorization teaching. The first day passed 
while we learned and practiced the mechanics of completing a 
correct sales check. The facts - date, department number, sales 
number, article, price, and number of pieces -co were not simply 
presented to us, however. On the contrary, they were impressed 
through repetition on our somewhat stunned minds. Ranging in 
age from eighteen to about forty-five, our classmates were all of 
average intelligence, and did in no way warrant such treatment. 
Graduated to the more difficult tasks of conducting taxed and dis
count sales, we found the second day passed as slowly as the first, 
finally concluding with a lecture on good salesmanship wherein 
we were instructed not to chew gum, to appear always neatly 
groomed, to keep our fingernails clean, and, most important, to 
always appear "fresh as a daisy" for our customers. Our first en

"Elisabeth Jefferis, '68, of Grosse Pointe, Michigan is an English major cur
rently studying in Clermont"Ferrand, France. 
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counter with the officials of Jordan Marsh was thus tainted with the 
very real, albeit uhintended, feeling that we were considered 
somewhat stupid, ahd therefore could be expected to act so. We 
could not complain1of the dullness of a clerk job because it would 
never occur to us to: try to better the situation. 

Having spent tW9 summers sitting in an office typing, my aver
sions to a routine job were not being formed for the first time. 
The working envirohment at Jordan Marsh differed from that of an 
office in several ways, however. As in most jobs, here we daily 
came in contact wit~ workers who lived in the fear that they would 
be fired if they spoke contrary to company policy and company 
name. Instead of kssisting each other, however, the employees 
created a delicate ftamework of self-espionage by which one em
ployee often dropp6d hints to the merchandise buyer or floor exe
cutive about the coAduct of others. This system naturally favored 

Ithe bolder, more outspoken worker at the expense of the more 
retiring employee, Jnd created, as in the case of the Village Shop 
department a very Istrained working environment. In the later 
weeks, the sense of routine increased for it became very difficult to 
think while perforcling the tasks that comprised perhaps seventy 
percent of our wor~ing day. On bad days, the empty hours were 
spent straightening Iand restraightening the stock, a job which is 
especially important in the "open-stocked" Village Shop. The 
majority of our sale~ girls found it almost impossible to "think" con
structively while dotng stock-work. Even rote memorization failed 
to hold the mind. The routine ceased only at noon, when we left 
the store to lunch oA the Boston Commons. 

The pattern of o~r days was quickly established. Arriving at 
the store several minutes before 9:30 a.m. to sign time cards and 
open the books, on~ began work by counting the money in each 
cash register drawet Most of the stock work fell on the first three 
days of the week, v&hich were generally slow. On Thursday and 
Friday, people beg~n to buy moderately, and Saturdays were with
out exception very Ibusy, each clerk usually selling from $500 to 
$600 worth of mer{handise. We were allotted one hour of free 
time for lunch and a coffee break. 

As the quarter w~nt by, we began to recognize more distinctly 
the great change ih attitude through which we had moved. It 
became more and !more important to seek out the difficult cus
tomers that would :detain one the longest amount of time. One 
waited on the elderly ladies who wore odd sizes, the young ones 
who did not know Jhat they wanted to purchase, the matrons who 
wanted to dress likr their daughters. I began to appreciate more 
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fully the fact that I was still a student, still interested in unfashion
able, impractical, and "non-saleable" notions. 

And what better place than Boston could one nnd to pursue 
young impractical notions? The sophisticated, romantic old city 
exudes an atmosphere that is' unmistakeably unique. The head
strong freedom of choosing and assuming my own responsibilities, 
added to the charm and excitement of Boston, made my Career
Service quarter a successful one. 

Its success was helped along by the kind of apartment we man
aged to locate right in the center of Cambridge. Besides being 
very pleasant, it was beautifully located, placing us right between 
the Boston areas two major lmiversities,Harvardand MIT. As we 
became more familiar with each one, their characters became as 
different as their architecture. The scientiRc-mindedness seen in 
the solid geometry of MITs modem, angular buildings reveals 
itself in the outlooks of its students, who have made it their policy 
to proceed seriously and directly towards their goals. The Har
vard Yard, with its stately settings of old buildings, tree-lined 
paths, and crested wrought-iron fences is the antithesis of the In
stitute's campus. The Square's coffeehouses and bookshops and 
Brattle Street's theatres and old homes are only two of the many 
settings of Harvard life. Unifying each facet of the campus is the 
very alive consciousness of a valuable tradition which relates the 
old to the new. 

Thanks to the presence in it of about a dozen colleges and uni
versities besides Harvard and MIT, Boston struck us at times as 
being one large, moving college town. But that there are native 
Bostonians too, we were well aware, and indeed we knew them 
for tradition had told us so - to be cold and hostile to strangers. 
The incident that convinced me otherwise occurred on the Sunday 
that New England adopted Daylight Savings Time. Arriving at 
Trinity Church, Copley Square exactly one hour late, I settled in 
a half-emptied pew to listen to the last words of Dr. Ferris' service. 
The pew, however, was not half-empty, as I discovered when its 
occupants returned. I thus passed the remainder of the service 
wedged between a very dignified lady and her husband. After I 
had apologized for inconveniencing them, tlley invited me to their 
home in Brookline for dinner. Being a member of a sailboat crew 
myself, I found speaking with their son especially interesting as he 
had raced on the America's Cup contender Neferetiti in 1964. That 
evening I returned to Trinity for dinner with the college group. 
The church college groups that I have encountered in the past 
years have been singularly dull and stiff. This one, however, hap
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pened to be an exC€~tion to lbe mle. A c,",sroads meeting wound 
for college students Iof alHaiths from all universities, Trinity each 
week played host to students hom MIT, Harvard, Northeastern 
University, Boston University, the Boston Conservatory, and the 
New England COllskrvatory of Music. Sunday evenings were oc
cupied with lectur~s and discussions on subjects ranging from 
Catholicism to Bost:on politics, while entire Saturdays were spent 
playing football and boiling lobsters on the wet, rocky beaches of 
Annisquam and Cape Cod. In adopting such wandering shldent
workers as ourselves, these people truly kept the spirit of welcome 
alive. I 

Cambridge and Brookline are only two sides of Boston. In Hay
market Square, onel stumbles upon a totally different atmosphere, 
for here, in the Italian open markets, vendors hawk their flowers, 
vegetables, meats, ~nd sometinles rotten fruits. The Old North 
Church, squatting ~congruously in its Early American red brick 
splendor amid the leaning tenements of the Italian section, gazes 
upon the squabbling black-haired children and bloody sheepskins 
hanging for sale. formed by the Boston Public Library, Trinity 
Church, and the Old. South Church, Copley Square is perhaps the 
most European-ap~earing center in the city. 

Living in Boston has given me several new, more realistic in
Sights into both bJsiness and university life, and what one can 
expect to meet aftJr one's education is completed. I found the 
diversity of current I thoughts and issues stimulating, and quite re
freshing after what, may be termed the provincialism of the Mid
west. The student We in this part of the country assumes a finesse 
and sophistication that are very attractive. Retaining a great num
ber of her students,1 Boston becomes the home of many active and 
intense young people of science and the arts who stay to study and 
contribute to the c~mmunity. The result of this intensified output 
is the excitement and stimulation that one feels so deeply in the 

city. I 

! 
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